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The real strength of the thesis is that it rests
upon the acuteness with which the candidate
highlights the (1) transformation of the janamsakhi
genre (2) the needs of an altered historical epoch
and (3) the changing didactic purposes of the
poet. It is a critical (in the philosophical as well as
historical sense) assessment of a work of sacred
poetry, created by Bhai Santokh Singh in the first
half of the 19th century when Sikh temporal power
with its attendant problems, was at its height.
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INTRODUCTION

A historical analysis of Bhai Santokh Singh's Nanak
Prakash can be useful. Santokh Singh is :regarded the
greatest Sikh poet whose popularity :rests on his
val1ll1Ilinous tomes on Sikh GurUs. Because of his believed
orthodoxy, the Singh Sabha wished Max Arthur Macauliffe
to consult Gur Pratap Suraj for his history of the G1:lrus.
The populanty of Santokh Singh's works can be estima4eGi
from the fact that almost all the modern historians of the
Sikhs have based their account of the Gurus more or less
on his works. "References by modern authors", observes
W.H. McLeod, "to incidents in the lives of the Gurus can
often be traced no further than statements by
Sanlokh Singh."

But Swokh Singh's poplliarity' among the scholars is
not beyond questiam. McLeod; feels that Gur Pratap SUi'aj
contains "a somewhat higher proportion of historical fact
but is untrustworthy nonetheless." Similarly, Macauliffe's
opinion about the work is highly unfavourable despite
thefacUhat he· himself has heavily drawn the Inaterial from
the wcrk. I.B. Banerjee, feels that Macaulifte has been
"compelled to make the Suraj Praf!asD the primary basis
of his 'Lives~of.the;GuruBjparticularly; of the earlier Gurus."
BaneIljee sugg,ests to ths tutu,re: historians" that the work
shouidbe useO' witl1 'great caution and restntint.' Nanak
Prakash, according to Ma:Leod, is unreliable like its
principal source the Bala ]anamsakhi. On'the one hand
these remarks are occasional and' general in nature, on'the
other hand they treat Santokh Singh's work as a source
material on th9' lives of Gurus. Hence, the historical
analysis. of Santoldl Singh~s work.
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There is a paradox in the approach of modern
historians. On the one hand they base their work on
Santokh Singh and on the other hand they are critical
about the reliability of his works. Expressing this paradox,
I.B. Banerjee says that Macauliffe "had no other alternative
and so long as more reliable records are not forthcoming
this (Suraj Prakash) will remain,more or less, indispen
sable ...." The paradox is indicahve of the historical
understanding that underlies it. The subject of the work
is treated as a source material. All the discussion is centred
on the reliability of toe source. Though McLeod indicates
that the work is b~sed on earlier sources yet he does not
allude to the fact that the primary, concern of a work lies
in the times of its compilation. He condemns Hanak Prakash
for its dependence, to' a large extent, on the untrustworthy,
Bala janamsakhi. Besides, the modern historians seem tQ

have failed to understand the nature of the )iterary w,ork,
They treat it as ahistorical work.

Apart from this, the critical literature on'Santokh Singh
is meagre. Most of the works deal with his life and are
exegeses of his mangal chhands. Bhai Vir Singh is the'
onlY scholar to study the works of SantokhSingh in detail.'
Not only he has edited ,the Gur Pratap SUTaj and Nanak
Prakash but the poet's life and times are also discussed.
He has also dealt at length with poet's idea and approach
to history. But his method is not historical. Bhai Vir Singh'
considers Gl.!r Pratap Suraj a valuable collection of material
onthe Sikh history for making a sciEmtific study: He has
no idea that the significance of Santokh Singh's work lies
in the time ofits writing. It is quite significant that Bhai
Vir Singh' is ~ware of the fact that the Sikh literature has
a cognitive value. " In his ,opinion the Sikh historical
accounts are to be judged on the basis of the Sikh
doctrines. But he fails to realise the mounting influence
of Vedant and Handali, doctrines and its implications.
He also fails to understand tbe historical meaning of miracles.
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What he tries to do is to prove the possibility of a mirac1.e
scientifically. In fact, his major thrust is on th,e literary merit
of the work.. His association with the Singh Sabhadoes not
let him go deep into the work. Consequently, he idealises
the work.

The tradition of Bhai Vir Singh in assessing a work in
a literary manner without keeping the historical aspect,
is continued by Dr. Jai Bhagwan Goel. He introduced
Santokh Singh's works to theHindi readers. The literary
worth pf the works is also emphasized. Goel's literary
criticism is nl,ore or less conventional. HE! is lacking in a
historical approach. Though he is aware of the anti-Sikh
doctrines in the work yet he fails to bring to light the logic
of their mounting influence. On the contrary, he idealises
the presence of the heterogeneous doctrines by attributing
them to the poet's attitude of assimilation. Hence, the
presence of divergent doctrines is looked upon as
sublimity of the poet. A few other scholars have also made
references to Santokh Singh. But their approach is just
introductory.

It is quitE! obvious that no systematic effort has been
made to analyse historically the works of Santokh Singh.
It should be kept in mind that Santokh Singh's work is not
an ordinary work of literature. Like other works of Sikh
literature, its nature is cognitive. In such works,
literature and doctrine are complimentary as well as
autonomous. The historical study of such literature needs
a different approach. It is not only essential to look into
the doctrinal aspect of the work but also to analyse the
genre. Both the aspects are rooted in the socio-political
conditions of the period. The chief interest in taking up
the study of Nanak Prakash is to find its historical worth
and inbuilt limitations. This is helpful in understanding the
poet's historical outlook from tne perspectivE~ofhis literary
imagination. The evidence on early nineteenth century
society and politics can be understood against this
backdrop.
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Theboo k i the revised version of my Ph.D. thesis en
titl~d "Historical Analysililof Nanak Prakash by Bhai Santokh
Singh", submitted to the Guru Nanak Dev University,
Amritsar in the year 1965. Beside~ 'Introduction' and
'Conclusion', the book contains six chapters. Life and times
of the poet is studied in tha first chapter in a manner ,that
the relationship of his works with the politico-cultural
institutions and traditions of the period could be grasped.
In NanQk Prakash, the continuity of the lit8rary tradition has
a paralleHsm in the Gontinuity of administrative institutions.
This widens our understanding. However, other sooio
pQlitical connections of the literarY work are not denied.
This aspect is taken up in thl'l seoond chapter in which the
squrces of Nanak Prakash ;;Ire discussed in order to
underst<md tne pdmary concerns of the poet. In the
case of present work., the bulk of the m&terial is drawn
from the heterodox sources having a peculiar
socio-political impjic~tion. As Nanak Praksshis written
in a jan.ClIP..$akhi mode it is ccmsidered uS9ful to study
jailamsakhi genre in historical perspective. In chapter
three, not only this aspect is taken up but also the problem
as to why Nanak Prakash as a janamsakhi has collapsed
18 cliscn.1s8.fild. In order to know the historical worth pf a
litEm~ry WOI:"k, th. doctrinal understanding of the poet is
loQ1<ed into. Santokh Singb's idea of Sikh history is the
theme of the, fourth. chapter. It delineates the impact of
the d,octrines on his ~nde{standing of Sikh history. Both
the factors are rooted in c.ontemporary realities. Last two
cn~pters Le. chapter five and six disc1Ms the &vidence on
Iiloci~ history and politicB available in the Nanak Prakash.
Tllll:! evidenc~ P14Y~ a eignificant role in knowing the
pQet'$ pliim<:try concern. It helps in understanding
why the p~.et ~b~ the cause of the,Sikh ruling classes
in,spite of the fact,that lIle belonged to a humble caste.
The o$tudy of his idea of Sikhism helps us in understanding
the co;ntemporary situation.



CHAPTER I

BHAl SANTOKH SINGH AND HIS TIMES

Bhai Santokh Singh is a major Punjabi poet of the
early nineteenth century. A number of monumental works
are to his credit. Among them are the Sri Guru Nanak
Prakashl and the Gur Pratap Suraj. The latte,r is a sequel
to the former. It narrates the history of ten Sikh Gurus as
well a.s the life of Banda Bahadur. For a proper under
standing of Nanak Prakash, it is essential to go back to
the life and times of the poet. Bhai Santokh Singh's life
span runs more or less parallel to that of Maharaja Ranjit
Singh's. He was born in 1788 A.D. eight YE~ars after the
birth of Ranjit Singh and died five years after the
death of the Maharaja. Hence, the reign of Ranjit Singh
more or less forms his socio-political milieu even when he
had spent most of his later life in the ciS-SUtll!!j territories.
Because his early life and education was in Amritsar district,
his works mostly speak of the concern of the reign of
Ranjit Singh.

The Sikhs rose to power in the Punjab about the
middle of the eighteenth century. At the time of Ranjit
Singh's birth in 1780 the area between Jamuna and Indus
rivers was mostly divided into a number of Sikh principali
ties. One of the principalities was that of Sukawhakia Misl
under Mahan Singh. Ranjit Singh succeeded his father
Mahan Singh in 1790 A.D. Large areas in the Rachna,
Chaj and Sindh Sagar Doabs were in the possession of the
Sukarchakia chief, whose cenfre was Gujranwala.2

1. Hereinafter cited as Nanak Prakuh.
2. G.L. Chopra, The Punjab as a Sovereign State, Vishveshvaranand Vedic

Research Institute, Hoshiarpur, 1960, p. 6.
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Ranjit Singh did not remain content with the patrimony
of a large principality but started making efforts to expand
his domain. In 1799 A.D. he added Lahore to his possess
ions.a He won over Sada Kaur, the Nakai chiefs of Satgarha
and Jodh Singh to his side. In order to increase his strength
he also forged an alliance with Fateh Sj.ngh Ahluwalia who
was the most powerful of the Sikh chiefs. With this com
bined power, the other Sikh and non-Sikh chiefs were
gradually compelled to accept hiS suzerainty.' The city
of,Amritsar was conquered in the year 180?li Ranjit Singh
extended his activities in cis-Sutlej region from 1806 to
180S.A.D.7 "

Bilt his ambitions were restricted by the Br.itish with
the treaty of Amritsar iIi 1809. Consequently, the eastern
boundary of the Maharaja was fixed along the Sutlej.
However, by this time, Ranjit Singh had established himself
in the central Punjab.s He was obliged to expand in the
north and the west. With the conquest of Multan in 1818, the
core region of the Mughal pr~vince of Multan came under
his administration.8 Similarly~ Kashmir was conquered at
last in 1819 after several unsuccessful expeditions. lo Thus,
the period' between 1799 to 1820 was marked with hectic
e:xpansionof the dominion of the Maharaja.

After 1820, Ranjit Singh was keen on consoli
dating his power. The kingdom was further extended
with the. conquest of Peshawar in 1823.11 During 182710

3. N.K. Sinha. Ranjit Singh, A. Mukherjee & Co., Calcutta,
1975 (3rd ed), p. 12.

4. G.L. Chopra, The Punjab as a Sovereign State, pp. 8-9.
5. N.K.Sinha. Ranjit Singh. p. 16.
6. Ibid•• pp. 22-26.
7. G.L. Chopra, The Punjab as a Sovereign State. p, 40.
8. Ibid., p. 10.

9. Indu Banga, Agrarian System of the Sikhs : Late Eighteenth and
Early Nineteenth Century, Manohar Publication, New Delhi.197S. p. 25.

10. G1. Chopra, The Punjab as a Sovereign State, p. 16.
11. N.K,Sinha, Ranjit Singh, p. 62.
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1831, RanjIt Si.ngh had to face jehad wage!d by Sayyid
Ahmad. It ended with the death of Sayyid in a skirmish
in ~831 A.D.11! The British entered imoacommerdal treaty
with the Amirs of Sindh in order to check Ranjit Singh's
designs on Sindh. The Maharaja accepted the treaty in
1832.13 In 1835, Ranjit Singh once again tried to attack
Sind,h. But he had to stop because of the! British threat.
On June 27, 1839, Raniit Singh breathed his last at Lahore,u

Ranjit Singh kept almost all the administrative institu
tions or procedures that were prevalent during the Mughal
rule in order to enhance his political power, consolidate
his kingdom and to administer it effectively.15 The rationale
of this political, economical and socia-religious policies
lay in, the critical. situation in which the Sikh ruling class
was placed. A look at the demographical pattern of the
reign of Ranjit Singh clearly shows the minority character
of the sikhs who were 6% of the total population. The
Ml.JsIims formed the largest religious group with 70% of
population. The population of the Hindus was
2.4%18. Consequently, it was the need of the ruling class
minority to maintain cordial rela.tions I:! at only with
the Hindus but also with the Muslims for the stability
of the state. 17 Maharaja Ranjit Singh adopted a 'secular' and

12. Ibid., p. 80.
13. Bikramjit Hasrat, Life and Times of Ranjit Singh, Vishveshvaranarid

Vedic Research Institute" Hoshiarpur, 1977, p. 15l.
14. Ibid., p. 187.
15. J,S.Grewal, The Reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh (Sita Ram Kohli

Memorial Lecture 1981), Punjabi University, Patiala :,981, pp. 1-11.
16. Ibid., p.27.

The population of Maharaja Ranjit Singh's kingdom was one crore and
22 lacs. Out of it, Muslims were 86 lacs, Hindus were 30 lCj.cs and
Sikhs 7 lacs. The population figures are on the basis of 1881 census.
The scholar is: of the opinion that "in the early decades of British rule
in the Punjab the demographic pattetn did not changE' radicaUy."

17. The need is generall y reflected in the Punjabi Ii terature of the period.
For instance 8.S. Hans has underlined it in his article on the gurbilas.
see, S.S. Hans, "The Gurbilas", Journal of Regional History, Vol. II,
188], p. 56. Also see the chapter "Evidence on Social History"
below.
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'liberal' policy. Religious endowments to the institutions
and individuals of all religions were generously granted.

Bl;lt it could not be p:resumed that change of a consi
deral:)le magnitude. was not brou.ght about during the reign
of RaAjit Singh. The structure of the ruling class of the
time is a p.ointer to social mobility. On the basis of the
decisipn-ma,king poWer in politics, administration and
military, Inderyas Bhat1li: has identified about 1080 persons
as constituting the nobility in theking:iQm of the Lahore
Durbar.18 In the power structure, they constituted two
levels. The priJ:na¥y level included princes, ministers,
courtiers, provincial g;ovarnors and. commanders of the
army. The thanadars, kardar and the officers in the army
belong to. the. secondary lavel.Ii Acc.ording to him, the
ruling class was constitu.ted oi representatives of four
religious communities i.e. the Sikhs, the Hindus, the
Muslims. and the Christians. The- Si.k1l& were 530, Hindus
310, Muslims. 179 and. 65. Christia:cs..1o Thus nearly 50% of
the. nobility were. SikhS. It was much higher than their
prop.ortion of toe total population which was 6%. Similarly,
the r,epre.sentation of Hindu nob.ility in comparision with
their population was high. The Hindu nobility formed
about 29% of the total nobility, whereas their population
was 24%. But the proportion of Muslim nobility in relation
to their: population was quite meagre. Against 70% of
population, only 15,% were in the nobility. Thus; there was
a clear predominance of the Sikhs in the ruling class. It is

18. Inderyas Bhatti, "Nobility Under the Lahore Durbar, 1799-1849".
M.Phil. Dissertation. Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar, 1981,
p.3.

19. Indu Banga, "Social Mobility in the Punjab Under Maharaja Ranjit
Singh", Maharaja Ranjit Singh and His Times, Guru Nanak Dev Uni
versity, Atnritsar 1980. p. 133. (Inderyas Bhatti also adopted the
criterion for the identification of nobility. See. "Nobility Under the
Lahore Durbar. 179.9-1849". pp. 1-2)

20. Inderyas Bhatti, "Nobility Under the Lahore Durhr. 1799-1849".
p.3.
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also evident from the proportion of Sikh n::>bles from the
artisan and menial classes. Out of total of 26, 19 were
Sikhs,ll The Sikh ruling class was a new phenomenon in
the social history of Punjab. Majority of the Sikh ,nobility
belonged to the Jats. They were 30% of the total nobility
and were more than)he Hindu nobility. Hence, Maharaja
Ranjit Singh was.more .liberal to his coreligionists, parti
cularly his own caste, in.. providing opportunities for their
upward mobility. The conditions of the Hindus were by
all means good.

In his agrarian system, there was a structural and func
tional continuity from the Mughal time. Yet there are some
healthy traits regarding the position of the peasant proprie
tors which was relatively advantageous in comparison with
the superior owners. The superior OWnE,rs were dis
couraged during Ranjit Singh's rule.13 Similarly, the position
of tenat:lts improved and they were enjoying the same
rights as peasant proprietors.1S As a result of the state in
centives, vast stretches of land were brought under culti
vation, Colonization underpinned the spatial and \\"ertical
mobility. During the reign of Ranjit Sinah, even the non
agriculturist castes-trading, artisan and menial-entered
the agrarian hierarchy.14 Change of occupation often led to
improvement in economic condition. In fact, "the doors to
upward mobility were open to men of indw:ltry and ability
perhaps at all levels of the social structure" during the Sikh
rule under Ranjit Singh,I6 During Ranjit Singh's times, the
number of new Sikh villages ran into hundreids. l•

21. Ibid., p. 4 and appendix 'G',

22. Indu I~an'ga, "Social Mobility in the Punjab under Mahar$ja Ranjit
Singh", Mahataja Ranjit-Singh and His Times, pp, 120-30,

~3. Ibid."p. 138. -
,24. Ibili_ PP. ~26...a1.
2,6~., p:>id.. p •.l35~·. . '. . '
'26: . 1. S~ Grewal, The Reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, p. 31.

-~~ -_._-~._- ---
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Ranjit Singh not only confirmed the old land grants
but'also bestowed a number of new grants to institutions
and individuals of various denominations and religions.
The amount of dharmarth grants during Ranjit Singh was
much larger than that of revenues alienated by the
Mughals.27 However, the largest share of religious grants
went to the Sikhs. The Bedis received the maximum i.e. 25%
of total dharmarth grants. They were followed by the Sodhis
and Udasis with 20% and 10% respectively. However. "the
Udasis appropriated the maximum share of state revenue
as a religious group."28 Interestingly a large number of
sangats or gurdwaras came into being and the sway of Sikh
religion increased in a large area of Ranjit Singh's
domain ,II

Santokh Singh was born in 1788 A.D. at Nur Di Sarai. a
village in Amritsar district.30 The village is situated near
Tarn Taran on the Tarn Taran-]habal road. His father was
Dewa Singh, a chhimba of Karir sub-caste.3! Santokh Singh
mentions the name of his father in his works but does not
refer to the name of his mother.32 According to Bhai Vir

27. Indu Banga, Agrarian System of the Sikhs, p. 167.
28. Sulakhan Singh, "State Patronage to the Udasis Under Maharaja

Ranjit Singh", Maharaja Ranjit Singh and His Times, p. 113.
29. Nanak Prakash gives a number of instances in this regard. See,

. Cnapter ";Evidence on SoCial History". .
30; '. Bhai Vir Singh (ed')"Sri Gur 'Pratap Suraj Granthawali, Khalsa

Samachar. Amritsar 1995, p.~3.
31. Bhai Vir Singh refers to tan entry of thevahi of Mangal Dutt Panda

(Ramchand Wide) Hardwar pertaining to year 1936 BK or 1679. The
entry was said to have been recorded by the wife of Wasawa Singh.
Santokh Singh's bro~er. See, Ibid, p. 88.

32. Santokh Singh's worlcscontain the name of h4s father., For iruitance,
, in Nanak Prakash, he says .~ fi:(ur fil3 a. tffiH em: Fifiili tRw o'H

(p. 1258) and ~ Gur Pratap Suraj, ~ fffUl fl[.'~ HH 'nt!!. (P.. 4499).

But he does not refer to his mother's name. At a·place in Gur Partap

Suraj, he only pays respect to his mother fOil' HTar'& 7i1'e£'~

(p.4499).
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Singh the evidence of the vahi of Tala Ram Chuni Lal of
Kurukshetra makes Rajadi or Raj Dai his mother.aa Bhai Vir
Singh writes that Dewa Singh was a learned man, well
versed in Gurbani and Vedant.3& Santokh Singh started his
early education at home under his father's guidance. Later
on, he was sent to his uncle Ram Singh at Amritsar for fur
ther education.so At that time. Amritsar was a great centre
of Sikh education. About 300 dharamshalas w,ere devoted to
the promotion of Gurmukhi education.s,

At Amritsar, Santokh Singh came into contact with Bhai
Sant Singh, a scholar of great repute, and received
instruction from him.s7 . Bhai Santokh SincJh had been
associated with Lahore Durbar for sometimes and was
entrusted with the service of Harimandir or Golden Temple
after the death of his elder brother, Bhai Gurmukh Singh.ss

Santokh Singh lived in bunga of Bhai Sant Singh and
remained there till the end of the first decade of the
nineteenth century.aD
33. Bhai Vir Singh (ed.), Sri Gur Praiap Suraj Granthawali, p. 89.
34. Loe cit.
35. Loc. cit.
36. a.w. Leitner, History of Indigenous Education in the Punjab Since

Annexation and in 1882, Language Department, PWljab, Patiala. 1971 .
(reprint), p. 36.

37. Bhai Santokh Singh, Nanak Prakash, Khalsa Samachar, Amritsar, 196L
pp. 63 and 1256 :

fn3 tit 3Ol3 CI3 O'H' cifcii·f~fu ft13
R00 Fi~ fU3 '>!fa R3 fJ:fUl 0'H' ~ I

filii ;TcJ~ en l{B' H· ~B'O tiTre
l!I:IfaRHO ~lij ~feoi).r ~'I

XX.X .
. Jt1 HF.1 fRH'iio of3 ~ R3 t","\t,' ij9' O'H' I

fifB'TilT fun 3 H· lIO't foo tIB' ere· ~I}f 111011 .

38. Bhai Vii.'Singh' (ed.1; SrfGtir PMttip -BurtI/GtShthliw,':JIi, p. 91. 'c' .':.
'.';. - ! '\.

39. Internal evidence of Gur Pratap Suraj 8Uggests that in .1813A.r>.~
Santokh Singh was at Buria estate, where he wrOt.~ 'hiS .' work 'Hanak'
Prakash in' 1823 A.D. According to Bhai Vir SiJ1gh,tlie'~V{Jen~!:'

., ...aem.ao!1av.'~tedtliat'01e~t:iitD~{aBuriahot)jet6fEl,lonci:t.
For detailed di8CUBsion;~~;ibid.}pit:1J4lfr:::'.: ':~. ,,;,>,.. 'L.
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In the early nineteenth century Punjab. education was
imparted in traditional manner. Most of the educational
institutions were associated with the religious establish.
ments. The mosque was the place for Islamic education
whereas Hindu pathshalas were associated with the tempie.
Similarly. Ourmukhi schools were held in gurdwaras and
dharamshalas. co Apart from religious establishments, some
schools were run by individuals. Some of them were
secular in character and imparted education in book
keeping. They were known as Landa schools.u As the
language of Lahore Durbar Persian was very popular both
with the Muslims and the Hindus. Among the Hindus,
Khatris had a special interest in learning Persian in order to
secure employment in revenue administration.c•

Santokh Singh did not seem to have acquired any
formal educatio~ in Persian as the internal evidence of his
work suggests. On the other hand, his knowledge of Sanskrit
was commendable. He had translanted two important Sans
krit works Amar Kosh and Balmiki's Ramayana into bhakha.
The chief seats of Sikh learning in early nineteenth century
were Amritsar and Damdama Sahib in Bhatinda. In Amritsar,
the Golden Temple and the bungas were popular centres
of learning.'3 The bungas played an important role ill
imparting indigenous education to the Sikhs. These bungas
belonged to orthodox Sikhli and other dispensations, like
Udasis, Nirmalas and Seva Panthis. A number of poets
were the product of these bungas."

During the reign of Ranjit Singh, the GurmUkhi school
imparted education in Gurbani, literaiure, and'; religious

40. G.W. LeitnW,1U:;toqofIndigenous EdI.JCAtio~, pp. 145-48.
41. Ibid.. PP. 3'l~.
4a. Jl;li<;i'J pp. 5~~
4t ' ~i~, Pj>.ae-a'l. . .
..-{, .. ~it~u,r. 'J'h.(]~1J .'1'••p1. :~t ftld P1Htllt~.-Guru Manak

Dev University, Amrifeit,r l~ea.pp. 184·QO.
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writings. In litl3rature. Hirdai Ram Bhalla's H.'iJnuman Natak
and Ramcharit Manas by Tulsi Das in Gurmukhi script were
taught.~5 The janamsakhi (particularly Gy,an Ratnavali).

- Gurbilas and Bhagwat were religious texts.&e "Rhetoric or
Sahiikab was much studied in Gurmukhi (flchool) which
combined both Punjabi and Hindi" .~7 Vedant 'VIras also in the
curriculum of Gurmukhi schools."s HOWeVE!r, vaidyak or
Indian medical science was optional."9 Broadly, the Sikh
learning comprised of Sikh religious liter,ature, Hindu
religious and philosophical works, rhetoric and prosody.
Vedant however, was the major subject in the Hindu
religious writings.

There were four major traditions in Panjabi literature.
The first was the Sikh religious literature in the form of
janamsakhis and gurbilas. The Vedantic literature formed
the second. The scholastic poetry (riti literature) in Braj
dialect was thE! third. The fourth and last tradition belon
ged to kissa poetry which was, to some extent, secular
in character. Its exponents were mostly Muslims.
It was also adopted by the Sikhs to some extent. However,
kissa literaturl3 was not in the curriculum of religious
education.

The j anamsakhi genre was developed by the Sikh
community in early sixteenth century to spread the myth
of Napale and discuss his doctrines. The ~~xpressiono!

piety was later adapted for sectarian debate. The !landaUs
undermined the janamsakhi genre for their own ends.
"Thus the period and the geography of the conflicting
claims to religious loyalty called forth an intense janam-'
sakhi debate to constitute iW . GoJden Age" .60 After the

45. G.W. Leitner, History Qf1IJdigellolJ$ Education, p. 3$..
4&. LoCI cit.
47. Loc cit.
48, Loo<:it.
49. Loccit.
50. S.S. Hans, "Early Sikh Tradition" , Journal of Regiollal Himr-y, Gu.m

NatlIk Dev University, Amritsat, Vol. 1,1980. p. 86.
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execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur in 1675 A.D., the genre
did not remain relevant. The Sikh struggle for power in
the mid-eighteenth century necessitated a new genre.
The new condition and "the newer religious awareness in
terms of its socio-political urgency" evolved gurbilas
genre.lil Its main purpose was "to cultivate a militantly
heroic spirit with a built-in social urgency even at the
cost of doctrine".'2 In this sense, gurbilas is just the
opposite of janamsakhi. The orthodox janamsakhi never
departed from' doctrine. With the rise of Sikhs to power,
the spiritual supremacy of Guru Nanak did not remain
problematic and emphasis on political urgency was lost.58

Consequently. the janamsakhis and gurbilas literature of
late eighteenth and nineteenth century is full of "magic and
the decline of religion.""

The Vedantic literature in Gurmukhi has an important
place in the literature of Punjab. The catalogue of Gurmukhi
manuscripts prepared by Shamsher Singh Ashok in two
volumes records a total of 1587 manuscripts i.e. 1189 major
and. 394 works on variety of subjects.liD Out of them. the
manuscripts on Sikh literature including Gurbani exegesis,
janamsakhi, gurbilas. Mahima Prakash and other historical
works are 301 in all. It includes 121 manuscripts on variety
of topics.5I But the manuscripts under the title 'Indian
philosophy' number 120. Out of which 66 are on more
than one topic.'7 A cursory r~ading of the manuscripts on
Indian philosophy suggests that they are mostly on Vedanl
and afew' on Yoga.. Sikh literature' contains a number of

51. Lac cit.
52. S. S. HanS, "SOcial Transformation and Eaily Sikh Literature",

journal orRegional History;Vol. 111,1982, p.8.
53. S. S. Hans, "Early Sikh Tradition", Journal ofRegional History, p. ISS.'
Sf. Loe cit. ..'
55. Shamsher Singh Ashok, Punjabi Hathlikhtan Di Suchi, BhashaVibhag;

Punjab, Patiala, 1961, Vol. I. p. 'E"., .'::-
ss.' Loccit."',· ;r.,.~·(..: h 'J. "':,::'.1'.',.. ,t<';:;il, 1\' (,.; ',( '.. , .U:i
57. Loccit. of:';: ~'~ ,'--r-;:?l .! ,~;"/!/ ,Tt··Ji~.~;~·/' ,,·-J~:,i:;-/~:-·"; ~"_~c"': :~;2;~;p~;-~
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commentaries of Gurbani, written by Udasis and Nirmalas
which are Vedantic interpretations.58

The earliest works on Vedant in Gurmukhi are claimed
to belong to the second half of the seventeeth century.
Some of the prominent Vedantic scholars of the period
were Dyal Anemi, Anath Puri and Kavi Sukhdev.59 Kavi
Sukhdev is also said to be associated with the court of Guru
Gobind Singh for some time.60 The earliest Vedantic
literature in Punjab was taken up by Handalis. Manohar Das
Niranjani wrote Gyan Manjari. Vedant Paribhasha. Gyan
Churan Vachnika, Sat Prashan Uttari and Khat Prashni.
Amritdhara and Vedant Vivek Granth Satik were the works
of Bhagwan Das Niranjani.61 The rise of Sikh power
revived literature on Vedant especially by the Udasis and
the Nirmalas. The Sikhan Di Bhagatmal and the Mokh
Panth Prakash by Gulab Singh Nirmala are two major works
of the period. However, throughout the Sj:kh period, the
translations of the Shankar's commentaries: were under
taken."

58. Sikhan Di Bhagatmal and Anand Ghan's comme,ntaries are Udasi

works. Pt Tara Singh Narotam and Sant Sampuran Singh are Nirmala
scholars who have written commentaries on the baIJ'i of Guru Granth.

59. Dyal Anemi has a number of works to his credit. They are Ashtavakra
Bhakha, Agyan Bodhni. Hastmal Granth. Bigyan Git~1 and Vashista Sar

Bhakha. see,. Punjabi Hathlikhtan Di Suchi. Vol. I. PI'. 149·60. 164, 156,
167. 183. 194. and Vol. n. pp. 18. 24. 28. 31. 41-42 alld 58. Anath Puri's
only ~orkjsVicharmala. Vol. I. p. 67. Adhyatam Prakash. Fazil Ali
Prakash and Pingal Bhakha are works of Kavi Sukhd,~v, Vol. I, PI>. 152
63.598 ano Vol II. p. 289.

60. Shamsher Singh .Ashok,Punjabi Hathlikhtan Di Suchi, Vol. II, p. 385 :

flj'OIH H3 yR3'Cl l:lf<J' llfr\ii fur t.I';:fT~ I '

'~ iRf~·t:! al ,J:rnl H~ tre;J ;jfu ~tI Cl'liI' 111II

R3! R~3"f'Hw RHO~ arm I

J!~ J! fHJt ~3 ~ ~a ~ ~ trO urfu n211
61. Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 4-5, 156, 159-80, 169-70, 174-77, 195, 201 and Vol. II,

pp. 6-7,11-12,18,20,32.38,62,66.
62. Ibid.. Vol. I, pp. 155-56, 163, 173, 196 and Vol. n, Pl'. 15. 126,3&8.
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Like Vedantic literature, the riti or scholastic literature
was very popular in Punjab. Some exponents of this
tradition are said to have associated with the court of
Guru Gobind Singh. They were Amrit Rai, Kavi Vrind
and Sukhdev." Amrit Rai wrote Chitra Vilas; Vrind wrote
VriVd Vinod Satsai and Bhav Panchasika.8C The mid
seventeenth century was the period C)fgenesis of scholastic
poetry in Punjab. It remained prevalent till the end of the
nineteenth century. The great riti poet Amrit Rai belonged
to Lahore.ls His works are on prosody, rhetoric, types of
heroines (naika bhed) and nine-feelings (nav ras) etc.
In the second-half of eighteenth century, important riti
works were translated. They are Mati Ram's Ras Raj and
Lalit Lalam, Bhanu Dutl's Ras Tarangani, Chintamani's Pingal
Bhakha, Kavi Keshav's Rasik Priya and Kavi Priya, Kavi Dev's
Ras Bilas and Padamakar's jagat Binod." Some Sanskrit
riti works were also translated into bharha. For example,
Kavi Nihal translated the Kavya Prakash by Mammat under
the title Sahit Siromani.·i

After his education at" Amritsar, Santokh Singh went to
Buria estate near Jagadhari in the court of Bhagwant Singh,
the chief of Dyalgarh.'s He was introduced by a chhimba
63. For Kavi Vrind. ibid, Vol. I, pp. 551. 601 :

IlCJ ilfc5t!' Hf3i1ICJ I!ID 1m3 n~ fun ,F3 I

HBClR3 l1'3cr CcJB 1m3 ii3 J:!lt Rt3 1170 III
X X x
fi aiflie tRU! Ol~ 8Tt!1 f~t!' llfij Ol'U '"'~ I

For Amrit Rai. see. Piara Singh Padam (ed.). Punch Nad (Hindi).
Bhaaha Vibhag. Punjab. Patiala 1969. pp. 274-75. and for Sukhdev. see
footnote 60 above.

64. Ibid., Vol. J.Pp. 594-95, 698, 600-01, and Vol, II, p. 385.
65. See, Piara Smgh Padam (ed.), Panch Nad,p.i?o.
66. Shamsher Singh Ashok, Punjabi Hatblikbtan])i Suchi. Vol. I. pp.513

74. Vol. II. p. 406 for Moti Ram; Vol. I, p. 603 for Bhahi Dutt; Vol. I,
p. 564 for Christamani; Vol. I, pp. 686-97, 601.Q8 and VOl. II, pp.806-07
for Kavi Keshav; vol. II. p. 405 for Kavi Dev, and VoL I. p. 596 for
Padamaka~. '.

67. Ibid.. Vol. I. p. 587. " "
68. BhaiVirSingh,(e~.)Sri Gu,- P~~(aP.SurajGr.~tha~.lil 'PP'~9+-e6.
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Dyal Singh, a commander of Dyalgarh principality.It After
coming to Buria, the poet completed his bhakha under the
title Amar Kosh in A.D. 1813. Though the work was com
pleted at Amritsar yet it was written during the poet's
stay at Buria.70 The poet remained in the court of Bhagwan
Singh till 1823. Nanak Prakash was composed in the year
1823 when he was stil1living at Buria.71 1111821 the poet
was married to Ram Kaur of Rohilla sub-castet of Jagadhari.'71
During the period his life was deplorable. In 1829 Santol<h
Singh was invited by'Udai Singh, the chief of Kaithapa
Santokh Singh wrote a commentary on japuji at his
request." During his stay at Kaithal, Santokh Singh

69. Ibid., p. 45.
70. As quoted by Bhai Vir Singh in Sri Gur Pratap Suraj GranthawaJi.

p.96:

t1l-1Or 3C 'H !!<lhfl faf~ 0liJ(') BaJ 3ifu I
llflf,.; ~~rRo 310 l,!n QcJ1 R)iI1.1f3 Gllfu 1146511

Hl-I3 BR lIfl3'c1 ffiJR ~o >!{c530T ~i13 I

fona faf~ l£on 9H <!In1l.refu' tlfu ",13 I

71. Nanak Prakash, p. 1257-8 :

S<J 310 !!o1>!ft oarcJ~ ti~ fo~ 5lfre 3<Ji I
ii/'fo crfa R}{TlJS ~ 9H <!Io;m ft:p:r )ifu' ~o l1<JT 1110311

€sr >!{;q >!{O lIfl3'c ii1fo l:I'lQ' >!{Rc lJo '!n 1
ol"f3ii/' 1.£<loW fEil1 gGj aflil fl:lottn 1111011

72. ihai Vir Singh (ed.), Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granthawali, p. e6.
73. Bhai Santokh Singh, Garabh Ganjani Tika. Bhai Santokh Singh Yadgar

Committee, New Delhi 1961, p. 3 :

~fR"uf~~lJ~o I
qf~ ~81fl: ~tii· f~ RTea I

74. Ibid., p. 3 :
llfR 8ftf Cifu If~ ~~

~~ c1ol1 atl1~ ,
foo?)~~ Hf3 l:ffi1€ 1/151/

<is lIlRsrT GlT )i fu ;'al I

~ft1 li/8 c«1<l <Ja<I >!{fl:l 3311
I!f<! tifo~ fqt.l3 ~ nlsrt f

iil~ ?l ~fW ~tii' t1l.! cflqr 111611
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rendered Balmiki's Ramayana into bhakha in verse." Udai
Singh was greately impressed and bestowed the village
Morthali as jagir on the poet.7' The patta in this respect was
issued on Jeth Sudi 10, 1891 B.K. (1834 A.D.).?? After this.
Santokh Singh undertook the voluminous history of nine
Gurus. entitled Gur Pratap Suraj as a sequel to his work on
Guru Nanak, Nanak Prakash. It took him about ten years to
complete.7' From a reference in Gur Pratap Suraj. we know
that Santokh Singh also wrote a commentary on Atam Puran.
a work on Vedantic philosophy.7. But the work is not
extant.

Santokh Singh's patron Udai Singh died without an
issue on 15th March 1843 and Kaithal estate lapsed to the
British government. After the death of Udai Singh an
insurrection broke out at Kaithal on the 10th April 1843.

75. As quoted by Bhai Vir Singh in Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granthawali.
p. 126:

RH3 fQ~ til3 llIBC' trn R<JR~ I

31R f3qf~l Clfolil glil \Ion m1::l rn;l I
l,Io fFc;r~ ~lil Rfq ~fuo c;rl ).flO<! I
'!3 ~R3 'lff3 Ji9f3 ~:t Jig H'l1 lliifI.'5\l I

3fll m!l RHl1.lf3 afl:! c;rl cJlH~ *'0 RoA I
c;rf~ <JTEl ;'ifo fuoal c;rof3 -.J1<Jf3 fu3 0l!!l./3 ;?Ofl 1113"

76. As quoted by Bhai Vir Singh in Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granthawali,
p. 127 :

Jl-ea R'-ea fufl:! ll~lil ue' c[llf3 ~ OR olf3 9B't I
O'H Cill:I' i!!O <JI.'H f3ct'IH HiJi lllf3tI1H ~B 6'ffi I

<JtlO ~ ~H ~tlO ~ on-r ~tlO ~ lI.B O[li!'O ll"8l I

~ 0'1:1 ~o glij ufo at,,'l-I Blil 3fll HOl:I8't 111511

77. Ibid., pp. 127-28.
78. Ibid., p. 159.
79. Bhai Santokh Singh. Sri Gur Pratap Suraj, p. 1325

l,Io faBi'3 & OJ."e HV'n I

~oaqfo & ttfJ" Ql:f.l;llo I

l)f13l-/ & t!Ol~ fuR oTH I

mm l:I(')rlif 11 I)ff'gclH 1113"
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The British were able to occupy the tow:n and fort of
Kaithal.so The worle was completed after the event.

Santokh Singh died at the age of fifty-six in 1844.
Before his death, he made a brief visit to Amritsar.s1 Accor
ding to a tradition he presented his work Gur Pratap Suraj
to Akal Bunga.u

Santokh Singh started his career as a kc:ltha performer
at Buria. Nanak Prakash and Gur Pratap Suraj are in the
form of katha. s8 At places, he conventionally talks about the

80. Lepe1 H. Griffin, The Rajas of the Punjab, Manu Publications, New
Delhi 1977, (reprint), pp. 147-98. Also the event recorded by Santokh
Singh in hi..'! Gur Pratap Suraj, pp. 6411-13 :

lIo ~o or:u )){T31-!' RHO »flf~ 1.lS'O I

H~ H'R lf~1'o e<fo ~, ~U'3 Hu'o 113511

1.I0T "Cic orfu~s f~i:i fHB' -.10 ~tl'o I

lli'tl lli'l.I "& 9tI tffi 3fi:l1JfCl Hf~ ft:cr ~'l'o 113611

Mill fuo"oft OIfu g€ ~e ~ ~ '511'0 1

R3fo ~ ~'O 51 oaR ~fc i ~1fo 113711

lliR ~T ~ fuof(') Hf<t Rf3Q!o s€ RU're 1

~tii ° t:i"& l:r0' 51 t! ~ ~ l3tJ'fu 113811

tJ<! f'trII llil.I() fao'?) 00 ~ IJH() "§i faR or's I

HH ifi6' Rf3<!Io 0r01113 HfJ' fa~ ~S 113911

81. Bhai Vir Singh (ed), Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granthawali, pp. 15~e1 "
82. Ibid., p. 159.
83. Nanak Prakash, p. 436 :

oruf::r O/l:r are~ 010 fi::l'l:lO ~ lJTR I

Also, Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granthawali, p. 3623 :
~, 1Iof3 ff3T FJqljT(') I

RoHe- orl:r llo11ia orro 1

~l>f(1' orotii -&7i fuu ~~ I

forH lie-'f2 "& Wa<ll ~ 113611

llfn 1{3f(') 3 l.!II?i faR'S' I
ROH~ oft fiiH Oi'tl" Ol1'ST I

orol ll()T~fo" f;m fafo ~tii I

fuH ~OI H~(') fa"tii 113711
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misgivings of his audience."

Bhai Vir Singh claims that there were two works Sri
Guru Gobind Singh Parsang, and Sri Guru Ustat by Santokh
Singh in the personal collection of his father.8& Hand
written copies of his works on astrology were also
claimed.s,

Santokh Singh wrote in the literary tradition of the
age. His commentary and his works on history have
Vedantic elements. His riti style is patently there. His
Garabh Ganjani Tika discusses the alankars of Guru Nanak's
japuji. His merit lies in Sikh historiography. He surpasses
Sarup Das of Memma Prakash and Kesar Singh Chhibber
of Bansawali Nama Dasan Patshahian Ka. In Santokh Singh
Vedant and the riti poetry are socially significant.

84. Nanak Prakash, p. 436 :

\{~ ~ R-e<J ~ Rf9 ~~. fi!()lJ:J I

~t'ofu 3 ~. ~,!o I{l 0'001 UCJaTJ:J I

85. Bhai Vir Singh (ed.), Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granthawaii, p. 124.
86. Loe cit.



CHAPTER II

SOURCES OF NANAK PRAKASH

Santokh Singh's Nanak Prakash, a work in janamsakhi
mode on Guru Nanak was compiled in A.D. 1823.1 The
work comprises of 130 cantos and is divided :into two parts.
The purvardh (first half) has 73 cantos and the uttarardh
(later half) has 57 cantos. The work opens with a canto
of mangJacharan i.e. invocation. 2 But the work, more or
less, adopts the narrative pattern of the Baja janamsakhi,
wherein the whole account of Guru Nanak is narrated by
Bhai Bala at the request of Guru Angad. 3 A canto has
been devoted to justify his dependence, on the Baja
janamsakhi '" Tn this connection, the genuineness of the
Baja janamsakhi has also been discussed. Not only the
Baja tradition has been depended upon for his work but
also the poet has drawn material from othe,r janamsakhis
as well as other literary works available at the time. As
the choice of material and its arrangement manifests the
poet's concern it will be fruitful to account for the material
of Nanak Prakash for an understanding of the work in
right perspective.

1. Nanak Prakash, p. 1258 :

~or l)fi'or lifo lIfB'C ~"f !EJ<;!o llfBC 1.10 '!o II

Cl'f3Cl l!0O}/T fm1 sGi afa fso€to III 1011

2. Jaibhagwan Goyal, Dr. (ed), Guru Nanak ·Prakash (Purvardh),

Language Department, Punjab. Patiala 1912. p. 10.
3. Nanak Prakash, p. 1421 :

STHT soon iiliJO 50IT ail' I

I1fFlI{l::f 3 fuf3urR' l!uTl1o 1/ j II

4. See canto 37 of the Purvardh.
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Santokh Singh makes a passing reference to a few
sources of Nanak Prakash. Among them. the Baja ]anam
!fakhi is the most important. Other sources are the Varan
by Bhai Gurdas and the work of Bhai Mani Singh. 1i The
maj or concern of the poet is not to discuss the sources
of Nanak Prakash. His major concern is to eradicate the
doubt of his readers regarding the Baja ]anamsakhi and
to emphasise that the work is in accordance with the Guru
Granth and the Sikn tradition.'

Nanak Prakash was edited by Bhai Vir Singh in the
year 1927. In his introduction of Gur Partap Suraj Gran
thawaJi the editor remarks that the work is based on the
Baja ]anamsakhi, the Gyan Ratnavali and Varan by
Bhai Gurdas. The material from the Sikhan Di BhagatrnaJ

5. Nanak Prakash, pp. 439, 443, 444 :

-H~ cit Ci!ul~ I

l:lla a~ RW~ Hn:il I

Ci!T~fu J.fTl:(1 ~tlfu ii~ I

U~ uTfu fHJ:J<! fR1:l R~ 11311

X X X
l1J ;o;'OCi! ft!f3<JTR 1,[;0;10' II

OIlf ~l'''a CilCff Ii 01:1' 116711

\I'O a.r~WR ~ ;'j sr~l I

Ci!~'l1cr citro fi:I a.r~ ~'~l I

X X X
Ho't fi:iur ~ <lira <La1 117011

ftI<J fRo 5 fi:M f;o;aartil II

fa<J lliill1'<J QlCIT li~ y'T<Jl J

6. Ibid, pp. 436, 443 :

tL~ ~H If~ ci Rfu" fsm aa< fanTR II

a~(';fu :1 f!tra~ SOJa lil nT(';Ci! t.lOCfIB 1/911

X X x
It! ;O;T'OCi! f~TR u'Ola' II

afl! ~ra CilCff H" ~lO' 116711
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is also used by the poet.7 On the basis of internal evidence,
it has been suggested that the Puratan jana.rnsakhi in its
Hafizabad WaJi janamsakhi version was not accessible to
the poet at the time of its compilation.s

According to W.H. McLeod Nanak Prakash is 'an
important work based on the Bala tradition." The Baja
janamsakhi has been followed "very closely", particularly
in the purvardh. 10 Three other sources from which the
material has been borrowed are the Puriiitan tradition,
particularly the sakhis of the Colebrooke janamsakhi,
the B-40 ]anamsakhi, and the oral tradition, not found in
written form.n It is also stated that the sakhis, that are
taken from oral tradition in the B-40 janamsakhi, are also
found in Nanak Prakash. II

Looking into the work carefully, the contention of
Bhai Vir Singh that the poet has not used the Ha fizabad
Wali janamsakhi does not bear out. The presence of
the sakhi of VaH Qandhari in Nanak Prakash is a proof.1s

In fact, Santokh Singh has taken full freedom in his work.
Some of his sakhis are drawn from later sources. For
example, the sakhi of a marriage in Pathan family is from
Puratan janamsakhi, but the version of Nanak Prakash is
closer to Gyan Ratnavali.H At places the poet has pre
ferred to base his sakhi on the earliest :3ources. The
discourse with Siddhas in canto 39 is based on the
information supplied by Varan of Bhai Gurdas.1i

7. Bhai Vir Singh (ed), Sri Gur Pratap Sural' GranthawaJ.i, p. 171.
8. Ibid, pp. 177-78.
9. W.H. McLeod, Guru Nanak and The Sikh Religion, O:cford, 1968, p. 24.

10. W.H. McLeod, Early Sikh Tradition, Oxford, 1980, p. 45.
11. Ibid, pp. 45-46.
12. Ibid, p. 46.
'13. The printed edition of the Baja janamsakhl does containrthia",akhi

which seems to have been taken from the NanaJc Prakash.
14. Nanak Prakash, pp. 992-1000. Cf. Kirpal Singh (00), janamsakhi

Parampara. Punjabi University, Patiala 1969. pp. 364-66.
15. Ibid, .pp. 1091-99. Cf. Bhai Gurdas, V'aran Bhai Gurdas. (eds. Hazara

Singh and Vir Singh), Khalsa 5amachar, Amritsar, 1962, pp. 34-38.
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Similarly another discourse with the Siddhs in canto 63 is
based on the Siddh Gost a composition of Guru Nanak.1S

Hence, in tracing the sources of Nanak Prakash, the closest
version have been taken into consideration. The work is
based on a number of sources. They are: the Baja ]anam
sakhi, Gyan RatnavaJi, the Miharban ]anamsakhi,
the Adi Sakhian, the B-40 ]anamsakhi and the Puratan
]anamsakhi. 17 Other works used are Mahima Prakash by
Sarup Das Bhalla, Sikhan Di BhagatmaJ, Varan by Bhai
Gurdas and Guru Nanak's composition entitled Siddh
GOSt.18 There are a few sakhis in the work whose source
could not be traced. Besides, the poet has made use of the
Hindu and Muslim mythology. The work narrates the legend
of Kak Bhushund, Dattatre, Prehlad, Varah, Dhru, Pandav
and an account of Emperor Karun.19 Furthermore, the
work bears the influence of Dasam Granth, bhakti literature
and the poetic tradition of riti literature.20 Even in the
first canto on invocation the direct borrowing from the
Gyan-Ratnavali can be seen. However, the major part of
the work is based on the janamsakhi material.

Out of 73 cantos of the purvardh. 51 cantos are exclusi
vely based on the Baja ]anamsakhi. Four cantos are based
on the Puratan ]anamsakhi and three derive their materia!
from the Miharban ]anamsakbi.91 Nine cantos of the
purvardh have more than one sakhi each taken from
various sources. Out of them, six cantos have two sakhis
each, two cantos have three sakhis each, and one canto
contains four sakhis. Hence. the total number of sakhis
in the nine cantos is nineteen. Out of them. ten sakbis are
from the Baja ]anamsakhi and three from the Gyan Ratnavali.
Two sakhis are from the Puratan ]anamsakbi and one each

16. Ibid, pp. 671-81. Cf. Adi Granth, pp. 938-46.
17. See chart of sources of Nanak Prakash.
16. See chart.
19. See cantos 65 to 72 of purvardh and cantos 16 and 24 of uttarardh.
20. Jaibhagwan Goyal, Guru Nanak Prakash, pp. 15 and 46.
21. see chart.
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from the Adi Sakhian and the Miharban ]anamsakhi. The
source of remaining two sakhis could not b~ located.II
Hence, the purvardh of Nanak Prakash is dominated by the
material drawn from the Bala ]anamsakhi.

But the situation in the uttarardh of Nanak Prakash is
not the same Out of 57 cantos of this part. 31 cantos are
exclusively based on the Gyan Ratnavali The Bala ]anam
sakhi comes next to it with nine cantos. Six cantos derive
their material from the Puratan ]anamsakhi. Five cantos are
based on the B-40 ]anamsakhi, two on the Miharban. one
each on the Adi Sakhian and the Sikhan Di Bhagatmal, and
the source of two cantos is not knowIl.23 There are 20 cantos
that contain more than one sakhi from va.rious sources,
The sakhis number 66. Out of them. fifteen are taken from
the Gyan Ratnavali, eleven from the Purat8n ]anamsakhi,
eight each from the Bala ]anamsakhi and the Adi Sakhian.
seven from the B-40 ]anamsakhi and three from the Sikhan
Di Bhagatmal. One sakhi is based on a Muslim myth."
The source of remaining thirteen could 1:1ot be known.
Hence, there is no doubt that the Gyan Rc!tnavali has the
upper hand. Next comes the Baja and the Puratan ]anam
sakhis. T.l:J.e B-40 janamsakhi and the Adi Sakhian come
after them. Taking the work as a whole, the major
portions of material of the Nanak Prakash are taken from
the Bala ]anamsakhi. followed by the Gyan Ratnavali. The
Puratan ]anamsakhi comes after them, followed by the
B-40 ]anamsakhi and the Adi Sakhian. The Miharban
]anamsakhi does not figure much.

As the Bala ]anamsakhi is the most popular janamsakhi
dependence on it underlies the element of popularity.
The popularity of the Bala janamsakhi lies in the exposition
and treatment of the theme. The work elaims to have

22. See chart.
23. See chart.
24. See chart.
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been writte.n in the· presence of Guru Angad.25 Other
elements that lend popularity to it are elaboration of
narrative in order to. give a 'lifelike picture', exactness
and specificity of material and the detailed characteri
sation.1I1 It is the only janamsakhi that gives chronology
of events, names of relatives of Guru Nanak and also the
names or islands and seaports. said to be visited by the
Guru. lI7 The tradition was further enlarged by adding
new sakhis in order to enhance its popularity. Also, there
is a ·greater, emphasis on detail' in the later janamsakhis.28

Similarly, the characterisation and. other elements are
expanded. The redactors of later Baja janamsakhi do not
hesitate even to include some sakhis from other traditions,
particularly from. the Puratan janamsakhP8 All the
popular elements are present in Nanak Prakash. It adopts
the. pattern of the Baja janamsakhi wherein Bhai Bala is the
narrator of the account of Guru Nanak in the presence of
Guru Angad.30 The fact is further emphasised at the
beginning of each canto in that the account is being given
by Bhai Balato Guru Angad. The material in the purvardh
has a pattern more or less similar to the Baja janamsakhi
The poet's special interest in the tradition is apparent from
the faetthat he makes an effort to come to terms with the
doubt of the readers regarding the genuineness of the Baja
janamsakhi. In this regard. the poet's approach is not
rational; but devotional. Not only Santokh Singh depends

25. Gurpreet Kaur, "An Attempt to Account for the Popularity of Bala
Janamsakhi", eM.Phil. Dissertation), Guru Nanak Dev University,
Amritsa.r 1982, p. 63.

26. Ibid, pp. 69-11 and 76.
21. Ibid, pp. 70-71.
28. Ibid, p. 89.
29. Ibid, p. 106.
30. Nanak Prakash, 141 :

l:j'5' iilOl'<J ~'a l!1:f Q;l f~l '!tl'O I

f~~ Itf°CJffi arC! ;m ~ ~ ~tl'fu 117911
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on the Baja material but also expands it.11 In purvardh
of the work, cantos 65 to 72 deal _with the legendary
characters like Kak Bhasund, Dattatre. Alalachin, Prehlad,
Varah and Dhru. But unlike the Baja jana'msakhi, Nanak
Prakash does not narrate only their meeting with Guru
Nanak. It gives a detailed legendary account of each of
them. -To make his work exhaustive, Santokh' Singh
utilises the available material. There arE~ a number of
sakhis relating to the childhood of Guru Nanak. These
are taken from various Rources.S! The testing of Lehna
and the demise of Guru Nanak are two occcisions on which
a number of sakhis are collected from varied sOurces.·3

It has also outclassed the Baja janamsakhi in miraculous
sakhis.

The other element that seems to have contriputed in
relying mostly on the Baja materiaL is the fictional' element.
Even the selection of sakhis manifests it.' The most widely
used source is the Baja janamsakhi' and. 'the most ignored
source is the Miharban janamsakhi. The first is rich in
fiction the latter is not.·4 Interestingly Santokh Singh has
included only those sakhis of the Miharban janamsakhi
that are rich in fiction. ; - ,

In the Nanak Prakash, the attitude of the poet toward

31. 'The Nanak Prakash is also of interest for the extensive additions
which it makes to the Bala tradition as·SantokhSingf1.had received
it'. See, Early Sikh Tradition, p. 45. ,"

32. The canto entitled 'Instruction to Gupal, the TeaGh~.f::,isJa,~nfrom.

the Bala ]anamsakhi. 'Instruction to Mulla' and'IIlvestitl,lre with the
Sacred Thread' are from the Miharban Jananz~akhL The canto
entitled 'Childhood Activities of'~ Gunr'Narra1<" is bh.ilectpartly on the
Miharban and partly on Syan Ratnavali'iriatena}; "

33. See chart.
34. 'The interest of Miharban commentatqfs, howevm;; ::iSIlpJ Piiinaril~

in this narrative material. Their chi~f interest i~;in exegesis of the
works of Nanak and it is for this reason. that thEly' must be called
commentators rather than nanators, For the same reason the word
used to designate its sub-divisioris is gost' ('discourse') not sakhi'.
See, Early Sikh Tradition, p. 34.
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the BaJa janamsakhi is paradoxical. Though the poet
condemns the Handalis for polluting the original BaJa
janamsakhi yet he does not make any effort to recognize
the anti-Sikh stance of the janarnsakhi.81 Though the poet
excises the sakhi of Baba Handal and yet Nanak Prakash
contains most of the Handali doctrine.Ie Nanak Prakash
contains the idea of instantaneous redemption. A touch
is sufficient for the knowledge of all the three Jokas and
God. B? Only by a glance of child Nanak the pandit
achieves a higher spiritual status.IS Spirituality is serially
arranged. Dattatre is equal to Guru Nanak in status but
Prehlad has a higher status.III There are four categories

35. For detailed disouBsion on this point, see chapter"Nanak Prakash
a8 a ]anamsakbi."

36. Loa cit.
31. Nanak Prakash. pp. 451, 595 :

~ <JTll iI1J1C! l!5 f3y'
8ao cit 1!M i'l HO lfidt I

tf~ \lTW~ ;} 5Talfii
9" t!~ (') ;:pre Ii 1.J.'<it 1

l!Oc'i jj' fH5~ 9' R

1!Cf7) ))fT3H <it treJ'lT<ft II 331 1

X X x
1:I"if.J til ~8 ~ crll'~' I

fe1jlfT8 'i..H ucmr Il~' 1

Iiafa' tJfET ;jai fau Cl'8' I

38. Ibid, p. 181 :

liIqc1 91ii <i,lRil U'tl' 1

~~ afcJ '!l:I l)f&fl. I)fijJ'Q' I

if' ~t! Iici f}ffol)fTi! I

3<Jian cit ~11l'E1 117411
39. Ibid, pp. 700. 704 :

l)fR i1f'.:J iIftJ fHfe" lIfTUR Hitit I

<rel:lfa i ~1'<:lf'eB l!l:I tlr.1l I

X X X
~~ B'CIIJn cit wq 1
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of redemption i.e. sJok, samip. sarup and sclYUg.tl Nanak
Prakash also contains the idea of bideh hl the sense of
samadhi.'l In fact, the material has carriEld its sectarian
ideas along. Santokh Singh does not exclude the
tricks of the BaJa janamsakhi in tarnishin9 the image of
Guru Nanak. According to it, Bhai Balia is the most
trustworthy person.42 He is equal to Guru Nanak. Guru
Angad also accepts his spiritual status.'· Kalu Mehta,
father of Guru Nanak is quarrelsome. He treats Guru
Nanak in a high-handed manner." All these characters
undermine the greatness of Guru Nanak.

Nanak Prakash describes the greatne8s of Bhai Bala.
Even Kalu Mehta considers him a wise and trustworthy

40. Ibid, p. 113 :

~ l:!~fu ct fu'l tra i:lla r
foIti· r~ crl i)' il'ii WO I

i:lrg:tRa ~d il WO I

i:llo ~RtJll1fti I!~ 117011

41. Ibid, pp. 403, 581 :

i!.H~ crt's ma '!~ 'ii'<;1fu I

~ l'lH'ftJ~ J!<Rf;j 112211

fCcl ail f("fu I'IHtfu ffilJl~l I

"il'lil fa-efu 0 I!ll 30 ~re1 1

42. Ibid. p. 320 :
UH W<;1fj 3~al OcIIal 1

01'<:1 ~H crlC! i:mT~ RaJal I

43, Ibid. p. 1150 :

I!fn 9'l5 !'(l 010 RH ~l-I -a II

44. Ibid, p. 241 :
t!fuo <Ill! '3 al).f ClUW I
<:m~ Q'8 R~ 3W ,

9'H~'3t!fuo~ I
<:m ~C<') foR orfa fF.t a~ 112711
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person.45 .In fact, it indicate~ ,the dominance of the Jats.
At the time of installation QfBhai Lehna on the' guru gaddi,
the, sons of ·Guru Nanak did, not like the outcome. Bhai
Buddha alongwith other Sikhs accepts Guru Nanak's
decision.48 Bhai Buddha is a tatvela, a conquerer of moh
to remain in the life time of Sikh Gurus. &7 . In fact, the
predominance of the. Jat" in Santokh Singh's work merely
reminds us that the Sikh rulers were Jats. In the GUT

Partap Suraj. the. narrator of the account ·ofthe ten Gurus,
Bhai Ram Koer is a Jat He is said to have a ruling
ancestor.&S Santokh Singh excludes the sakhi that
narrates the higher spiritual status of Baba Handal but not
of Bhai Bala. Similarly, the Handali doctrine does not
seem to be anti-Sikh in the 19th century because with the
rise of Sikh power Sikh devotionalism became irrelevant.·~

The underlying idea of inequality of the Handali doctrine
suits the ruling class well. Santokh Singh curtails much
of the detail from the sakhi of Suvarnpur,\ftopian city
of the Bala ]anamsakhi.50 Santokh, Singh is of the opinion
that the Sikh rule was satyug.51·': It s~ggestsobliquely that

45. Ibid, p. 234 :

l!fo il'8 'i ~ Hf~T~ I

orl~ o'Ocil !lID UW<5 113 711 '

46. Ibid. p. 1205 :

,!fo o.:JTfu R8aItI cit arQuTI
~N 3 l)flfuOl fifl:l Rfiul I

47. Ibid, p. 140: .

feOl l(~T i'i ~ 3a~3T I

Hu lliTR ;'iQT lIfl3 ;'i3r I

l:I(! urfa'l;l'tit o<t.~ <J~OT I

fouo R~ Hf;j QtIOO UOT I
48. Bhai Vir Singh (ed), Sri Gur·Partap SUTaj GranthawaJi, p. 140 f;n.
413. For discussion on this point. see beloW.
50. Nanak Prakash, pp. 604-14.
51. Ibid, p. 1172.

Fi Rf31:lor Olf8 Ql'T8 l{5"TtlT I

\{Ole 0110 3Q l{~ ~Toi i .
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the Sikh rule is the transformation of utopia into reality.

The Gyan Ratnavali is the second most widely used
source. Its material is primarily based on the BaJa
tradition.52 It was easy to use the BaJa material.
to serve Udasi sectarian interest in Gran Ratna vali.
Other Udasi work utilised by the Nanak Prakash
is the Sikhan Di Bhagatmal. Sant<::>kh Singh's
approach to Gyan Ratnavali material is similar to that of
BaJa janamsakhi. - Nanak Prakash expounds the doctrine
of gnosis. The jnan eradicates the worldly attachment.li3

It makes a man happy.li' In fact; Nanak Prakash
advocates theVedantic ideas of Gyan Ratnavclli. According
to it, Guru Nanak is a Parmeshvar and thE:! maya is his
creation.lili He is a Niranjan before whom prosperity and
wealth stand with folded hands. 58 Guru Nanak is a Kartar
rupa.li7 Like Gyan Ratnavali, Santokh Singh expounds the

52. W.K McLeod, Early Sikh Tradition, p. 38.
53. Nanak Prakash, p. 843 :

fJ-fB' R3 & "Haifa lITl;f 1

sl;f Ol~lifTo ~ H<I fl-fCTl;f 1

54. Ibid, pp. 961 and 977 :

fu{if<} 0l~{;j'O J:!1:f1w ~ 3l:1 I

X X X
f;rcr; & Ol~l;lTo ~ ~ l-f;ti1 1

'leT l!\:f1 f33& 'I1:f 0;<11 117811

55. Ibid, p. 269 :

tIoH~o 3"'Ool <IUT I

~tI,",<I1 H3 )}j111T 115111

,,~ l-fT141 ~03f3 i'i€t, 1

l'{l 0'001 Cl1 Flf" R€t 1

56. Ibid. p. 274 :

o~f3fQ fiffi:J l)jQltlf<:i il Old ~fe ~ otiil ir.J. t!d<IT<JI t

~o Cll-il <Jtl: 3 1f<J R~'O foa't1o ~o H4
~ I

57. Ibid, p. 288 :

l-f<lt HBl-ff3 tltof<J olf<J II

fl:<J 01031'0 <ItI iR HTtil 115411
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Vedantic philosophy. He devotes a canto to a Vedantic
discussion. Accor(iip.g to nim, self (alam) is self-luminous.
It is eternal and is without qffection and malice. There is
no pleasure and suffering for it. It is not really in the
transmigratory circle. The self is a supreme bliss. It is
evident in waking, dream and deep-sleep.o8

Briefly, the manifestation of the self in association with
the illusion is dealt with. According to the work, the
antahakarana is the creation of five bhutas and has four
modes (vrittis). These are : mana, buddhi, chitta, and
ahamkara. The satguna in the antahakarana is the essence
of chetan. Only the wise can see it, not the evil-hearted.
Ignorant jiva leads a life of three bodies and remains in
transmigratory circle. Sthu]. linga and karan are three
bodies (tana). But Atamram is unique. It is without
suffering and happiness. It can be described only by
uttering neti neti.68 Then the poet discusses five koshas.

58. Ibid. p. 1181 :

lIf'<llf J!tii ~ ;1[3 l!~J:JT I

QTilI ~l:f 3 fQO l)ff~O'al 11811

<JQl:I aCT fuFI Htftr ?iT 59T I

i1?iH J.fa(§ <i our cnm' I

Ul?i'~ lj,ao fuqR'C I

WI l{Cl'a lIfT3H f'oati,ro 11911

i1'ata ,!\J?i ~iM3 313 I

feoci olci J:l'l:f1 tJ1i I

R't!' l)f5l.l' Rrn-3 owc1 f

liiR~ ~ll fn<pif 111011

59. Ibid, pp. 1187-89 :

ern<lf3 Rill ~,ftJ R~ 11 l)fR' fl'lf'q iI'?i II

ti'i:Jl~ tfu 33 irel J

>i3Ucl0c!~ Rl:l.
~<J f(fa ~ aif'J ~'QT I

3i3 ;ire J! Wo l{Cl'O' 111211
(Caltd)
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the idea propounded in the Taittriya Upnishad. In annamay
kosM the outer body exists in the state of waking (jagrit).
The pranamay, manomay and vijnanmay koshas are the
states of dream. The anandmay kosha is without maya
and is the state of deep-sleep (susupti). The Niranjan
rupa is still far away. It is formless, unique ataman. It is
out of transmigratory circle. It is beyond sorrow and
happiness. It is without vikar. The forms are the manifes-

H?i ~fu fu3 <'JqrCJ f3fu o')fl ,
f30 '3 ~ Bf\:Illf'3HOl )fl ,

I'I~ ~G llfa~ t! Hi<Jl.
~ao ci '{faMS' 3<Ji<Jl 111311

f;:m ~ Ifu <if3 fi ~Q'- I
fucrf3 0 R f;:;ro Hf"80 f~ti· I

R f6tr 'Iu ~B mJ l'fTiJ t

ill~ l)lB\jvOI 1lfIU fmJtITi! 1I14ft

~t3 am aofJ & UI€ I

~IO 'll1iJ ilOI ~fu w€ I

re<i1 F11!B ;'i ~<JO Rolor I

m<J Hf<t <'J ufo lRfu uloT 1115H

f5O! aalo ~R(JT ;'i~ I

f3<J ~u S'~ g:fo fit!ll
:eR fu'~t;J ~ qa)-f fit <llWOT 1

~ ~3' ao ~T ilW 111611

110 lift! ffircl'1 33 t! ~<ill

fuooit ;jf3 ;ret fB":ar ~ 1
iil'(j}f 1!~J13 6B ci UTre 1

~ 1{~<i~ ;:M'e If 1711

fun ~ <i103" lifo l{H'O<l I

<i1ro~ ao f3<J Olj.f Ui:'0<! 1

IIlf3' 'l1:lH fu3 f~ ~T 1

fu<J QfCJ trctta llfQ~ '!U" 111811

)j.fIaHOlj.f Rfufo '3~ I

~ RaJ ii 0<Jf3 f~r3 I

:llf3 ?)fa' Sl'f(J ~ Rlf1iIl3T I

fOil~e 14· iJrfu RW3' 111911
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tation of itsas90ciation with the illusion. A rope appears
to be a snake or garland of flowers to the ignorant. Only
jnani can perceive it as a rope.eo According to the poet, a
br8hamjnani is one he who utters aham braham. He is
redeemed for ever and becomes eternal.81 The poet's
special interest in the Vedantic philosophy is evident when
he says that the Vedant gives men fruit and happiness. e2

It is also significant that the Vedantic ideas were propounded

60. Ibid, 1189-80 :
UB ~13' \{~ foatl'~ ,
80 :3 ,hrl If-ftl' ~a'I I

~13' ~?;J.(GJ ~fua II Wr I

Wi3!.3 Hfu ~3f~ ~ ~<JT 112211

ffiI'I ~0l3H liJT ~ ~UT I

fo<JT~GJ~ ))P3J.( l)j'~lJT I

~13' l{'ClfGJ f3FI :3 l/i"30 I

olfu 0 llfI3J.( wfo foaaa 112311

~o l-@rlil ~13' llol~ I

Fjfu ~T3J.f fa~ ffillur I

ciF.! f~a liIlO HB'1 f3u u-a I

310 <is ffilo 30 it oa 112411

llu5 ~Fre' fuF! ~ J.(lul I

f~t1O'f3 ~13J.f ~ 3U1ul I

ffiI'I 0 fuu R~U fo;:r W ,
reo:3~ol~ fra 112 sri
~llfO :3 ;'j tffi lJ5'T0'I I

~F.! ~B' J.fliIJl::Itl tl"i5 I

8u ~ ~f3 l!l:iU8 Hi<ft I

~1.1 ~'lJi5 ffiI'I II olul 112611
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fo<J~ ~l3J.fT ~~1.11
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~ 80/' atJO/' of<i filO'o' 112711

61. Ibid, p. 1192 :
~\JH fup'Pol ;ifu 'iJ llf<1 ~<JH am roB I

Fj 3 FIB' <:il1i0l'3 ~ 3 1fu faOl'TO' 0 <ire liS I"
62. Ibid, p. 1192 :

lli 115 feR ii ti /)0~ Gi !i1;j' wre 1143n
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in the form of Guru Nanak's instruction t,) Bhai Lehna
before his installation to guruship.61 In late edghteenth and
early nineteenth century there is an influx of the Vedantic
ideas in Punjabi literature.6& This has a social significance.
The rise of Sikhs to political power was a significant
development. It was viewed as the establishment of satyug
in kaliyug.65 Its implication is that there is no possibility of
change in future. The Vedant suited the occasions.

The Handali theology and Vedant have a common
basis. Not only the social inequality is takEm for granted
by the Handalis but their attitude towards the state is
ambivalent 66 Their idea of equality remahs an illusory
utopia. The Vedant has no faith in social phenomena. It
works in favour of status quo, social and political. The
heterodox material does not indicate an individual choice
only. In fact, the choice has been conditioned by the
contemporary society.

At the time of the compilation of the work the Sikh
rule was stable and strong under Maharaja Ranjit Singh.
The Muslims remained no more a political threat. With the
decline of their political position, their social position
underwent a downward change. Consequently, they
remained no more a spiritual force to reckon with in litera
ture and the paramountcy of Guru Nanak over the Muslim
-----

63 The poet propounded the Vedantic ideas in the form of instruction in
the canto 51 of the uttarardh. It is followed by the canto on 'The
installation of Guru Angad'. See chart.

64. Dr. J.S. Ahluwalia is of the opinion that theprocess of Vedantization of
the Sikh literature started by the Nirmala sect. (See, Sikh Falsafe Di
Bhumika. Raghubir Rachna Prakashan. Chandigarh 1976. pp. 49-61).
Dr. Niharranjan Ray indicates that Brahmanical socio-religious
practices were started entering 'slowly and imperceptively by the
backdoor.' (See, The Sikh Gurus and the Sikh Society. Punjabi
University, Patiala 1970, p. 31). Both the scholars have failed to see the
social relevence of the process of Vedantization.

65. See footnote 51 above.
66. 8.S. Hans, "Bala Janamsakhi in Relation to Janarnsakhi Handal",

Proceedinfrs of Punjab History Conference, Punjab:i University. Patia)a.
11th Session (March 2-4, 1979). p. 98. .' .'
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faqirs became socially irrelevant.'? Santokh Singh does not
include a number of sakhis regarding Guru Nanak's meet
ing and discourses with the Muslim faqirs. There is no
reference to Guru Nanak's meeting with Sheikh Sharaf
of Panipat and Sheikh Bazid.'8 Similarly, Guru Nanak's
meeting with Khawaja Khizr and Makhdum Bahaudin have
been omitted."

There are only four sakhis of Guru Nanak's meeting
with the Muslim faqirs.?O But they are already aware of the
spiritual greatness of Guru Nanak. The work keeps a
pacificatory stance towards the Muslims. Rai Bular. being a
Muslim, invites Guru Nanak to his residence. However,
he get.sthe food prepared and served by a Brahmin cook.71

He has appreciation of Guru Nanak's spiritual pursuit.72

Santokh Singh introduces two sakhis of Shamsh Tabriz and
Mansur. Whereas the Gyan Ratnavali only refers to the
account of Shamsh, Nanak Prakash includes the account of
Mansur who had a Vedantic parallel in analhuqq.73 The
Hindu influence is rising in the Nanak Prakash. The Hindu
mythological legends have outnumbered the Muslim ones.
There is an influx of the Vedantic ideas. Nanak Parkash
outclasses all janamsakhis in the number of sakhis relating

67. 5.5. Hans, "Early Sikh Tradition", journal ofRegional History, p. 136.
68. Both the sakhis are in the Puratan janamsakhi.
69. These sakhis are in the Puratan janamsakhi
70. They are Sayyad Jaban, Sheikh Brahm, Malo Sheikh and Shah Adarman.
71. Nanak Prakash, pp. 477-78:

fOtJ u~(J iwfu~, I

futJ Fi~~ fuu orB' I

2m >KqJll(Jfu ~ ))f\JT(JT I

~fu Fi' IIfRn )Jffif<iar m1m I

~~~ H}f ~ul1l6911

72. Ibid, p. 221 :
<ifif 1lI5TG q~ l-If;r))f'OtlTC')l I

fuu al eftfa' n Rafa' l.Ii'lnl I
13. See canto 37 of the uttarardh.
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to Guru's discourses with Siddhs.7t1 Guru Nanak has been
portrayed as a Hindu.75 He is stated to De an emissary of
Ram.78 The rising influence of the Hindus is socio-political
necessity. The Sikh ruling class was a microscopic minority.
It was essential to strengthen the bonds of the Sikhs with
the Hindus.

Despite the influence of Handali doctrine and the
Vedantic ideas it does not mean that the Nanc'lk Prakash had
a sectarian purpose. The poet has an orthodox faith in
Sikhism. He never fails in its praise. 77 He prefers the
information of Guru Granth or Varan of Bhai Gurdas to any
janamsakhi. Canto 39 is based on Varan and the canto 63
on the composition of Guru Nanak himself entitled Siddh
GOSt. 78

The political situation of the Punjab in the early nine
teenth century require::! the strengthening of the bonds
with the Hindu constituency and the pacification of the
Muslims. In this context, the poet's ideas manifest less an
individual choice but more the conditions of his time.

74. There are seven cantos in the Nanak Parkash i.e. cantos 60 to 64 in
purvardh. and cantos 20 and 39 in uttarardh. See chart.

75. Nanak Prakash, p. 315 :

IDo ;fur ~' lJ'13 l:{i'i13 H~Hfu

i1~tm3 Hilt st'a ~C!l II

76. Ibid, p. 925.
77. Ibid, p, 1102 :

fi:fcit \'io \'io fAl:l 3-a I

78. See chart.



CHAPTER III

NANAK PRAKASH AS A JANAMSAKHI

Nanak Prakash is mostly based on the material drawn
from janamsakhi literature. To a large extent. janamsakhi
has been followed as a narrative paradigm. Bhai Bala
narrates the entire account of Guru Nanak at the request
of Guru Angad. Even the material that is not from a
janamsakhi has been transformed according to the dictates
of janamsakhi mode. The account of Sulakhani and her
parents in canto 29 of Nanak Prakash (purvardh) has all the
Bala janamsakhi tricks of life-like details.! Similarly. canto
39 of the purvardh is based on Varan by Bhai Gurdas to be
treated in janamsakhi mode.2 Santokh Singh's interest in
the janamsakhi genre is not limited to Nanak Prakash. Even
GUT Partap Suraj has been expounded in a janamsakhi
mode.3 According to W.H. McLeod, Nanak Prakash "in both
form and intention... comes much closer to the standard
narrative janamsakhi."4 An effort would be made to study
Nanak Prakash as a janamsakhi. The study is divided into
three parts. In the first part, a brief analysis of janamsakhi
genre is made. The second part evaluates Nanak Prakash
as a janamsakhi. In the third part, a rationale of the study
is given:

1. Nanak Prakash, pp. 369-78.
2. Ibid, pp. 455-64.
3. Whereas Bhai Bala is the narrator of Guru Nanak's account in Nanak

Prakash, the account of successive nine gurus is narrated by Bhai
Ram Koer, a Jat in Gur Pra/ap Suraj. In the latter work, the sakhis
relating to Chandu Shah are particular examples of janamsakhi mode.
See, Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Gran/hawaIi, pp. 249-85.

4. W.H. McLeod, Early Sikh Tradition. p. 46.
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The janamsakhis are generally regarded as biographies
of Guru Nanak. The word 'janamsakhi' is interpreted as 'the
testimony of the life of Guru Nanak'. This idea seems to
have emerged out of the pattern and sequence of the sakhis
incorporated in the janamsakhis. They narrate the life
of Guru Nanak in the sequence of birth. childhood, employ
ment, travels and demise. The dates of birth and death
of Guru Nanak are also available. The janamsakhi account
opens with the birth of Guru Nanak. The Baja ]anamsakhi
lends it a sense of authenticity by adding a prologue. It
states that Bhai Bala was summoned by Guru Angad and
was requested to narrate all that he had witnessed as a
companion of Guru Nanak.5 In most of the janamsakhis, we
find references to a number of contemporary historical
personalities, Guru's travels to important places of Hindu
pilgrimage. Besides, there is a general agreement over
the names of family members and relatives of the Guru.
However, all these factors impart them only superficial
biographical character.

But the corpus of these elements forms only a minor
part of the whole contents of janamsakhis. The bulk of the
janamsakhi is constituted of imaginary narratives full of
miracles. Some of them are excellent narratives inventions.s

A large number of sakhis have emanated from the bani of
Guru Nsmak. Instead of referring to the actual contemporary
historical situation, giving rise to a composition of Guru
Nanak, they recreate an imaginary situation on the basis

5. Kirpal Singh (ed). janamsakhi Parampara. Punjabi University. Patiala
1969, pp. 221-22.

6. For example. 'Reward of meeting a sadhu' in B-4'O ]anamsakhi and
'Malik Bhago's feast' in the BaJa janamsakhi speak of the imaginative
power of the janamsakhi writers. Besides, there ill a utopia about a
city named Suvarnpur in a sakhi entitled 'Guru's meeting with Raja
Kanwal Nain' in the BaJa ]anamsakhi. See, Piar Singh, janamsakhi

Sri Guru Nanak Dev ]i; Guru Nanak (Dev) University, Amritsar 1974,
pp. 135-36; and Kirpal Singh. ]anamsakhi Parampara. pp. 225. ~52-53.
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of the shabad.7 The shabads are sometimes wrongly quoted
and misinterpreted in order to suit a sakhi. Most of these
sakhis are didactic in nature.

The janamsakhis have diverse materials. They have
been taken from three major sources: received tradition,
corpus of Guru Nanak's compositions and miscellany of
ascetic ideals current during the period of janamsakhi
growth.8 The tradition received by the janamsakhi writers
includes epic and Puranic features, Sufi legends, Nath
tradition and Buddhist jatakas.9 Thus, the janamsakhis are
constituted of imaginary narratives, legends, myths, folk
elements and miracle stories.

The multiform and complex nature of janamsakhi
material challEmges a scholar to grasp the janamsakhi genre
in its true character. Some scholars are of the opinion
that the materials concerning the life of Guru Nanak forms
the nucleus of authentic tradition. At a later period, it was
overlaid by legendary material. There may be a partial
truth in this observation but it cannot be said that the
janams8.khi is biography of Guru Nanak.1 °- Even the
biographical features, the arrangement of the sakhis in a
strict choronological order, does not allude to a histori
cal chrnology. For example, Miharban uses it as a
metaphor of time, not as mundane but supramundane time. l1

Not only this, he is even indifferent to mundane time and at
plades avoids the historical details while quoting and

7. Cf. 'I have little belief in the legends which are told in the Brahmanas
and in the Anukramani in illustration of certainly apparently personal
and historial allusions in the hymns of the Veda. It is clear in many
cases that they are made up from indications contained in the hymns
and it seems best therefore to forget them altogether in interPreting
the words of the Vedic hymns' : F. Max Muller, Vedic Hymns, Motilal
Banarsidass, Delhi 1967, p. 359.

8. W.H. McLeod. Early Sikh Tradition, pp. 63.64.
9. Ibid, p. 64.

10. Ibid, p. 8.
11. 8.8. Hans, "The Meharban Janam-8akhi", Studies in Local and Regional

History (ed 1.8. Grewal). Guru Nanal< Dev University, Amritsar 1974,
p.90.
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interpreting a sbabad.u Similarly; 'reference to the contem
poraryhistorical personalities during Guru Nancik's travels
are not conoerned with the biographical asopeCf of Guru
Nanak's life. In fact, it is a device to establish the spiritual
supremacy of Guru Nanak. The conventional approach of
treating the janalD3akbi as a biography is a hurdle to the
understanding of the nature of the janamsakhi.

A literature can be understood better in its historical
setting. The major concerns of a writer bE~long to his
period. In other words, a work· of literature, to a large
extent, is a product of the age and the writl~r, directly or
indirectly, takes up issues of the community and the
insitution to which he belongs. The janarm~akbi tradition
came into being in the late sixteenth century and remamed
prevalent for over two centuries. Obviously, every janam
sakbi reflects problems of the respective period.13 The
other significant factor is doctrinal. HowevE~r, a writer's
perception and vision plays a major role in both the
exposition of subject and the determining of its form.
Thus, the content of janamsakbi has three salient parts;
the image of Guru Nanak,' its doctrinal basis and its
efforts to give meaning to the. genesis of the Sikh faith.1&

Guru Nanak of Nnamsakhi is not an ordinary man of
this world. He possesses the most powerful divine status.
He has miraculous power which he performs: quite often.
He meets Siddhs, Naths, Sheikhs, and scores victories over
them. He . encounters hliracie-mollgers, robbers and

12. Ibid, p. 106. .
13. For example, in the Adi Sakman. Mecca does not ttlrn, but it doU

in the Amalea 1&D&m.sakhi.· '1'h&' fi!'stallude8 to a: sittlationof the Silc.b
faith. priortO Guru Ar~'8eftcuticm and the second toa periodafteT
it. See Piar Singh (ed), Sbambbu Nath VaJijailarnpatri Babe Ntl1lakji
Ki Prasidb Nam Adi Subia'; New Book" C0111p8DY. Junundur 1969.-

, pp. 42-44:a!14ICirpalSill!h(8d.)i jUemiitkbi .oilhup4U,l. pp. 51-53. .,
14. S.S. Hams, "Bala IanamlllfklUinRelation to janaa:i88khi Handal".

Proceedings Punjab History ConferelJce, (ed 5.S. Bal). Punjab•.
..tJniveuity, P__'197g,p~ ts. " . .
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~uring women and ma~es them realise their sins to be
his disciples. All extraordinary- facts of Guru Nanak in
janamsakhi are narrated to establish the 'spiritual para
mountcy' of Guru Nanak. The 'wonderful exploits' of
Guru Nanak are superficially a biographical account.15

According to W.H. MoLeod, it is a myth relating to the life
and teaching of Nanak.ll It is an interpretation springing
from the piety and committment of later generation. l ? Thus,
the major concern of janamsakbi writers is not with the
factual life of the. Guru. They expound not only the

. spiritual sovereignty ofGuru Nanak but also his measage.11

Having an audience with God, Guru Nanak is seated on the
throne of Sacb Kband (the region of truth).!9 Guru Nanak
encounters Rukn-ud-Din, Rattan Haji, and Sharaf-ud-Din,
who were since long dead.ao The setting of an episode
does not remain the same. Shaikh Sharaf is variously
located in Panipat, Baghdad, Bidar and Mecca.a In fact,
the janamsakbi writer~ have "a different understanding of
the nature of truthwhicl1 myth seeks to express and for
which it may utilize .legend as well as history".12 They are
not very scrupulous about Guru Nanak's composition as
his aim is not the historical reconstruction of the Guru.
"Such a scrupUlosity does not matter in portraying his
spiritual 'exploits".- Thus, lack of details, lack of histori-

15. 5.5. Hans>'Historical AnalyaiS,of Sikh Literal\1re: 1500-1880", Ph.D.
Theais, GUru Nanalc Dev University, Amritsal 1980, p.297.

16. W.H. McLeod, Early Sikh Tradition, p. Ia.
17. Ibid, p. 8.

5.5. Hans~. "Janamsakh, as II Performing Art", Journal ofSikh Studies,
(ed.Di~ ,Singh), Guru NanakDev University. Aml'itar, Vol IX,
No. 1, p.,'lf~. ' .' ..

1~; Pia~S~g~,(~): Ac# Sek~.a.o; pp. 188-:87.
20. Pi.i!}ii,ig~(eCs).JaiJamsakbi~nGu.",NalJ8kD.v Ji. pp. 6(}.:o83,l33-35.
21. yv.H.~~Earll:.sikh'Pr~q#iOD, pA13., ' .•. :,;~

22..'lpid. p. 45. '., " -
23:' s s. Hans'. "Janarnsakhi u a Performing Art,'!.. Jorli_J:afSi~1J·iStiJdie••

p.I7.
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city. improvisation, lack of distinction. between mundane
and supramundane reality, and miracles underline a
meaning that the community of a period wishE~d.

The 'wonderful exploits' of Guru Nanak have doctrinal
basis. According to a Buddhist writer, "the facts about the
Highest one are to be given in accordance with scripture
and tradition."!C Thus. the facts about Guru Nanak in the
janamsakhi are mutable. The mutability is dependant on
the doctrines. There is no reference to Ganga and the
east in Baja janamsakhi because Handalis do not attach
any importance to visiting the places of pilgrimage.!1
Similarly, the Gyan RatnavaJi discusses the reason of
bestowing of gaddi on Angad in accordance with Udasi
principle of gnosis.25 Repeated references to samadhi of
Guru Nanak in Gyan RalnavaJi has a theological signi
ficance. 27 A corpus of sakhis is constituted of traditional
material. .But the selection of material and their arrangement
is intentional.

The portrayal of Guru Nanak in the jamJ.msakhis is to
give meaning to the Sikh faith. All the janarnsakhis discuss
the nature of Guru Nanak'sguruship, How was he Guru
without a guru? What was his relationship to God and his
successors? The Adi Sakhian, B-40 janamsaklJi and Puratan
janariJsakhi -claim that Guru Nanak had no guru. Be had
a direct access to God.28 These janamsakbis lend support
to the line of succession of the Gurus. 'l'he Miharban
janamsakhi mentions that Guru Nanak became Guru~ter

enlightenment.- As, Gum, he ,po$sesseddivinE:l·pow~rfrom

24. Aryaaura, The jatakmala : GarlandpfBirth Stpnfts, a.S. Speyer tr.),.
Moo La1 BanarsidSs, Delhil97r, p.l ~ ,',' -

25.S.8., Hans, ."Bala Janamsakhi in'reIatiOii'fo' IanaI:~hi'Handal'; •
. Proceedings Pulfjab History Conference, pp; 100-01. -' .

26~ KU:PU.,~gR;{~),j~.P~fl~_1?~400." . ..
27. S.S. Hans, "Historical Analysis c1~.IJ.,"!-w.re,~~.~!W>'••::p~.~~7.
28. Piar Singh (ad), Adi Sekhian, p. 16; Janamf1lllcbi Sri Gu,ry;N~D,~v ji~

p. 98; Kirpal Singh (ed), ]anarnsaklJi Par8lJ21tlira p. a9.,:
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God,dir_tly~ He'bestoWEMi it upon Lehnaas Guru Angad.
The Bala janamsakbi 'idoes not discuss the nature of Guru
Nanak's guruship as it preaches the' idea of Baba Handal.
The Gyan Ratnavali, a mouthpiece of Udasi sect, is silent
on thE! nature of Guru Nanak's guruship. But the position
of the Miharban janamsakhi, in" accepting the line of
successiqn is differen,t frOm that of the Adi Sakhian, B-40

, ,

janamsakhi and Puratan janamsakhi., According to it. the
sixth Guru was Prithi Chand.110 Similarly, although the
Bala janamsakhi. acknowledges Lehna as the second Guru
yet it does not discuss the line of succession.11

The janamsakbis also discuss the mission of Guru Nanak
on the earth. According to the Adi Sakhian, Guru Nanak
was sent by God into the world to make men perfect in the
kaliyug a2 Thus, the, Sikhs of Guru Nanak considered
themselves more virtuous than others. They were beyond
the evil influence of the kaliyug.aa The Miharban jalJam
salehi states that Guru Nanak is Guru because God made
emancipation possible only through the service of the
Guru." It speaks of the superiority of the Sikh faith over
all other dispensations." Guru Nanak asks kaliyug to
refrain from extending his evil influence on his followers.3

'

The attitude of the Gyan RatIJavali about kaliyug is
ambivalent. The ambivalence of the Bala janamsakbi
and the Gyan'Ratnavali speaks of their attitude toward the
·present'.

29. S.S, Hans. "Historical Analysis of Sikh Literature, 1500-1850",
pp: 308-09.

30. ICirpal Singh and Shamsher Singh Ashok (eels). janal'Makbi Sri Guru
Nanak Dev Ii, Vol I. Sikh History Research Department. Khalsa
College. Amritsar 1962. p. 286.

31. Kirpal Singh (ed). ]anamsakbi Parampara, p. 222.
32. Piar Singh (eel), JldiSakbial1, pp. 1-3.
33. 8.S. Hans. ..aistorical Analysia of Sikh Literature, 1500-1850",

pp. 288-89. ' ,

34. ICirpal Singh and Stwnaher Singh ABbot (eds), jauams8kbi Sri Guru
Hanak DerJl,"ol. I; 'P'P. 113-225.

38. Ibid. p. 190."
38. Ibid. p. 225.
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'While supporting the line of successio n of the Gurus,
the AdiSakhian. B-40 ]anamsakhi .and Purata12 ]anamsakhi
embody political attitudes, which speak of the! involvement
of the Sikh religion in politics.17 According to the Adi
Sakhian the Mughal rule was 'eternal' suggE!sting cordial
relations between the Sikhs and the Mughals befure the
execution of Guru Arjan.18 But the B-40 ]allamsakhi says
that the Mughal empire was 'not everlasting but long lasting'
indicating a change in relations between them.-

The political ascendency of the Sikhs find.s expression
in the form of the spiritual ascendency of Guru Nanak in
the Gyan Ratnavali. The saint of God has power to bestow
the empire on Babur for seven generatioml.&O But this
bestowal is on certain conditions. A failure to meet
the conditions reverts the kingdom to the Sikhs of
Guru Nanak.

The writers of the janamsakhis give a soteriological
interpretation of the life of Guru Nanak.U The major
purpose of janamsakhi is to advocate importa.nt principles
(jf Sikhism.&2 This is achieved by transmogrifying the
world so that it could be looked at in a revealed light to
help the reader to remould his attitude to lifE! in a manner
as to establish a contact between the mundane and the supra
mundane." Thus the predisposed reader receives the
reHgious message instantaneously." These janamsakhls
also preach the principle of shabad. nam and satsang. In
janamsakhis. shabad is the actual utterance of Guru Nanak."

37. S.S. Hans, "Early Sikh Tradition", Journal of Regional History, p. 180.
38; PiaT Sirigh (ed),ildi Sakhian, p. 57.
39. Piar Singh ($d),fanamsakhi Sri Guru Nanak Dev]i, p .. 73.
40. ICirpal Singh (ed),janamsakhi Parampara, pp. 366-66..
41. S.S. Hans, "Early Sikh Tradition", Journal of Regional History, p.184.
42. 8.S. Hans, "Bala Janarnsakhi in Relation to Janamsakhi Handal",

Proceedings Punjab History Conference, p. 95.
43. S.S. Hans. "Janarnsakhi as a Performing Art", journlJ' of Sikh Studies,

p.16... ' ,.. .
44~' 'lbid, p: 15.
45. W.H. McLeod. Early Sikh Tradition, p. 247.
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The janal1JBakbi narrator recalls the authority of God to
follow these principles. The Mibarban janamsakbi promises
redemption to thereader.41 · Instead of discussing the line
of succession the author of the Bala janamsakbi speaks.
against the institution of guru and sangat.·7 In Gyan
Ratllavali Guru Nanak proclaims himself a Udasi and defines
udas as an exercise of detachment.·8 He abandons the
aress of a householder and adopts an udasi bbeab.·8 Guru
Nanak falls on the feet of Guru Angad for his jnan.50

According to the Gyan Ratnavali. sbabad is God and the
only source of happiness.51 Consequently. Guru Nanak is.
made into an illusion in the mind of the Sikhs. Guru Nanak
of the Gyan Ratnavali is a Vedantic jivan mukta, a saksbin
of his karma, i.e. witness of his body. His body is His
sagun manifestation while his sbabad is His nirgun
essence.52

The Bala janamsakbipreaches its own doctrines. As
the Handalis have no scripture it advocates the fetishes of
spirituality. The basic Handali doctrine is that of the degree
ofYogic adeptness. Spiritual strength is serially arranged.5~

There are four categories of the redeemed in Handali
doctrines of spiritualism; slok. sarnip, sarup and sayuj.
The first resides in the abode of God, the second are like
Vishnu. the third are bodily like Him. and, the last have' a
spiritual flame indisting~ishablefrom that of God. Handal

46. Kirpa~ Singh and Shamsher Singh hhok (eds), Janamsakhi Sri Guru
Nanak Dev Ii, p. 288. ,

47. Kirpal Singh (ed), ]anamsakhi Parampaia. pp. 287-88. Ilia alated ~t
the true guru is rarely found. The Sikhs'are soiled. and 'even the Guru
is also soiled when he gets the ilDpure offering. of the Sikhs.

48. Kirpal Singh (e<l). Jana11isakhlPa~para, p. 363. '
49. Ibid. p~342. '
50. Ibid, p.400. . .

51. , Ibid. p ..390. " .' , . 0' ',. • .' :

52. S.S. Hans, "HistoricaI An*~sis of Sikh Literature,'15QO.l850", p.'3oo.
53. S.S. Hans, "Bala JlD8JDBalchi in Relation to J.DllDlBI,1chiJ~l'·1

Proceedings Prmjab Hist~~ Co.afer~~ceJ P..;~6. '. :'; .:,.; .,'
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belongs to the .last category.54 Handalis advc)cate instan,ta
neous equality between Handal and his disciples. He could
change even his servant into the like of himsl9lf only by his
utterance.6S They believe in 'transmigrational friendship'.
Guru Nanak, Handal and Dyal were friends when they were
disciples of king Janak.58

As long as this sectarian discussion is peaceful the
janamsakhis flourish. In the period of conflict, literary
argument is of no use as force is its own argument. Thus,
the janamsakhis lost their inspiration with the conflict
between the Sikhs and the Mughal empire. s7

The function of the janamsakhi is fulfilled. in two ways.
In the first place, the writer arouses a sensE! of piety and
devotion with his narrative skill. Secondly, the doctrine
as well as the articulation of historical response give them a
sense of community. Tne reading of and li:stening to the
janamsakhi was considered to be as good as reciting the
verses of Guru Nanak. 58 Also. it was believed that darshan
could be obtained through the true testimony of the Guru's
life and utterances.59 It may be .added that quite a few
Sikhs were too humble to have darshan of the Guru
personally.80

The self-image of the Sikh, in the Ad; Sakhian81 is
significant for the cohesion of the Sikh commwlity. The Sikhs
were beyond the evil influence of the kaliyug. They feel
that both the Hindus and the Muslims w~~re spiritually
poor. Hence, to be a perfect Hindu or Muslim one had to
be a Sikh.81 This self-image gives a sense of pride to the

54. Loe cit.
55. S.S. Hans, '"BaJa Janamsakhi in Relation to Janamsakhi Handa!".

Proceedings Punjab History Conference, p. 96.
56. Ibid, p. 101.
57. S.S. Hans. '"EarlY Sikh Tradition", Journal ofRegional History, p. 186.
58. Kirpal Singh and Shamsher Singh Ashok. (ads), janalmsakbi Sri Guru

Neale Dev Ii. Vol I, p. 1. ,
59. W.H. McLeod, Early. Sikh Tradition, p ..242. .
60. S.S. Hans, "Historical Analysis of Sikh riitetature, 1501)-1850". p. 159.
81. Ibid, p. 15•
• 2. 'Ibid, PP. 288-93.



C01JUllll1l~ty. By makinS} the Sikh. conscious of the preseQt.
and articulatinS} ,their relationship with the Mughal ' empire
the janamsakbi helps them to organise politically.

IT

Like its principal source, the BaJa janamsakhi, the
characterization of Bhai Bala in Nanak Prakash is significant
in order to understand the image of Guru Nanak. Bhai
Bala was a companion of Guru Nanak from his childl'Iood."
On his way to town, Guru Nanak came across saints and
wanted to give them money. BaJa reiterated that it was a
matter between Guru Nanak and his father." Later on,
Guru Nanak repented over his act of charity. But Bala
again saved himself saying that it was not his fault. Rather
he had forbidden Guru Nanak to do SO.II Bala is depicted
as a responsible and trustworthy person. When Guru
Nanak went to Talwandi the entire responsibility of

63. Ibid.• p. 836 :

liafa ml ~l'BClfn Hiu1 '.
~ tiCII~ >to (5i<ft I

64. Ibid., pp. 235-36 :

'1,[0~ t10CIfu qfoo 'I~ I

<J.[m1. lIfI\f ~!1 ~q 0 ~ I

ftl3'-li~qfu H,! mit
Ji" <i~ 0' emu 'i ft 11S41l

~HO'~Qq ~'rflar I

;j" 3". fo3~~RT8" I

65. Ibid, p. 239 :

H"~~WoJ?a I

~ ~ IEICJiJ aulii ~3cf 1110/1

llfT\f iI'fnci Cillo ~U I

ffi~ ffitlGl ~.~ I

;,~ f.:IH~~Ji'8l!l1

'1m 'Ire ltflRI' ri~l 1111/1

If.'i~,o,tcr~.,, ~,

QO~~~ ~ ltPiIl
. ~.':
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c?mmissariat of Sultanpur was entrusted to him.66 He was
also handed o'/er the account book.67

Nanak Prakash outdid Baja tradition. BaJa is equal in
status to Guru Nanak. Bhai Kalu Mehta regards him as a
companion of Guru Nanak and asks him to look after his
son.68 He efficiently executes his duty as a modi in Guru
Nanak's absence. Guru Nanak considers BaJa a wise man.
He has all the virtues of a saint. ConsequenHy, he is to be
worshipped. 89 Guru Nanak says that Bala's utterance
would always be true.70 His equality to Guru Nanak is

66. Ibid, p. 320:

l3'T~ ~ afil Wo lH<J il~f<i I

l3'<;!d' lliTfl; fO+1' O1Td' tffiT~fu' 1126/1

<Jl-I ilTo:fd 3cS~m 00Id'! I

d'f<r ~I-I O1'd' BB"T~ RaJd'! I

I:iCJB foeorfu ~<;! f~l:1' ,
llitro O1d'f<i-ai <JI-l Flfg- ~l:1T /1281 J

67. Ibid, p. 286 :

~iJl fl3'FfTiS tftfo liS uT~T I

aJl-IO fc(lij f"ill f;;laJ ilaJO~T 113211

68. Ibid. p. 267 :

~I-I 0'001 lil3 B:ilr?> "2411

~' ~I-l~ ;:rrof3 ~R I

~3 oro01 ~ I-ll-l fur I

O1fd' 3 t01!lH<J ~~Td'1 I

tIOf~ ~1iJ '0 ~1 1125/1

69. Ibid, p. 565 :

f~ tr BTFI J.lJ.l .I-fCl Ifmo' 118011

R30 & Flfg- lil' I-lfu~ I

O1d'1-l UOH & t?iIf~ I

I;!fo d'~oit orq?iT <icl,
aBO lijaJ~ ~ ik'l1l8111

70. Ibid, p. 267 :
Flfs <PH FJTtl' ~l:iro! I

Ria' ilToq I'oi1I-1O J.l'C51lf'UlI
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beyond doubt as Guru Angad himself equates him with
Guru Nanak and meets him reverently.71 Bala is also equal
to Guru Angad On the demise of Bala, his light assimilates
with Guru Angad as water merges with water.71 In canto
64 of the purvardh Bhai Mardana asks Guru Nanak on a
point but Guru Nanak asks Bala instead.78 Most damaging
remarks in this connection is that Bala is said to have
declined the offer of guruship. He said that guruship should
be entrusted to someone else.7' The Handalis appealed to
the Jats to have Jat Gurus.71 They invented a Jat utopia.71

The BaJa janamsakhi not only exalts Handal over Guru
Nanak but also puts forward Jat claims through the characte
rization of Bala. The further ascendency of Bala in Nanak
Prakash is a manifestation of the rise of Jats as ruling
class. Bala's decline of the offer of guruship provides them
justification as a ruling class. The rise of Baba Buddha in
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Santokh Singh's Gur Pratap Suraj77 and Kavi Sohan's
GurbiJas Patshahi' Chhevin78 also points in the same
direction.

Santokh Singh fails to understand the ill-intentioned
Handalis in portraying various characters that undermine
the image of Guru Nanak. Kalu is rude, brusque and short
tempered. But his rude behaviour is directed only at
Guru Nanak. He does .not hesitate to beat the child Nanak.79

At places, he reviles Guru Nanak for not taking up agricul
ture, shopkeeping or trading. so He does not appreciate
Guru Nanak's spiritual pursuits.81 He complains to the

~
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pandit for his false forecast.1I His character underlies a
paradox. He is economically well-off but his behaviour is
beggarly.s3 Santokh Singh's lack of understanding can be
seen in the fact that he provides justification for Kalu's
behaviour on the basis of his religious ideas. Kalu did·
what he was made to do by God.'· Also, the cause of his
behaviour is bis materialist leanings. Consequently, Kalu
f~iled to apprehend Guru Nanak's spiritual virtues.8l1 Other
characters, who contribute directly or indirectly to tarnish
the image of Guru Nanak are Jairam, Sulakhani, Mula and
Mata Choni,"
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A look into the execution of cantos of Nanak Prakash is
significant in order to understand the poet's concern about
the image of Guru Nanak. Guru Nanak has been almost
ignored in some of the cantos. In cantos 7l an1 72 of the
purvardh, Guru Nanak only narrates the account of Dhru.87

Interestingly, canto 24 of the purvardh contains the account
of Pandavas and does not contain any mention of Guru
Nanak.88 The legends of Kak Bhasund, Dattatre, Prehlad,
Varah and Dhru have no relevance to Guru Nanak.88

They neither contribute to the spiritual paramountcy of
Guru Nanak nor throw light on the doctrinal points of
Sikhism. It is quite apparent that the poet is not much
concerned with the image of Guru Nanak. In fact, with the
rise of Sikh power the 'wonderful exploits' of Guru
Nanak hardly constitute a problematic. With the political
paramountcy of the Sikhs the spiritual paramountcy of Guru
Nanak need not be imaginatively reiterated. It is palpably
felt under the Sikh dispensation.

The compositions of Guru Nanak and his successors
occupy a significant place in janamsakhis. The janamsakhi
writer is not concerned with the situation when the shabad
was composed. The correctness of the shabad quoted is
irrelevant to him. He is primarily concerned with inventing
a narrative from the shabad. For his end the author does
not hesitate to misinterpret the shabad. Some sakhis
contain even apocryphal shabads.80 The creative imagina
tion of the janamsakhi author lies in the fact that the shabad
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Janamsakhi, pp. 39-43.
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is used to give a semblance of realism and to provide moral
and authoritative support to the invented narrative. To
make the narrative more autonomous the shabad is
followed by a short exegesis.

Santokh Singh does not seem to have any awareness of
using a composition in a sakhi. The sakhi of Sangladip in
canto 47 of the purvardh is drawn from the Puratan ]anam
sakhi.81 It has an apocryphal shabad in Rag Maru. But
Santokh Singh further adds a shabad of Guru Nanak in Rag
Asa that has hardly any connection with the sakhi.92 He
fails to realize that the shabad in a sakhi underlies a specific
purpose. The peet does not hesitate to excise even a
number of sh8bads. Shabads are deleted from the cantos
49, 50 and 59 of the purvardh.98 In canto 33 of the uttarardb,
the sakhi of Sheikh Brahm from the Puratan tradition has
been narrated. It contains a few saloks.9' Then the poet
says that the other saloks are in Guru Grantb and have not
been cited in order to reduce the volume of the work.9fi

Itimplies that at the time of Nanak Prakash, the bani was
available. This situation is altogether different from the
one in the seventeenth century. At the time a bani
collection was a rarity. On the other hand, evidence suggests
that by the time of Nanak Prakash, Gurbani was available
but had become difficult to be understood by a common
Sikh. It is suggested by the emphasis on the exegeses of
bani. In the salebi on Babur in canto 28 of uttarardb, Babur
asks Guru Nanak to elucidate the meaning of the sbabad.98

91. Kirpa1 Singh (ed), janamsakhi Parampara, p. 47.
92. Nanak Prakash, p. 523.
93. Ibid. pp. 537-56 and 632-52.
94. Ibid. pp. 1038-44.
96. Ibid, p. 1044 :
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HencE', the emphasis is on the exegetic aspect of the bani.

At a place, the poet says that the exegesis of the shabad is
being given hereunder. 97 Interestingly, Scmtokh Singh
excises the composition but gives its meaning. Canto 60
to 66 of the purvardh is devoted to Guru Nanak's meeting
with Siddhs; the verses have been replaced by their
meaning.9s The poet's lack of understanding of the
significance of a shabad in janamsakhi is evident from the
comment that Guru Nanak uttered a shabad in Rag
Dhanasari in order to cure a leper.99 For the laymen, bani
contained magical or medicinal value. The exegetical part
of the sakhis swells considerably. It indicates the existence
of the professional exegetes of Gurbani. The poet's lack of
interest in inventing narratives out of the shc'lbads is also
evident. There are only fifteen sakhis in Ncwak Prakash
whose source could not be known.1oo Even if we consider
them the product of Santokh Singh's literary imagination,
only two of them contain shabads.101

97. Ibid, p. 175 :
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with Sri Akal Purakh' in canto 73 of purvardh. 'The Merchant' in
canto 15, 'Mardana Brings the Ganga', 'The, Sweet Ritha',
'Resurrection of a Child' in canto 20, 'Discourse with Saints',
in canto 26, 'A Sakhi of Guru Gobind Singh' in canto 31~, 'A Carpenter
Offers His Son to Baba Nanak' and 'Discourse with Siddhs', in canlo 40,
'A Poor Carpenter' in canto 44, 'A Sikh Sel~ Hi. Daughter',
'Dushala to a Faqir', and 'The Hospitality of a Bird' in canto 45, and
'Instruction to Sikhs' in canto 53 of uttarardh. See the chart on sources.

101. The sakhi entitled 'Discourse with Saints' in canto 26 contains 0 ••

shabad and the sakhi 'Discourse with Siddhs' in Cllnto 40 has foar
shab.ds, See Nanak Prakash, pp. 985-92 and 1099-1108.
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The narrative is the. most dynamic constituent of
janamsakhis. The dynamism is achieved only by narrative
skill and creative imagination. But there is not a single
narrative. ofany artistic worth in Nanak Prakash. Santokh
Singh's lack of creative imagination can be seen in his
treatment of sakhis of high order drawn from other
janamsakhis. The sakhi of Malik Bhago's feast is the
achieve;r;nept of the Baja janamsakhi. While Guru Nanak
was staying with the low caste Lal0, Malik Bhago organised
a brahmbhoj (feast). Twice Guru Nanak refused the
invitation of Malik Bhago. Third time, the Guru was brought
to Malik, who demanded an explanation for his refusal. At
last, Guru Nanak held Lalo's food in his right hand and
Malik's fQod in his left. On squeezing, blood flowed from
Malik's food and milk from Lalo's.102 The sakhi has been
executed with utmost skill. The creative imagination of
the author lies in the symbolism and the artistic twist.
Milk is the symbol of love. and life, and blood expresses
exploitation and death. Similarly, Lalo's food was in Guru
Nanak's right hand and Malik's food in the left. The author
keeps the curiosity of the readers alive througout the
sakhi.l°3 Moreover, the sakhi contains a Handali concern for
the low caste. The author does not make any comment on
Malik Bhago's character. But in Nanak PrakAsh it loses
much of its artistic element of brevity and compactness.
It contains unnecessary details. Malik Bhago was the Prime
Minister of Pathan King. He is depicted in the black. His
prosperity is the result of appropriation of wealth by evil
deeds.10," All thes~ remarks at the beginning of the sakhi

10&. Kirpal Sir.gh (ed), janamsakhi Parampara, pp. &51-53.
103. Gurpreet Kaur. An Attempt to Account for the Popularity of Bhai

Bala janamsakhi, pp. 74-75.
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adversely affect the element of curiosity. Unlike the
BaJa janamsakhi, the emphasis here is on the ,appropriation
of wealth and not on the piety of Lalo.10ll Without a feel of
their different natures, Santokh Singh joins the account of
Malik Bhago with the sakhi of Guru Nanak's imprisonment
by the Pathan King.101I In Nanak Prakash emphasis on appro
priation of wealth and not on piety is significant. It is
probable that in the changed situation piety had lost much
of its gravity.

Santokh Singh joins the sakhi of Malik Bhago's
feast with Guru Nanak's imprisonment. But he is
little interested in the narrative element of the
succeeding sakhi. He only reproduces it in outline. 107

It seems that he is concerned more with factual elements
and has an aptitude for collecting as much 'information' as
possible on the theme. Similarly, in canto 63 of purvardh
the last five chhands contain an episode in which Siddh
Gorakh places a trap for Bhai Bala in order to bring him
into his fold but fails. los The narrative is not developed at
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all. On the other hand, it is simply tagged at the end of
the canto. His disregard for the nature of sakhi narrator
is also evident from the presence of the poet as a narrator.
The poet narrates the meeting of Guru Angad with Guru
Nanak in canto 47 of uttarardh.109 It undermines the ]anam
sakhi genre.

The use of inappropriate metres, to some extent, ruins
the narrative aspect of sakhis of Nanak Prakash. In canto
21 of the purvardh, kabit and sawayya metres are used
besides others like dohra, soratha, chhappe and aril. l1O

Out of 56 chhands of the canto, kabits and sawayyas are 34
in number. Both the metres are suitable for the description
of poetic landscape. They are not for narrative speed.
For example. kabit 8 gives a lively description of women
in a marriage house.111 Similarly. kabit 34 describes the
bathing ceremony of Guru Nanak.1J1I The portrayal of
Guru Nanak as bridegroom is commendable in sawayyas
35 and 36,113 The ideal metres for the narrative are dohra
and chaupai. There are some dohra in the canto. but
there is no chaupai which is more dynamic. Santokh Singh
also uses ariJ and naraj chhand in his narrative.1l& Both
of them are ideal for the description of valorous deeds.
His metres create a problem for, instead of adding to the
narrative skill. The metrical indifference of the poet is to
some extent parallelled by his disinterest in the narrative•.

Santokh Singh says .that his work is only for Sikhs116

indicating that it is expounded in accordance with the
Sikh doctrines. Also it is said tbat the account of Guru

109. Ibid, pp. 017-27.
110. Ibid, pp. 291-301.
111. IbId. pp. 293-94.
112. Ibid, p. 300.

113. Ibid. pp. 300-01.
114. Ibid. pp. 39d~403.
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Nanak is in conformity with the bani of Guru Granth.116

Clearly, the poet wishes to propagate the Sikh doctrines
through Nanak Prakash. There is no doubt about the
poet's claim of the purpose of the work. But it is essential
to look into the claim. As we know janamsakhis do not
discuss Sikh theology as a whole but E!xpound key
principles. They are: the nature of Guru Nanak's guru
ship, the line of succession, c.nd the idea of time.

Guru Nanak's guruship lies, in fact, in his relation with
God, Gurus, Sikhs and Panth. Nanak Prakash contains a few
expression on the nature of Guru Nanak's guruship. But
Santokh Singh is more or less ambivalent on the point. He
does not agree with orthodox janamsakhi idea that Guru
Nanak had no guru and had direct access to God. On the
contrary, he puts forward the idea of incarnation.1l7 Guru
Nanak was sent on the earth after having a gurmantra from
Parbrahm. He bodily resembles Ram.u8 At an another
place, he is said to be the emissary of Ram.m His status is
lower than Prehlad. 120 Guru Nanak of Nanak Prakash is a
karamyogi. 121 Santokh Singh quotes bani oJ Guru Granth
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al1d the Varan of Bhai Gurdas in support of his contention.1U

Interestingly, the poet cites two sawayyas of Bhatts which
expound the orthodox line of succession instead of the
idea of incarnation.

Nanak Prakash is not clear and uniform on the question
of Guru Nanak's relationship with his successors. It
contains both orthodox and heterodox ideas. The poet is
aware of the idea of the line of succession.1S3 But at the
same time, it contains the idea of instantaneous spiritual
ascendency, propagated by the Handalis.la, Nanak Prakash
also conta,ins Udasi idea of gnosis.125 The Handali idea
undermines the relevance of the idea of line of succession.
The Udasi idea of gnosi8 makes the question of succession
irrelevant. A gnostic is as good as the Guru. Bala's act of
declining the offer of guruship further weakens the spiri
tual claim of Guru Angad. As a result, the question of
succession becomes only fortuitous.

According to Nanak Prakash. Guru N.nak is said to
have incarnated on the earth in order to put an end to all
evil deeds. He preaches satnam to destroy the arrogance
of the many and to eradicate all 'distress on the earth.1I1

,
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The tenth Guru would eliminate the Mughal power as it was
uncontrollable during Guru Nanak's period.1I7 Santokh
Singh's remarks on Guru Nanak's mission an~ inconsistent
and vague. Guru Nanak's travels are dE!picted to be
without any specific purpose.m

Nanak Prakash puts forth Handali dClctrines. The
Vedantic thought has found a prominent place. A canto is
devoted exclusively to the discussion of the Vedantic idea
and a canto on Yogic thought. On the other hand, the
poet does not have a grip on Sikh doctrines, Though
a number of Sikh concepts have been discussed in the
work yet they do not .speak of sound understanding.llt

Santokh Singh does not embody a politici:ll attitude. He
is not aware of the political purposes of the Sikh religion
either. Consequently, the Sikh faith that emerges out of
Nanak Prakash has magical characteristics. Guru Nanak is
giver of children and wealth.no Only a look at the Guru
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that the journeys were for pleasure. Nanak Prakash also states that
the travels were 'to holy place»', See. Nanak Prakash, pp. 547. 540.
550.567,586.

129. For a detailed discussion on the Sikh doctrines of Nanak Prakash and
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'Sources of Nanak Prakash', and 'Bhai Santokh Singh's Idea of
Sikh History' .
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is sufficient for a Sikh to get his wishes fulfilled.13l The
Sikh faith saves one from Yama for a small offering. It
bestows the idea of aham brahm (I am God) and redemption
for a small gift. 131 The work is full of miracles, especially
in the uttarardh.183 The poet discusses the superiority of
the Sikh faith simply by stating it. A gursikh has the look of
a lion but a manmukh has a dog's sight.13& This hints at
political superiority of the Sikhs.

Santokh Singh discusses the fruit of reading his work.
Interestingly, he has no soteriological explanation. The
sufferings and sins of the reader of Nanak Prakash would
be eleminated.13i It would provide happiness. l1' It would
give celestial wealth to its readers. 187 In fact, the purpose
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133. ]aibhagwan Goyal (ad), Guru Nanak Prakash (purvardh), p. 18.
134. Nanak Prakash, p. 791 :
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of a work, to a large extent, ensures its functional success.
The ambivalence of the purpose of Nanak Prakash results
in its functional failure. The period of Nanak Prakash
does not require a sort of function, fulfilled by the janam
sakhis.

All this contributes the breakdown of form. Nanak
Prakash is divided into two sections: purvardh and
uttarsrdh. The first half contains 73 cantos and the latter
57 cantos. But no reason has been assigned to the division.
Nor any reason seems to underlie it. Unlike janamsakhis.
the first chapter is devoted to an invocation which is a
literary need of the times. Santokh Singh devotes a canto
to the authenticity of the Baja janamsakhi.

The basic unit of the janamsakhi genre does not remain
intact in Nanak Prakash. Out of 73 cantos of purvardh,
53 cantos contain only one episode whereas thirteen
cantos have more than one. Out of them, ten have two
episodes each, two have three each and one has four.us
The form of Nanak Prakash has further deteriorated in the
uttarardh. Out of 57 cantos, only 22 cantos have one episode
each whereas twenty-three contain more than one episode
each. Nine cantos are of two episodes E~ach, twelve of
three each, seven of four each, three of five each and one of
even six episodes.1SB Sometimes, a theme has been stret
ched of out in more than one canto. The legendary account
Prehlad is in three cantos and that of Dhru in two.ItO

The clUbbing of the episodes in a canto does not
constitute a specific pattern. Canto 52 of the purvardh
has a mythological account of Machh, Kalh a.nd Narad and
an account of a physician.Ul Similarly, the episodes of

138. See chapter on "Sources of Nanak Prakash" and appendix "Chart of
Sources of Nanak Parkash".

139. See Chart.
140. The account of Preh1ad ia in cantos 61 to 69 and tbat of Dhru in 11 and

72 of the purvardh.
141. See Chart.

/
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'Jagannath Temple'. 'the wolf does not eat dead-body' and
'Kaliyug' are covered in canto 10 of the uttarardh.U2 The
sakhis in a canto sometimes have varied sources. Canto
59 of purvardh has sakhis drawn from the Baja janamsakhi
and Adi Sakhian.1&I Material from Puratan janamsakhi,
B-40 janamsakhi and Mahima Prakash (verse) has been
collected in the canto 15 of the uttarardh. 144 Canto 38 of
the uttarardh has sakhis taken from the Gyan Ratnavali,
the Adi Sakhian and the Baja janamsakhi.m The sources
are both orthodox and heteorodox. The poet does not
hesitate to introduce even the non-janamsarhi theme.
The first canto of purvardh is devoted to the invocation
and canto 37 to the discussion of the Baja janamsakhi's
authenticity.us To a limited extent it is due to poet's
reliance on the Baja janamsakhi, Gyan RatnavaJi and the
Sikhan Di BhagatrnaJa: The real cause lies in the poet's
effort on conglomerating maximum number of episodes.
The tendency is the result of the times. This is particular
ly prominent in uttarardh. Consequently, the overall
structure of Nanak Prakash gives way.

m
As a janamsakhi. Nanak Prakash is a total collapse.

But like the Baja janamsakhi, the collapse could not be
assigned to the bad faith. even if the Baja tradition has
been used extensively. Nor his interest in Vedant could
be held responsible for the formal ruin. Simmilarly, the
poet's partiality for scholastic poetry could not be blamed
either. The real cause of collapse of the genre lies in the
socio-political situation of the period.

The sixteenth century is the period of genesis of
janamsakhi genre. They serve as literary devices to
arouse piety and sense of community. Before the execu-

142. See Chart.
143. See Cbart.
144. See Chart.
145. See Chart.
146. See Chart.
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tion of Guru Tegh Bahadur in the seventE!enth century,
the [anams akhi debate was generated wHhin the Sikhs
and from without. This period was the Golden age of
the genre when it hOPE?d to serve religious as well as
political purpose.147 But wilh the execution of Guru Tegh
Bahadur, tlile genre w!as no more reievan't.148 By 1b.e early
eighteenth century, the creative imagination in janamsakhi
had almost exhausted. Most of th'9 janamsakhis are mere
c0pias of earlier jt.U1'amsslchis. 'i'hey make nlldual
borrowings. The Gyan Ratnavali. a product of Udamit
during the Sikh rule, is mostly based on the Baja I111'iterials
and hardly contributes to the genre, U9 With the rise bf
Sikh power, the spiritual paramountcy of Guru Nanak
pid not remain problematic. ISO It lost most of its dyn~trtic

qU3lity. The decline of the genre could al!to be se~n in
the rise of gurbiIas genre The gurbiIas il; the opposite
of the janamsakhi. Unlike janamsskhi, the gurbilases
ignore doctrines for the sake of social urgency.161 CoI1$e
quently, even the heterodox idea could be accottnnodated
ia order to meet the challenge of the tiJ'ne.: With ~~

establishment of a Sikh rule un<iie-r Ranjit Sinqh even
gurbiIas lost much of its relev&mce. Gurbilas Patshahi
Chhevin has neither a relig~oUB ide0"legy nor a pClli'tical
programme. to advocate. lOt Under such c:iTcums'tances,
an attempt at janamsakhi writing was doubly futtle. Thus,
Nanak Prabash has no clear purpose to achieve. It Jacks
all the dynamic elements of both the j8'mamsakhi and
gurbilas. Nanak Prakash as jiJnamsakhi is nothing but a
vehicle of magic and superstitions, which speaks of the
lack of religious dynamism dUring' the period.

147. S.S. Hans, "Social Trans£ozmation amd'the' Eariy Sikh Uitetatute'·
Journa~ofRegional History, p. 8; also "Early Sikh Tradition", joiirnai
ofReglOnaJ HIstory, p. 186.

148. Ibid.

149. S.S. Hans, "Early Sikh Tradition". Journal ofRegioniu History, 186.
150. Loc cit.
151. S.S Hana, "Social Trans£ormation and the Early :iilth· Literature",

Journal ofRegional History, p.·Bi
152. Ibid, p. 14.



Chapter IV

SANTOm SINGH'S IDEA OF SIKH HISTORY

Santokh Singh's work is a rich source material on
Sikh history. Bhai Vir Singh also feels that the work
underlies an awareness of 'scientific history'. In his
opinion, Santokh Singh's historical works can be regarded
as an exposition of 'artistic history'. By 'artistic history'
he means a spirituaJ truth, expouoded in a literary manner
to impart instruction to man.1 W.H. McLeod considers
Nanak Prakash unreliable sinoe it is based on 'untrustworthy
Bala janarnsakhi narrative.- He places the work in Sikh
hagiographic tradition a However, his remarks are in the
context of discussion of janamsakhis. In fact, most of the
discussion of Nanak Prakash and also on Gur Pratap Suraj
is centred on the sources Source material is essential
but its interpretation is equally important in understanding
a work. In this respect, the poet's idea of history will be
studied in relation to the doctrines as well as the social
background. It has broadly three aspects : the poet's
general idea of history; his approach to Sikh history; and
his understanding of Sikh doctrines.

In order to explore Santokh Singh's idea of history
a look at his own concept of history is important. Santokh
Singh calls his work itihas.- The other word used in the

1. Bhai Vir Singh (ed.), Nanak Prakash, pp. 62-63.
2. W.H McLeod, Guru Nanak And The Sikh Religion. p. 24.
3. W.H.McLecd, Early Sikh Tradition. p. 18.
4. Nanak Prakash. pp.30S. 403 :

slii Rl!on QliI1fu ~o qij f~faU'R~ I
X X X
\183 '!C'i f3 refaU'R reu 'i1 eng: SCJQ' <1n J
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work is katha. 5 Apparently. both the expressions are
synonymous. But the use of both the word~1 side by side
denotes that th9Y have variant connotatioIlls also.s The
word itihas includes legend. tradition and past events;
it has a metahistorical meaning.? Katha means conver
sation, speech, talking together.8 The adjectives used by
the poet to qualify these expressions are significant.
Whereas the iUhas of the Guru is a giver of piety, the
katha is the bestowal of happiness.' The first indicates
its devotional aspect and the latter its aesthetic. Nanak
Prakash is katha-itihas, denoting historical spiritual content.
The work is not merely a life-story of Guru Nanak but
an exposition of his grace.10 The poet has executed it in

5. Ibid., pp. 124,273,436.521,653 :

J!t!O Rf3'<!!q Cfl cHl't <!!o lfft!O I!~t! I
X X X

~. ~t I!~erfeoll!~ fJ:i'~ fu3 8rfe I

x X x
Cffu3~ Cff~ Q{tHt!1 <!!a fJ:i'~ ~ \lIR I

X X x
Cff~ ~. ~l Cf3' CfW I!~tre I

x X x
~ Cf'lft 'lfa \ltWil ~W Ha HfiJ ))ftf~ I

6. Ibid, p. 189 :

Clf<J l:!tW l1.1 Q!~ til~~ ft:f3<JtJ:I I

7. Monier Monier-Williams (Sir), A Sanskrit English DictionarT, Motilal
Banarsidas, Delhi, p. 165.

8. Ibid, p. 24.
9. See footnote nos. 4 and 5 above.
10. Nanak Prakash, pp. 1195, 125 :

Cffa Cl'0li1 fOi'l fa-e cj HI! II,.ria vorfe I

l1.1 Rfa<!!a cj i1I! f~fu aefc:i \ffi}{ arra \lfre I
X X X

))fR <!!a iSl1afa Cff'a.j' ~1:!. I

I!fo 1!~ ~fj Q!O i li'1!, I

Q!a oitafa l'lfo.p~ Uaoll

.tars do ll!H'0!8 uool 118211
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I

a rhetorical figures of speech 11 The na.rrative is banai
Hterally 'made'.IlI rmerestingty. tlie wo"rd sakhl is used
amy-cit-a few places.la : .

It is impo,tant' to, 100.1< into his idep of eNidepce.
Gurdwaras in the p~~~ent. authenticate happenings in tte
pa~t~ The jujube tree. at' SultaIJPur Lodhi on, the bank of
dyer Ve~Ii is'an evidence of Guru Nanak'.s plantation of
a twigafter brushing ~s te~th.u Similarly, the sakbi of
Go~aklun~tais hi~tpr~cally.. provec;l on the, basis of existing,
sweet rith,aJree.lI . Th~s ,kind of. evidence, is not limited
to SP-::h hjsto!y~ Tp~I.:e_·is ,.a ,reference·. to.shivalinga, a,
pr60f of t4e brtdg~,tq, CeyJ<m buijt by S~i Ram,lI Satltokh,
Sipf1~ fails to upderst9~d thfi logj.cal relationship. between
evidEiDce and' past. The present can not retrospecti
vely make the past. He simply accepts the" traditional

11. Ibid, pp. 170.847 :

8181 ~j'Tf8C1 ~ cit,~o af<Ri'l¥ t

x X X
lIi~ 61~ oit crti' ;j Sl:I'~ t

12. Ibid., p. 360 :

S'81 o~ fCffi ilCII RBI

~~~ fuf3u'R ~ ;qifiJ'liO'8t,
13. Ibid., pp. 438, 439 :

a.I<r 1;ffiQ' fun c)~ ijl?1,
cruf3 "08 C!!qRll:ll tiel I
x x x
;:r l'fICia C/1~1.~R'~l I

\:110 at; fi ;q'?i<;[ H'l:Il J

14, Ibid., p. 362 :

CII'~ ~l Qo ;jfu ri 3q

~ "nnho ti st!Ol ,
15. Ibid•• p. 944 :

lIIS ~ fa?) oi ~,ri')JP?1h

ll!Otl Hqo 1)f(fQfu crq~l 116211
16. Ibid., p. 91S.
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eiil fliar ra~ 3<}T I]ij,lij I
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claims of memorials" associated with Guru Nanak without.
lookinginto their credentials.

Santokh'Singh diseusses the authenticit)' of the Baja'
]anam.sakhi. A Sikh· doubts its genuinene~ls. The poet
says that thougpt' carr' conlquer skepHcism.p He does
not challenge the g.enuineness of Baja nanative except
of the offending parts. He manages to reconcile the
offendina maf~fial with Sikh" piety by puttfnlJ' forwlird an
idea that the extarit; Bara ]anamsakhl's are interpol~ted.
The earliest versioii given by Bhai Bala before Gliru
Angad' was ·unexceptiobaole:1.r The poel' utlbbutes the'
offeriding rrtateh'ial to a 'successbr of Baba' Handiiland" a
Kabi'fpanthi' because Handal and Kabir' are' shown to be"
spiritually higher than Guru Nanak in the Baja ]ariam
sakbz'.1-i He fails to reeiUs's thatthe work could embody
sectarian intentions. He has no understatlding of' the'
dynamics of literature and 'history. He als'() says thatthe '

17. Ibid" p, 43'8:

qfcr'RA fltD'R'R iJfull
))(t?) wei) of<t gO~; Rm 1

18. Ibid., p. 438 ~
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19 Ibid., pp. 437-38 :
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original manuscript has been lost.IO If so, in the absence
of evidence no deductions are permissible. Neither does
he understand the rationale of interpolations. For him, the
interprolated part is lIke a fly in the milk and a true Sikh
throws the fly out 11 Thus his faith dec:des on the point of
interpolation.II How easy it is for katha to take over iUhas.

The discussion regarding the authentic. ty of BaJa
janamsakhi helps us to look into his approach to historical
sources. For him, a source does not have an organic
character. He bases his work On the BaJa janamsakhi, not
because of its organic unity, but because of its authenticity.
The defamatory materials are considered interpolation at
a later stage. That is why Santokh Singh excises the
objectionable portion of the BaJa janamsakhi and utilises
the remaining material. He fails to realise that it was a
product of sectarian debate. Only by knowing them, one
could understand the logic of the material that is not in
consonance with the Sikh tenets. Thus,the idea of
interpolation gives him a free hand not only to base
his work on the BaJa janamsakhi but also to incorporate
materials from other janamsakhis and other works.

Nanak Prakasb. is written in a janamsakb.i mode. In
janamsakhi genre, the shabads of Guru Nanak are used to

20. Ibid., p. 438 :
\!ae u"l'/l i!31 ;j R~l I

~ fell'R' l:ffi:I w~l 112711

u~ ~ tre e<r'~l I

it f.J] C!!O' llf"ifi¥ f's1:l~1~1 I
21. Ibid., p. 439 :
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22. IbitL, p. 430 :
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'lend a semblance of realism or moral support to the
narrative preceding it.'1l3 The historical malke-believe of
janamsakhi writers lie in the facts made from the shabad.
Santokh Singh is more concerned about the fictional
element of the bani. He is not aware of the institutional
use of the janamsakhis. At places, Santokh Singh excludes
shabads given in the source janamsakhi and replaces them
with translations. 24

Nanak Prakash is work on the divinE! activities of
Guru Nanak in order to provide a peep into the next world.
He is honest about his spiritual purpose. Guru Nanak's
life is metaphorically described as churninc;J the ocean of
H~ndu mythology. Guru N:mak is equated with ocean.
Bhai Bala is the churning staff and the churning rope of
sheshnaga is 10ve.26 Firstly, it is suggested that the infor
mation has not only been collected from various sources
but also organised. History is to reveal truth. Thirdly,
the truth is revealed by 'love'. Hence, 'piety' is essential
to history. The implication of the myth is that Guru Nanak's
life is a means to achieve truth. The poet denies
strictly rational approach to history. Thus, Santokh Singh
is a transcendental historian. Nanak Prakasll is written only
for Sikh readers, who have faith in the Gum. According
to him, o!lly the faithful are entitled to read or listen to the
salchis.2' He also forbids the reader's belief in the heterodox

23 !l.S Hans. "Bah Janamsakhi in relation to Janamsakhi Handal"
Proceedings Punjab History Conference. p. 95.

24. In Canlos 49. 50 and 59 of lhe uttararclh, lhe shcrbads. from source
s3khis have not been given. However, the po:>el has given the
translation in cantos 60. 61. 62.63 and 66 of the utt<lrsrdh.

25. Nansk Prakash, p. 434 :
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26. Ibid.• p. 438 :
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,sakhis. He goes to the e:?Ctent .9f s,uggestillg his readers to
~oy,co,tt suq~ d9v,:ian,ts. 'T~'ay are n9t~ikl1s:17 According to
,hi~, ,truth or'/alsehpod could onJy be known on the authority
of Guru Granth, 'Works on Sikh 'doctrines like those of Bhai
Ourdas ~d Bhai Manl Singh::l8But-'th~ es~entia) element is
," •. t " '." "'. ~ < ..... ":. • ' ~ :': ,' ...,

to h,ave a firm faJth ill C;;uru Napak. III Altq.oug'h the poet is
'l'" ..... ~. ,,,,.,.., - , ~ '. . , _ _ _ .. . • l _...

bitterly against the Hand~lis yet' hefaiis ~o avoid H~ndali

ideas. The paradox suggests his lack of deeper under
'atanclli::l:g.

Keeping Santokh Singh's understanding of history in
mind is important in order to look into his exposition of
Sikh historY. Santokh Singh has discussed the genesis of
Sikh movement in Nanak Prakash. According to him, Guru
Nanakwas sent to launch a new religion and to put an end
to all follies, evil doctrines and arrogance. His duty was to
promote fhe splenQour of glorious nam and to help people

27. lPid.. p. f38 :
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29. Ibid., p. 441 :
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follow the right path.ao Strangely. at one place! Guru Nanak
expresses his helplessness in the face of MlJlghal power.
On assuming the form of the tenth Guru, he would start a
new Panth. It would bear arms and fight against the enemy.
The Mughal power would be ended and evil would be
subdued for long. Then, there would be a reign of
dharma and law.81 Thus, the Sikhs enter into history with
Guru Gobind Singh followed by struggle for power culmi
nating in Sikh rule. Santokh Singh has no idea of the
historical role of the first nine Gurus of which the later Sikh
history was a logical consequence.

Closely connected with the mission, is the nature of
Guru Nanak's guruship. All the orthodox janamsakhis
(including the Miharban Janamsakhi) discuss Guru Nanak's
guruship. The Miharban Janamsakhi states clearly that
Guru Nanak has no guru. His guruship belongs to the
'immutable' order of the universe.'al But in S.mtokh Singh's
opinion, Guru Nanak's guru was Parbrahm. He was sent
on earth with a gurmantra.za He bodIly resE:mbles Ram.a•

30. Ibid, p. 412 :
5Cl13 i1ClI3 Hf<j HClI qarcl~o I

~Hf3 ~ti'cr ~~5 fHC'?O I

alas n'H q3'u ~t:l'?O I

!I5 HroCll H'(')? ~ U'?O 11311

31. Ibid.• p. 953 :

l}m l:lr5~ q<ffl'O H~ I

~~T ""Hi ufua'" mlUl I
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H<JT 1.PU R ~ f<i iJC~1 I
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32. S.S. Hans, "The Meharban Janamsakhi", Studies in Local and
Regional History, pp. 91·93.

33. Nanak Prakash, p. 370 :
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The poetd09s riot mlintain the pre-eminence of Guru
Nanal<: even among bhagats. Prehlad has a higher spiritual
status than Guru Nanak. lIs The udasis (itineraries) of Nanak
ore inconsistently discussed. At one place, Guru Nanal<: is
said to have travelled far and wide in order to see various
regions (desh).lIe At another the poet emploY$ the word
'sail' i.e. travel for pleasure.8? In Santokh Singh, Guru
Nanal<: undertakes long journeys to holy· places.18 Guru
Nanak is said to have visited the seven continents and nme
mythological regions. This J:ortion of sakhi has been drawn
from the Gyan Ratnavali.lIt The only difference is that they
have been discussed in more detail in Nanak Prakash.40

There are some remarks on the character of Sikh
movement in the process of historical evolution in Nanak
Prakash. Guru Teg Bahadur's ~areer is a turning point in
the evolution of the Sikh' history. The conflict with the
Mughals started during the life time of Guru Teg Bahadur.
The poet dwells on the sacrifice of the Guru. Metaphorically
'Guru Teg Bahadur is a lotus in the garden of Turks.'u A

34. Ibid., p. 929 :
ilIC!. <rolii UIf <PH Rq,IJT I

l!!3 mar ci tlafj l)(~IJT I

35. Ibid., p. 704 :
l)(t@ qH B09~ arl ~/'ll

36. Ibid., pp. 547. 540 :
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37. Ibid., pp. 550-567 :
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38. Ibid.. p. 586:
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39. ~tos 2 and 3 (lfN§lnaI,c Prakasb, (uttarardb). See Cl:Iart.
40. "see cantos 2. 3 and 19 of Hanak Prakash, (qttararadb).
41. Nanak Prakasb, 305 :
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transformation in the Sikh movement took place under
Guru Gobind Sinqh. It remained no more peaceful. It
teok up arms against the Mughal rule in an organised
manner. According to the poet, 'Guru Gobind Singh could
make mountain of a sand particle and particle of a
mountain '&8 However his comments are cas:ual about the
nature of historical struggle.

Santokh Singh also discusses the expansion of the Sikh
faith. There are numerous references to the setting up of
sangats or dharamshalas.48 It is also stated that a large
number of people adopted the Sikh faith.u Despite the
miracles o·f the prophets, there is hardly any miracle of
conversion. In fact, the poet superimposes the present on
the past. With the rise of the Sikh power scattered sangats
were no longer the maker of Sikh movement.

A m'irked distinction between his apprbach and that
of janamsakhi tradition is quite evident. SinCI! janamsakhis

- are works on Guru Nanak, they do not iJ;ltroduce the,
later Gurus. Though Santokh Singh adopts tile janamsakhi
mode yet he introduces all the Gurus in his invocation
at the start of each canto. This may be attributed to his
literary flourish. Yet Santokh Singh's lack of historical
sense is evident He narrates a sakhi of Guru Govind

42. Ibid., 347.

mc;r3' or?; ~ Hi! forG! }/o'l <1 om or1'O I

F.I] Olfli'B fRUs tslifu IiH~ ~ol ~o 1I1l1
43. Ibid., 882, 902. '

t1CJHRTS fecr ~fua l'J'O'a I

R3 1't1if3 ~i eitafa arl?l I
X X X
Ol'H fll~ mllIRrBT afurll I

44. Ibid., 880, 884,

fJ:I~l 3al fl'JR'81 Qfiia..' 115011
X X. x

<lIUfu ~ Hf3 <JHfa Rf's~ 117011 , c
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Singh.45 It is also stated that the sakhi was narrated by
Guru Nanak to Bhai Mula.'· He invokes goddess Chandi
for expounding the life of Guru Nanak.47 Santokh Singh
does not hesitate to introduce mythology in history 48 -

His lack of historical understanding does not allow him
to gra$p Sikh history in its institutional aspects.

Nanak Prakash is a bestower of happiness and puts
an end to troubles." One who keeps it in his heart is
blessed with cheerfulness.'0 It also eradicates the sins of
the Sikhs.', The filth of sins is cleansed by the water of
Guru Nanak's life.lIt It gives redemption (paramgati) and
spiritual strength to the Sikhs." By subduing evil

45. Ibid.• pp. 1089-93.
46. Ibid•• p. 090 :

8<J fso Jt-5 ~ iJ l.{R-ilI1 I

a.!~ 1i00fe 1?10 f3<J RaT' 1110411
47. Ibid.• p. 847 :

<R~ HT:JT li~ ~'" tlT~ I

~ a.!<l 1ill erw ;j" Q1:I'8' 11111
48. Ibid., p. 729 :

t=i MaurR~~'OT I
49. Ibid., p. 124:

Ii~a RfaQl~ erl ClQ' ClIo I·N~ Iil:lil~ I

Qann fuR ~ l)fQ Cl"&' <i~ fVWn fn~ 117811
50. Ibid, p. 170 :

B'tBT QTf'ffiir im ell~RfQ~R I

t=i fi::nf ufau1 t1Gl'n ~ ~ Rf<iCllO lllfOTFl 117211
51. Ibid., p. 189:

erfiJ~ a) ~ tit lio,z eriJ' Ma<JTR I

;ffi stf3 \1fcr ih:s<it cma- iJ crf'IDls erA 112n
52. Ibid., p. 403 :

~ lim fuf3<JTR fu\J eJ~ IiTCJtI' ~n I

JtfUl~ HlS van ~ tlB Rlf ~ Iilf~ IIs411
53. Ibid., p. 1195 :

s:(l mqcr i ilIl fBMcJ oQfti llcrHOIfa urf\! I
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influences, it provides solace to the Panth of the Guru. 54

The poet's purpose of writing is more devotional than
historical. His idea of history underlies his understanding
of theology. The poet says that be has propounded
the life of Guru Nanak in accordance with the tenets of
Guru Granth. 55

The poet has a high opinion of the Silchreligion.
Praising it he says that it is a unique religion as compared
to Hinduism and Islam.56 But instead of providing a
rational explanation. he adopts a comparative approach.57

For a better apprehension of the poet's wlderstanding of
Sikh doctrine, a look into a few majcr doctrinal concepts
discussed by the poet is essential. Nana (Name) and
sewa (service) occupy a major place in Nanak Prakash.
The poet considers that the nam is supleme and is like a
boat in the ocean of kaliyuga, 58 suggelsting that the
redemption is possible only by nam in kaliyuga. No one

54. Ibid., p. 125 :

llfR <!!o 0110f3 Clfo<1~ iJf1! I
FIfo Rl:f \Sl~fu ala a lia I- - - ...
Cllo Ollas FIf<J3l fil~ liOol I

H"aT5 Olafo IID'lmB <1001 118211
55. Ibid., p. 443 :

i{l O'oCl f~f3u'R l;!o13' I
iJfer ll!Q:FfTo~ H~ 013' 116711

56. Ibid., p. 1116 :

f<ftJ ~00l "3 ~ footB' I

F.J] 0'00[ fuR H3 fSRtgt I
m oil ~ offi FlH3"e1 II

67. Ibid., p. 187 :

s¥ rnH iiu \SCI tl~ ufo -eu \So I
~ fRl:f Hu lla 3R S~ ~ 11111

58. Ibid., p. 939 :

l)ff3li I{EG O'H ~ tOl'r Cilfgor'B Hf<i I

BStr 90Q l){f9<J'H fi:I'Q'i'i aT 5'"f'i:lf3 (f<JO 111411
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can achieve gati witholitthe help of nam.6D In U·.e bani of
Guru Nanak, nam is 'the. total expression of all that God is'
and is 'imparted to man by the Guru.'- But Santokh Singh
does not discuss its nati.l1'e. At a place. a pandit enquires
from Guru Nanak whether there is any way of redemption
other than nam 'ill But no plausible answer has been
provided. In fact, nam is emphasised in a way that it
amounts to departure from tne basic tenets of Sikhism.
For him, nam is supre-me and should be remembered
even at the cost of ignoring other works because it is
nam that liberates man from Yamas. Further, if a
person performs penance, worship, fast with repetition
of nam, he will benefit ten fold.11 Indirectly, it
suggests thatnam is necessary even if it is parenthetical to
any idea.

Like nam, the concept of sewa is also discordant.
According to him, sewa is the service of the Guru in the

9. Ibid., p. 957 :
fa?;' m., ~ 'lfTfn ~lJ"e ,
f~ aJf::r <i~ ~ ~'fu "51 fI

EO. 'N.H. McLecd, Guru Nanax and the Sikh Religi n, p. 196.
€H. See footnote 59 above.
62. Ibid., p. 538 :

"H fl:ciltar llCJ f5fu ~ !i0" I

ll?; JFi -3 ~ ~ Cl,!(;T I

slii ~ ";'l-f Rd! <nl <Jlufu ,
'fR' ~::r m illl tJ'Ufii 11 1411
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63. Ibid., p. 1220 : .,
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form of washing his cloth and feet. 83 The major thrust is.
on providing comfort to the Guru. Even the social norms
have been ignored at places. A Sikh sells his daughter in
order to serve the Guru.u On the contrary, sewa is
a sincere service of the Guru in obeyin9 moral norms.
None gets fruit without Lord's service.85 He aJone performs
the service whom Lord so wishes. One who does not
perform it wanders in illusion ee Santokn Singh's concept
of sewa is, in fact, an aspect of his conception of
Guru-Sikh relationship, v:sualised as one between master
and slave of his time.

Santokh Singh puts forward the idea of incarnation.
In canto 37 of the uttarardh he eliminates the doubts of the
Sikhs about Guru Nanak being an incarnation of King
Janak.'7 He produces a shabad from the Guru Granth and
the Varan of Bhai Gurdas in support of his contention.8e

64. Ibid., p. 1144 :

ilIa ~ fl'a1ifR wfOci l!3T 13m 00 Hwre 115311
'35. Guru Granth, p. 354 :

~3 "HPH 33 H!r 3<1~ ~;:, 6H f~R o'u) I

66. Ibid.• p. 1011 :

301 Ii;:' R~ ful:I -g Efu ~ HTt!l I

fan H<:' f~ '0 Utful,{t ~~ !r(JfH~ I

61. Nanak Prakasb, p. 443;

Ili'R faft] If30 sm>~ I

l!'O~ ~;:) ft!<: ail:{ H~ I

~'3t~at"H~1

reu fsftl fHl:llii <:'Or l!~' 116411
68. Ibid, 443-45.
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He says that Guru Nanak is bodily like Ram.et At another
place, he is considered to be an emissary of Ram. 70

According to the poet. Guru Nanak was sent by Parbrahm.
and was an incaTIlation of Vishnu since Akalpurak is
Vishnu. The shabads adduced by the poet in the form of
evidence are sawaryas of Bhatts. In it. Guru Nanak is
depicted in saguna manifestation of Brahm. For him, the
divine attributes have been employed. But they do not
support the idea of incarnation. Their main errphasis is on
the line of succession, The reference from Varan clearly
supports the Sikh idea of line of succession.

Not only his understanding of Sikh doctrine is inadequate.
but also his compaehension of the scripture is personal.
In this respect, the poet's approach to Babur Bani can be

f~ 'lilil'l'a (fflr Ii~ l.{'<J1 I

(Hereafter. two sawayyss of Bhatts (Mahala 1 and 3) from the
Guru Granth. and one stanza from Varan byBhai GurdS8 (24-20
chh) are quoted by the poet in support ofhia contention. Bhai
Vir Singh is of the opinion that herein the poet refErs to tbe
sources of the Nanak Prakash. But infact, it deli~tes dvetrinal
basis of Sikh History.

69. Nanak Prakash, p. 929 :

ill~ iI<J1ii m-r a'l{ ""r tJ' I
l!!3 Rt3' it tlofu ~l.Il I

70. Ibid., p.925 :

III qJa C1~ ~ UI{ a~ I

fl{Bn fag-Rio ~ ~ Cl'li I
71. Ibid, pp. 766-67 :

I{fUl{T F[l 'IiCl'"8 ,!fo Cl~ ,
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III IiCi 3 tIn fa<JT ~Tal ,
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looked into. Guru Nanak's aim in Babur Bani is not to
present a historical event. The invasion of Babur is
depicted by a conceit of the marriage ceremony?1 Like
Lord who sits apart and alone/3 Guru Nanak's attitude
towards the event is of unconcern. His ma.in purpose in
presenting the event is to provide a theological expla
nation. He explains the event on the basis of moral
failings.?4 In an another shabad in Rag Asa:, Guru Nanak
says that the invasion of Babur was in order to take
to task the people for their evil practices.1i No
reference has been made to the Lodhi ruler. Indirectly,
it suggests a sympathetic attitude to Lodhis. But Santokh
Singh's approach to the event is quite different. In the
canto 27 of the Nanak Prakash (uttarardh) , Santokh Singh
cites a shabad of Guru Nanak in Rag Telang and also
paraphases it. Herein, the poet's interest is only in the
narrative aspect of the composition. The shabad is said
to have been addressed to Bhai Lalo by Guru Nanak. The
poet's attitude to Lodhi ruler is not sympathetic. According
to him, Lodhi ruler was punished for his disrl9spectful atti
tude to Guru Nanak.?8 The poet's unsympathEltic attitude to

72. 8.S. Hans, Parampara ate Pragatiwad: Bani da Jljoki Kavita Lai
Mabatva. Balraj Sahani Yadgar Prakaahan, Amritsar IgSl, p. 113.

73. Guru Grantb, p. 772 :

fi:lfn ~l.fll?1 €raJ ~'B'1 ~or ~tt ~l:1 ~, I

74. S.S. Hans, Parmpara ate Pragatiwad, p. 107.

75. Guru Grantb, p. 360 :

llfTU ~R 0 ~ ~, ~Ii erfu 1iaTC2 ~~rf~1Ifr I

76. Nanak Prakasb, pp. 994-95 :
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~~ at!' I1Bl '!!B' ciI~ 11211
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Lodhi ruler is evident from his over-emphasis on the dege
nerate life of the time. The mantris are cruel. Nobody
obeys a qazi or pandit. They perform niqah treacherously.
They are charmed by beautiful girls and seduce them.
The Muslims inflict sufferings on the poor.n

Santokh Singh is not faithful to the scripture. At places,
he wrongly attributes the compositions of the Gurus and
Bhagatas to Guru Nanak. In canto 47 of the purvardh, a
shabad in Rag Maru of Baba Farid is attributed to Guru
Nanak.78 Besides, he even fails to identify kachhi bani (apo
cryphal compositions) at a number of places. For example,
canto 57 of the purvardh contains two apocryphal composi
tions.711 Similarly the poet does not identify the apocryphal
composition in cantos 38 and 47.80

Nanak Prakash has unorthodox theologies. It contains
Handali ideas. The Udasi gnosis and Vedant have also been
introduced. Though the poet condemns the Handali act of
polluting the original BaJa manuscript and excises the
sakhi pertaining to Baba Handal's higher spiritual status than
Guru Nanak yet he does not make any effort to recognise
the doctrine of Handalis in the janamsakhi.11 Hence,

77. Ibid., p. 995 :
H"<il f6afu ~ )jf1i ;jell
llo q'lill feilW' ij': ;ret I

fan Ii C1Utii OT HT~ cW I

craf'<i focrt<J J:STC'i't R~ 112611

lliOli'iT J!tm ~l:I ~WTl!1' I

1m R' iarfd~ Harrel I

W C1\~ liRffifrC'il,
C1~ 1!t:!"fe ROa' ).Ifj Wolll2711

~fJ <lfCJla'Q ~ ~ ~l I

f3<i i ~ 'lfe iilR l)f1.lral I
78. Nanak Prakash, p. 520.
Ta. Ibid., pp. 562·63.
80. Ibid., pp. 520-21.
81. For detailed discuaaion on Hanw.li doctrines, II", S.S. HaM, "Bala

Janamaakhi in Relation to Janamaakhi Handal", Proceedings ofPunjab
History Conference, pp. 95·102.
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Nanak Prakash contains all the major ideas of Handalis.
There is a reference to four categories of redemption.'·
Redemption can be achieved by touch. There is no need of
religious practices and scripture. Bhai Bala says that
Bebe Nanaki is redeemed as she is the sister of Guru Nanak
and he himself is emancipated in his company.83 As soon
as a maid-servant licks the feet of Guru Nanak she
achieves the sense of three lokas. 84. Even a touch of hand
is sufficient for redemption.86 Raja Devlut's illusion is
eradicated by taking meal from Guru Nanak.,88 A higher
spiritual status could be given with a touch of a Guru.
Gopal, the teacher, becomes a tatveta (th l:! knower of

82. Nanak Prakash. p. 113 :

WCJ 'iorf3 it fE<1 "0 \3'0 I
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83. Ibid.• p. 402 :
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84. Ibid., p. 492 :
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85. Ibid.• p. E97:
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86. Ibid., p. 595 :
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essence) instantaneously. These are Handali fetishes of
spirituality. The Yogic adeptness is serially arranged in
Handali doctrine. In Nanak Prakash, Dattatrai is equal in
spiritual status to Guru Nanak but Prehlad's status is
higher. Besides samadbi as videh (literally without a body)
in Nanak Prakash has a Handali connotation. ]handa Badi
is absorbed in samadhi and becomes bodiless after getting
food from Guru Nanak.s,

Besides Handali ideas, the Udasi ideas have also found
expression in the work. Guru Nanak was omniscient and
knew everything. But he did not disclose his hidden
supernatural power." Guru Nanak is 8sgun manifestation

87. Ibid., p. 181 :
s'ra 3&j ~J:loT tlrqr I
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88. Ibid., pp. 700, 704 :
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89. Ibid., pp. 581-82 :
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and the shabad is nirgun.91 The Udasi doctrine of gnosis
is, in fact, the Vedantic doctrine. Santokh Singh seems to
have special interest in the Vedantic philosophy. He dis
cusses the Vedantic ideas in detail in the whole canto 51 of
the uttarardh. In fact, the Udasi doctrine of gnosis has
blossomed fully in the form of Vedantic concepts of maya
andjnana.

The poet devotes a canto to the discu.ssion of Yogic
idea.91 It is based on the Gyan RatnavaJi material,91 which
is a Vedantic work. In fact, 'Vedanta had accepted all the
special means of self-purification, meditatioIl, etc. that were
advocated by Yoga'.9' It is also evident from a Vedantic
work of late eighteenth century by a Nirmala. scholar.I. He
discusses the eight methods of technique of Yoga in
order to achieve samadhi.91l Canto 48 of Nanak Prakash
(purvardh) also discusses the eight method.s of technique
of Yoga.97 Hence, the collection of all the sakhis of Guru

sn. Ibid., pp. 1122:

RO<[c: ~\f Rala~ I

a~\! fat!" l-IH foaQIc: H~ I

92. Ibid., pp. 521-36 :
93. Major portion of material of the Nansk Prakasb is taken from the

Ba/s ]anamsakhi, followed by the Gyall Ratnavsli. See Chart.
94. Surendranath Dasgupta, A History of Pbilosopby, VoL If Cambridge,

University Press, Cambridge 1962, p. 492.
05. Gulsb Singh Nirmala, Sri Moksb Panth Prakash, (Hindi), Sri Nirmal

Panchayati Akhara. ICankhal1917. pp. 562-63 :
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96. Ibid., pp. 554-562 :
97. Nanak Prakash, p. 527 :
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Nanak's meeting with Siddhas in the work become all the
more significant. At a place, the poet compares Sikhism
with Vedant and says that Bhagti Yoga (Sikhism) is the
easiest path in Kaliyuga whereas Hatha Yoga is difficult for
the common man.lIB It implies that Vedant is for few and
Sikhism for all. The methods of techniques of Yoga are
also applied to Sikhism.99 Santokh Singh's Vedantic interest
is equally there in Sri Gur Pratap Suraj.1°o His exegesis of
]apuji entitled Garabh Ganjani Tika is more or less a
Vedantic interpretation of Sikhism.IOI At the end of his
work, Nanak Prakash, the poet recapitulates the theme.
According to him, the Yoga, jnan. virag (renunciation) and
bhakti have been discussed in the work.IOI

The mixture of Vedantic ideas with Handali doctrines is
significant in the work. Canto 51 of the uttarardb discusses
Guru Nanak's instructions to Baba Lehna. The poet dis
cusses the Vedantic doctrines. But at the end, Guru Nanak

98. Ibid., p. 536 :
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looks at Baba Lehna, who attains jnan.10S Guru Angad
succeeds Guru Nanak on the basis of gnosis, not on account
of the Sikh idea of the indistinguishabIlity of the ~piritual

flame of the Gurus.

Thus Santokh Singh's idea of Sikh history is inadequate.
His exposition of Sikh history is based more or less on
faith. His grasp of the doctrine is inadequatE~. The Handali
doctrines and Vedantic philosophy make it worse. Besides,
the contemporary situation of the poet also plays a major
role in his idea of history when Sikh rule becomes the end
of Sikhism.

103. Ibid., p. 1190 :
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Chapter V

EVIDENCE ON SOCIAL HISTORY

Nanak Prakash is a much later work on the life of Guru
Nanak. It was compiled in the year 1823. Though the
apparent concern of the work is Guru Nanak and his times
yet our primary concern lies in its own period. Every
historical work is the product of its own times. It is a
product of the interaction between the writer as an
individual and his society.

Santokh Singh provides information on various aspects
of social life of the early nineteenth century Punjab. A
major part of the evidence is related to human life and
the attitudes of the people. It includes information on
marriage ceremonies, condition of women and beggars.
food, religious communities, occupational classes, admi
nistration and geography.

The society of the early nineteenth century Punjab
consisted of three main communities: the Muslims, the
Hindus, and the Sikhs. Santokh Singh discusse the Hindu
Muslim and the Hindu-Sikh relationship. Particularly, the
Hindu-Muslim relationship has been discussed in detail.
According to him both communities had social differences.
There were social restrictions on a Hindu in taking a meal
from a Muslim house. l But it was not limited to Hindus

1. Nanak Prakash., p. 221 :
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only. Even a Muslim did not take a meal from a Hindu.
The fact is expressed in a different manner. A Muslim
could accept enlightenment sooner than food.' But the
restriction was not always observed. On spedal occasions a
Muslim could invite a Hindu in his house for a meal. But the
meal was prepared and served by a Brahmin cook. The
host could only watch his invitee being served as well as
taking food.3 In Santokh Singh's opinion, the Hindu
Muslim differences were due to their partilJanship. Their
partisanship did not allow them to apprehend reality to
achieve redemption.' Social [harmony could only
be achieved by adopting the Sikh faith. Both the com
munities should meditate on satnam and should not indulge

2. Ibid, p. 1110 :
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3. Ibid, p. 477 :
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in partisan activities. They should realize that God is
prasent in everyone.'

The communal feelings were part of social conscious
ness of the period. Because of this fact, the· Muslims are
shown to have an inferior status than Hindus, even after
their adoption of the Sikh faith.' It has also found ex
pression· at a number of places in Nanak Prakash. Guru
Nanak sends Mardana to go to Yali Qandhari in order
to fetch a little water. He says that Yali Qandhari would
not refuse a Muslim.7 The poet opines that there is a
communal bond among the Muslims. A Muslim helps his
Muslim brethern.8 At an another place, the question is
asked : what brings a Hindu to a mosque?1I The Hindu
religious beliefs are shown to be more powerful. The
Muslims are stated to be observing the rituals associated
with the solar eclipse out of fear. They take bath and
give alms.to

5. Ibid,pp. 1050-51 :
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7. Ibid, p. 890 :
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Santokh Singh feels the need for communal harmony.
But he provides its solution in the realm of religion. The
paradox points to the Muslims as inferior political power
as compared to the Hindus. The poet's reconciliatory stance
i$ rooted in the need of the Sikhs as a ruling class minority
to win friends and influence people.

But there was no awareness of communal feeling
between the Hindus and the Sikhs. In the early nine
teenth century the relationship was qUitE~ harmonious.
At a number of occasions, Guru Nanak is interchangeably
depicted as a Hindu and Sikh. Guru Nanak is wearing
a yellow dress and a sacred thread.l1 This does not
mean that the poet is not aware of their separate entity.
The poet considers Sikhism to be a unique faith, different
from Hinduism and Islam. It is a matchless faith.1I It
is also distinct from the six system of Indian philosophy.11

At a place, it is said that the Hindus received places
- of pilgrimage, Smriti and charity, whereas nam went to,

the Sikhs. But at the same time, it is wished that Hinduism
may remain forever.1<I There is no doubt that both the
communities were very close to one anothe!r. But at the
same time, the evidence of Nanak Prakash suggests that

11. Ibid, p. 315 :
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12. Ibid, p. 1116 :
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13. Ibid, p. 563 :
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14. Ibid, p. 622 :
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the efforts were made to bring the Hindus closer to the
Sikhs.1li It is necessary for the Sikh ruling class to maintain
its cordiality with the Hindus.

Santokh Singh has a limited interest in the Muslim
community. He does not discuss it as a social entity
and its social structure. On the other hand, a rich infor
mation on the social structure of the Hindus is available
in Nanak Prakhash. To a limited extent. it is a manifes
tation of the degrading of the Muslims as a political power
and the rise of the Sikhs. The discussion of the Hindu
society subsumes the Sikhs. At the dawn of the nineteenth
century, the Hindu society of Punjab was divided into a
number of castes (jails). Caste was a major concern of
everybody. A new-comer is always asked his caste first
and then his name.1S

The social status of the Brahmin embodied a paradox.
Some of the sacred Brahmins were cooks in well-off fami
lies.17 On certain occasions. their services were utilized by
Muslims to entertain a Hindu guest. They performed the
rites of passage i.e. birth. marriage and death.ls The

15. Nanak Prakash is not the only source that emphasises the need to
minimise the distinctiveness of the Sikh community in order to
provide stability to Sikh rule. Fateh Singh Pratap Prabbakar by
Ram Sukb Rao juxtaposes Guru Nanak and Lord Krishna, Har Mandir
and Thakurdwara or Jawala Mukbi Temple, the Granth and the
Mahabharata. See, Joginder Kaur, (ad). Ram SUkh Rao's Sri Fateh
Singh Partap Prabhakar, Joginder Kaur, Patiala 1980, (Ph.D, Thesis
submitted in 1978), p. 64.

16. Nanak PrakaSh, p. 1062 :
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Khatri were cultivators and traders.1S A number of them
were associated with the revenue adminil3tration of the
government. A patwari was very often a Khatri.

Interestingly, the word 'baran' means both caste and
class.20 In the early nineteenth century Punjab, the 'ser
vants' were a defineable entity. The poet USE3S the expres
sion chakar baran.21 But it is a very casual remark. indi
cating low consciousness of the society as a whole. Accor
ding to the poet, soldiery had tremendous pClwer but it was
the grace of the Guru that gave it victory.1I

Santokh Singh also refers to some of the occupations
of his times. There are traders. shopkeepers, dancing
girls and servants. Slavery and beggary have also been
mentioned in Nanak Prakash. A grocer also dealt in cloth.
Articles of daily need were generally available in a
village-shop. But the villagers had to dl3pend on the

] 9. Ibid, p. 233 :
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20. Ibid, pp_ 233. 1062, 827 :
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21. Ibid, p. 481 :
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22. Ibid, p. 828 :
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town-market.2J The relationship between a shopkeeper
and his customer was full of warmth. A village
customer could sleep in the shopkeeper's house. He was
served with food, too."

The dancing girls were in vogue at the occasion of
marriage. They were accompanied with the players of
musical instruments.II There are a number of references
to the musical instruments like nafir, mridang, muchang,
upang and tambura. 1fl The society looked down upon the
art of dancing and singing. At one place, the performers
of Ras are roundly abused for their license.17

23. Ibid, pp. 237-38 :
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36. Ibid, pp. 303. 315 :
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The servants were essential part of the well-off house
holds. They belonged tQ both the sexes. They had to
do all sorts of work. The institution of slavery is patently
prevalent in the society of early nineteenth century
Punjab. Poor parents used to sell their children. At times

, grown up girls were sold. They had to obey their master
in every respect. A slave used J to grind corn, fan the
master and massage his master's legs.28 They were given as
articles of daj (dowry).29 A slave girl accompanied her
mistress when she went around.ao

Common men were economically depressed. There
was a mazked number of beggars. TIll: condition of
poor children was pitiable. He was considered a fool,
dumb and impure. He faces humiliation 'like a dog'
everywhere.aI He is considered to he lacking in

28. Ibid. pp. 1136-37 :
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29. Ibid. p. 316 :
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mind.I' The parents of a girl were considered 'poor' in
comparison with boy's parents.·a The institution of beggary
was a social marker. Every virtuous and rich man was
known from the 'crowd of beggars' at his door.14

The early nineteenth century Punjab saw a great
increase in the number of the Sikh congregations. Nanak
Prakash provides abundant information in this respect."
The increase in the number of sangats or gurdwBras points
to conversion to Sikh faith. The Sikh faith increa.ed as
a result of a large number of people coming into the Sikh
fold." The Sikhs attending the sangat are mostly from
working class and shopkeepers. l ? The offering of kBrab
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prasad has been repeatedly emphasised.aa The ritual' of
prasad seems to have developed durin~J the period.
Con~equentlySikhism could afford to hav.:! professional
officiants. If a Sikh wants his desire to be fulfilled he should
perform the offerings of karah prasad reverently before
the Granth not failing t.o place a rupee OIl the prasad.3a

Sikh sadhus and sants grew considerably. They moved
from place to place. The Sikh householders served
them meals. Sacredness was associated with them."o They
were considered the saviours of society. It was
believed that they should be politely entertained
with food and clothes for their grace"1 In. fact, medieval
ethics glorified the religious mendicant.u But this does
not mean that the institution of saints was above criticism.

38. Ibid, pp. 873, 1049, 933. 1131 :
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Only the idlers became sadhus.'8 Existential contradiction
is inherent in the idea of beggarly saviour.

The emergence of professionalism in· the SIkh religion
was a new development. Nanak Prakash has numerous
references to the fact that the Gurbani was difficult to
understand for a common Sikh. A tradition of· Gurbani
exegesis developed. ,,& Most of the Sikhs did not know even
japuji by heart. The poet condemns them for their bhekh.·1

The poet suggests that the reading of japuji bears three
kinds of fruit; the body becomes sinless; one becomes
the sewak of Satguru; and one receives immediate reward
in the kaliyug." Magic was generally associated with
the bani. The recitation of Kirtan Sohila before going to
bed was considered to be auspicious."? The poet does not
expect that the bani would read by everyone. Only those
who have 'concentration' would read or listen.'s

43. Nallak Prakash. p.218 :
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. In the early nineteenth century. the Sikhs started
celebrating their religious functions by bringing out pro
cessions. It was brought out with great pomp and show.
People participated in large number in the procession
and recited shabads walking.411 During thE~ period, Hindu
ritu"ls and customs were also prevalent among the Sikhs.
The recitation of the Veda 'by the Brahmin on the death
of a Sikh was a common practice. besides that of satnam.1O

The impact of the Hindu worship was also evident in per
forming arti.51 Sharadh was also observed: by most of the
Sikhs. Gil

The condition of women was quite oppressive. The
poet complains to God why He created women on
earth?6lI The woman was the most exploited creature in
the society. Her exploitation was. anthropologically
sanctioned. The welfare of a woman lay in being the slave

49. Ibid, p. 1172 :
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of man." Women were served food after men o~ marriage
occasions'!>s A girl's social status was assessed on the
basis of the status of her parents. It wu believed that a
girl would be nice if her family was good.s, She was
considered the root cause of evil.S7 Even the ascetics
failed to understand her mystery." The image of woman
in Nanak Prakash is repulsive. Her bones, blood, marrow,
and hair smell badly.59 She was visualised as nature which
is illusion and led a man to neBcience~

In this context the description of libidinous women
and their sexual exploits in Nansk Prakash becomes all
the more important~ They give open invitation to men.
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Such women lose their senses and see even wise men
with evil intentions.'o Contradictorily, if a libidinous
woman approaches a man she should not be dis
appointed.u To some extent the descripti.on bears the
impact of Tria Charitra of the Dasam Granth.S2 At the same
time, it also reverberates with the ritikalin special
emphasis on the sensuous. But the significcmt point is that
sexual relation is treated as an 'act'.S3 It was something
vile. This is also evident from the COmmOl[1 beliefs about
sex. A woman was considered shameless if she asked
her husband for sexual intercourse.61 Sex was considered
to be homologous to faeces.16 It was belieyed that sexual
intercourse in the day-time shortened one's life span and
intercourse on an auspicious day cursed a man with a
bad child.sa Youth was condemned as an 'enemy'.17 The

60. Ibid, p. 516 :
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poet advocates the idea of abstaining from sex and gives
it a religious gloss by making it sat santokh .'8 It was
believed that little food and less sleep checked sexual urge
in man. eo

The description of marriage ceremony has found a
major place in Nanak Prakash. Santokh Singh gives a
vivid picture of marriage ceremony of his times. It was
a high time of festivity in the human life. It was the
occasion for display of wealth as well as status. The
occasion was celebrated by calling dancing girls. Gener
ally, the marriage party was made to stay for three
days.70 Throwing of coins over the bridegroom by the
father was a common practice.7! In marriage, different
kinds .. of sweetmeats and meals were served to the
marriage p5.rty.71 The essential qualification of a boy'S
marriage was to be an earning hand. The parents advised

66. Ibid, p. 735 :
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67. Ibid, p. 1211 :
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68. Ibid, p. 608: -
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89. Ibid, p. 496 :

"iia lfIo, Ro l!f6 ~~ I

fan ua ijfT).f '0 ~tr .nm, I

70. Ibid, p. 316 :

~ 310 llfI'i Cl't3 aa'<J J!~l f

71. Ibid, p. 247 :

l-JO me ~a q'O~ I

Rfs tRf<i ~Cl fae ua~ 11511
72. Ibid, p. 313 :
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their sons to earn in order to get married.71 Caste was
the first consideration in finding a bride or bridegroom.
Then came the material prosperity of the family.74 The
virtue of a girl was estimated on the basis of her family
status.75 The marria~e of a girl was comlidered to be a
big problem, specially for the poor. It was considered
legitimate to borrow on the occasion 78 Marriage was the
central fact of life. Birth and death are peripheral to the
centrality of marrying The custom of using abusive
language by women known as sithanian to bridegroom,
his parents and relatives figured prominently.77 According
to the poet, abusive language points to the failure of
feminine passion. The poet significantly equates the bride
groom with jnan. 78

A father was the head of the family. His relation with
other members of family were authoritarian. A dutiful
son (saput) was he who earned money and brought
wealth and glory to the family.7' He was respected for the

73. Ibid. p. 224 :
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74. Ibid, p. 265:
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75. See footnote 59 above.
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money he aocumulated." His wisdom lay in the fact of his
being an earning hand. A son was respected by all for
his ooedience. His marriage could only be possible if he
was an earning hand.81 But the situation was altogether
different in· the case of an only son. Even if he did not
earn the parents felt satisfied that at least their son was
before their eyes.81 Not only parents but the wife also
compelled her husband to earn." It was believed that the
real solace was only in giving happiness to parents. The
wisdom of a' son' lay in earning for his family. 8& The shariks

80. Ibid, pp. 233, 232-33 :
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81. Ibid, pp. 224, 193 :
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were looked with hostility and distrust. It was believed
that .the material prosperity cif afaniily made them
envious and one's distress gave them a sense of
happiness.li

Nanak Prakash supports the idea of kingship. It is
remarked that in the absence of a king thE~re is chaqs.86
This state of affairs remains with a weak king.s7 Kingship
was considered a divirie attribute. The status of a king was
higher than that of a cOmmon man but inferior to a
bbagat. Kingship was believed to be attainable by medi
tation. But his inferiority lay in meditation for an end.
King's higher status and his spiritual guarantees made it
morally binding on him not to indulge in worldly pleasures.
They led to ruin.lS His duty was to take care of his sub
ject's welfare. However, the institution of kingship was
generally considered to be oppressive. Interestingly. the
poet brackets a king with a thief. At a place, it is remarked
that people hide their wealth for fear of king and thief.sl

Exploitative authority was delegated to every administrative
department. The patwari handled revenue affairs as he
liked. The poet remarks that the authority ils used impro-

86. Ibid, p. 224 :
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86, Ibid, p. 898 :
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perly.-IO This kind of power structure excludes the idea
of individual justice. Hence. the duty of God was to save
the poor and kill the oppressors.11 Also,. itiil~icates an,
unconscious idea of collective justice.II However, the poet
himself has no idea of justice. According to him. it was
advisable to give kharayat (charity) out of siilfuUyearned
money." Not offering a bribe was an act of defiance."

Santokh Singh's geographical knowledge is poor. Sea
water is stated to be sweet.'5 He is conversant with mytho
logical geography. He is aware of the traditional divisions
of the earth. For him India is a Jambudip. Its area is one
lakh yojan.II The lack of grasp of physical reality was
also shared by his contemporaries.

90. Ibid., p. 206 :
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Nanak Prakash provides some information on the
economic condition of the period. Arid land was brought
under cultivation and new villages came into being.9? The
fine long ricS (basmati) was a rare article in the Punjab.98

Its cultivation in the core region was very limited. On the
other hand grain was common; In Nanak Prakash there
is no reference to the consumption of vegetables as food.
At a place, Santokh Singh says that the earth is provided
with food by God.99

Nanak Prakash refers to a number of food-stuff, sweet
meats and dry fruits. The food-stuff are : mahan-di-dal.
rice, atta, gram, barley, ghee, gur, salt, turmeric, chillies,
sugar-candy and sugar cake. loo The cooked food is
kachauri, puri, khir, pura, rice dal. pakaur.'iI, curd with
dhania (coriander seeds) and chillies, curd with pakauras.101

The rich were believed to be habitual meat-eaters.lOlI

Laddu, sewian, bundi, jalebi, pura, karah, ama.rati, khir and
khurma are some of the sweets of the period.1l:l1 There is a
reference to sugar-cake in the sweetmeat. Saugi, almond
and pistachio were distributed to the marriage party.l04

97. Ibid•• p. 218 I
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N~n.a~ Prakash, not only refers to food-stuff but
alse;): provides, infprmati9DS on the food-habits of the
pe()ple of the Pupj~LofthEa:time. In ma{ri~et,sweetmeats

were served befor",: tQ~ mil.~1.10' There was"t1}.e habit of,
taking milk; aft~r.. djIlD.er.10', People .generally t09k hot :meals
EVEUl tQ~ s~e~pillg chn~re~ were, wo~.en upj~ order to'
feeq the~~101 Dri~ki,ng oLgh~~ WQ&', veJiY CQmm~ ,and
a ~~t~r of pri4e..108 " Comm~ ma~ did ,not t. fooci
twice a day. Only the well-off people, could afford two
meals a day.IOll Significantly one could take two, mea~s a
day because the Iangar was abundant,llo The acceptance
of an invitation brought honour to the host to enhance his
reputation. Brabmbh.oj was an institution of thetimes.111 -
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In the early-nineteenth century Punjab, ayurveda was
one of the major indigenous medical systems. It considers
four causes of an ailment, pitt (bile), vai (wind), kaff
(phlegm) andshronit (blood).l12 A phlegmatic person could
not digest ghee and is attacked by a number of diseases.
Similarly, a bilious person suffers from incurable diarr
hoea.lI3 According to Santokh Singh an ulcer could be
cauterised by hot iron.II' The diseases we:re considered
to be of three kinds: adhi, the disease of mind; upadhi,
spiritual m:ilaise; and biadhi, the physical diseases;
The order is, significant. Much attention was paid to the
first two to the detriment. of physical· illness.ll5 The
treatment of the first was religion and thl~ second· was
magic or occultism. That is why even the cure of
physical diseases were sought from faqirs or Sants.U8

112. Ibid. p. 226-27 :
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Gods and goddesses were worshiped for their cures.m

Santokh Singh's, attitude to physiological functions is
negative. Excretion and urination, eating and drinking.
and sexual intercourse are useless.111 Human body is
impure. Nine bodily openings are stated to be full of
filth.IJI Old age is valueless. not only socially but also
spiritually.1ll0 Happiness is to be idle.lll These attitudes
are the accurate reflex of the intellectual conditions of
t~e period.

Though Santokh Singh says that his writing is for
the Sikhs yet the internal evidence suggests that it is for the

117. Ibid., p. 226, 330 :
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upper class Sikhs. He is aware of the fae:! that Gurbani
was written in the language of common man as Sanskrit
was difficult to understand.1I1 But his own work is in
Braj dialect. Yoga and Vedant are for upper classes and
bhagti i.e Sikhism for the lower.lII

The unitary Sikhism of ths earlier period is being
polarised into the rulers and the ruled. The Sikh sub
jects have a privileged position vis-a-vis the non-Sikhs.
But they have come down the social scale in comparison
with the Sikh Sardars.

122. 1bid.• p. 574 !
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Chapter VI

SA.NiJ'OIfH SINGH'S POLmCAL IOEAS

The influx of Vedantic and Handali doctrines as well as
Santokh Singh's inadequate grasp of Sikh doctrine was
due to eclecticism that had replaced religious orthodoxy
with the rise of Sikhs to power. The rise of Vedantic
and Handali doctrines also indicates that Santokh Singh
has no idea of the political significance of religion. He
does not have well demarcated political attitude. This
does not mean that Nanak Prakash is devoid of implicit
political ideas. However, the nature of political evidence
is suggestive in the implied treatment of the subject.

In Nanak Prakash, the political ascendency of the Sikhs
is closely linked to the spiritual ascendency of Guru
Nanak. The defeat of Pathans and the victory of Babur
was based on the will of Guru Nanak.1 Babur was a mere
agent to execute the wishes of Guru Nanak. Guru Nanak
made him attack Eminabad· Guru Nanak helped him by
all means. All the rivers on the way to Eminabad dried
up.· Guru Nanak's spiritual power is unchallengeable

1. Nanak Prakash, p. 998 :
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Before the curse of Guru Nanak arms were of no use. <I Thus
the bestowal of kingdom on Babur was made by Guru
Nanak on the condition that it would be a jWit rule.5

Similarly, the ascendency of the Sikh power also mani
fests in the form of the superiority of the Sikh faith. Unlike
Gyan RatnavaJi, Nanak Prakash does not contain the sakbi
of Abdur Rehman in which the question of Guru Nanak's
bestowal of the kingdom on Babur and forfeiture in case
of the infringement of the condition of :bestowal have been
discussed. Nanak Prakash includes the sakhi of Shah
Adraman from the Baja janamsakbi with certain changes.'
The major change is related to the poet's approach to the
Sikh faith. In the Baja janamsakhi when Guru Nanak was
asked whether he was a Hindu or a Muslim, his
reply was in the negative. He said that he was neithe:
a Hindu nor a Muslim. On being asked about his religion
he said that his religion was of true nam.7 There is no
mention of the Sikh faith here. But in Nanak Prakash the

4. Ibid, p. 999 :
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pr6blem is changed. Santokh Singh raises a new question :
who is superior. a Hindu or a Muslim? Guru Nanak
emphatically stated that the Sikh faith was superior.8 Guru
Nanak condemned the religious bickering between the
Hindus and the Muslims. It was said that their partisanship
had ruined peace.a This change is an outcome of political
condition. At the time of Nanak Prakash the Sikh rule was
firmly established. The superiority of the Sikh faith was
obvious and could be easily claimed. Santokh Singh not only
expresses the ascendency of the Sikh power but also
provides meaning and sanction to the Sikh rule. According to
Nanak Prakash, Guru Nanak's spiritual greatness is beyond
doubt, He could bestow kingdom on a beggar and could
make a king beggar. All depended on the wishes of the
Guru.IO Santokh Singh does not believe that political power
is achieved from below. It is a divine boon achieved only by
penance. But it also contains the seeds of degeneration.II

8. Nanak Prakash, p. 1114-16 :
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With this idea in mind, Santokh Singh explains the decline of
Lodhi rule. According to him, Lodhi rule was degenerate.
The degeneration was in the socia-political life of the
period. The mantris were cruel. No body obeyed the
qazi and the pandit. They performed niqah treacherously.
They seduced women. The Muslims inflicted sufferings
on the poor .18 It was all due to the arrogance and high!
handedness of the ruler. Lodhi rUler was punished for
his disrespectful attitude to Guru Nanak. 1I To put the
rule to an end Guru Nanak made Babur attack Lodhi. He
was a mere agent. He did whatever he was made to do
by Guru Nanak.

Santokh Singh answers the questions why Guru Nanak
bestowed the empire on Babur and why it was taken

12. Ibid, p. 995 :
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back. Babur of Nanak Prakash was a wise man.u He came
with his hands folded and heart full of reverence for the
Guru. He brought the gift of bhang for Guru Nanak.
He obeyed Guru Nanak and made all the prisoners
free.ll> Santokh Singh remarks that Babur was fortunate
enough to meet Guru Nanak.lI Guru Nanak was pleased
with his wisdom and gave him a boon of the empire.l1

The wisdom of Babur was a precondition for receiving
the empire. But it entails a condition. According to
Nanak Prakash Guru Nanal: declared that the Mughals
would rule as long as they were just. The unjust rule
would result in its forfeiture.18

In Nanak Prakash. Lalo asked Guru Nanak how long
the Mughals wOJJld rule the country." Like Gyan RatnavaJi.

14. Ibid, p. 1002 :

f&L lifo Il'SiJ W'1'i \11:f'Ofa I

\!.Clll' il H' fuu f8fa ifIC5f3 I

feR 1Jf"q <i nf<t HTlJf3 QTtft I
ft:/J:r »f<J ~~ cr-rrftt II 18 II

15. Ibid, p. 1005. 1006 :

1iTt3 ic Bfa! crl ~1 /I 53 II

X X X
q)ffi'~ crl farat 1Jol me I

RUe~ na ntcr1 Rf~ I
16. Ibid, p. 1005 :

Il'SiJ~ 'l~ 8i1'i'lII' I

Il~ lit.:!q WQ tl(qClTQJ' I

17. Ibid. p. 1006 :

R) o'Ocr a SiJ~ 1l'80 i' ufaa"l I

fe'ffi ""h:cf ~F.1 5 faM Ill:! mr Httu " 64 II
18. bid. p. 1006 :

mr uf3J:ttvl iar.i;re 5111 if6 fol,p~ " 60 /I

tf8~ ¥S' <twre 0 <J;:ftJ I

ufoeTl'<s BaJal Ii l1~fu I

19. Ibid. p. 995 :

crv 5 CJ'il ~' mr Htul I

ll'o tlOol oj ~ qa il'Uf I
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in Rag Tilang it contains an obscure poetic expres
sion.tO According to Santokh Singh number 78 of the
expression refers to the year of Babur's invasion on
Hindustan in 1578 Bk. (1521 A.D.) and 97 refers to the
year that marks the end of the Mughal €!mpire in 1797
Bk. (1740 A.D.).21 This was the time when Sikhs rose
to political power. Nanak Prakash mentions that Guru
Nanak would create Khalsa in his tenth incarnation.
Khalsa would make the Mughals powerlt3ss and seize
their rule. The mutual co-operation of the Sikhs would
enable them to destroy their enemy.11 The idea has
found expression at a number of places.II The argument

20, Ibid, p. 995 :

))fTm~ ;:1'/7; FT3T('5~ ;jq 31 ~ORl I1clt!' qT ~1 I

21. Ibid, 996 :

ffi~RaT(S ~ i5 if I)flO Rl-/T5fu lift! I

u~ a1J(S lJfOOci' IIRO fao ~ <ire II 37 II

R3~T R R3rcW~ Htul I

R8' ~Cl' f3ts ql ~ fITU1 I

~ Rs~;j ~ ~lR I

qij'fu CJTil' ij~<i ~m II 38 II

22. Ibid, p. 996 :
ncr llfli3TCl' <JI-/Tij'T <ire I

~~ 3T~ ~T im!' I

t!R 1JT3STUl qfcr.Y~ I

uli <ire ~HR' 3U<ft II 39 11

R~ ~ Ii j~f~ itt* I

313 ~0cf0 <i~u QBtitA' I

~ llimUCJ H5 fif R~ I

\iQ o'il ;;[J:mi U/O tit II 40 II

23. Ibid. p. 953 :
~ WHi ufua"~ I

trcJl-/ u'"f4~~ 3U<ft II S II

llfTl!!l:I l:Ifa ~ ;fl:l ~~f;t I

~ cit Rfi JR'T ~~fJ' I

H<lT 1JTU R ~fj~ I

l:IOH o~ l!!3 CJTil' {';fTE't II S II
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makes out that the Mughal empire ended as it ceased
to be just. Sikh rule was created by Guru Nanak; it
did not owe legitimacy to the Mughal empire.

Not only N.nar Prakash expounds the political ascen
dency of the Sikhs but also suggests the changes that had
taken place within. the Sikh community after they achieved
power. In Nanak Prakash Guru Nanak is not only the
greatest spiritual personality but also a chakravarti.1f.
This attribute of Guru Nanak is significant. In the works
of Bhai Gurdas,the concept of chakravarti is employed
in order to express the greatness of gurmukb as well as
his superior wisdom.'6 Whereas the concept of chakravarti
in Bhai Gurdas has a religious connoation, in Nanak
Prakash it has a political overtone in suggesting that Guru
Nanak was a universal monarch.2' The attribution of the
concept from the gurmukh to Guru Nanak and the change
of its religious connotation into political one implies
the Sikh rule.

It also suggests that there isc::lear division between
the Sikh ruling class and the common Sikhs. This was a
great set-back to the concept of SikhPanth.ln the Sikh
Panth there was no distinction of. caste and status.17 The
religious equality of the Panth subsumed social inequality
so long as the community did not acquire political power.
Though the achievement of the political power weakens
the religious bond yet social ineq;uaJity had to be legitimiz
ed by the political hierarchy. With the rise of Sikh power

24. Ibid. p. 156 :

~~;j~ .~ Him I

Claro fav-R R~ 0 1<11 I

25. Bbai Gurdas. Varan, pp. 480, 622.
26. See foot note 25 above.
27. Adi Grantb, pp. 1178, 667 :

;:I'f3 IIftltfa erei ll.9 fttIIfl~ Rfi l4.cJ ~J:i f30~: .I

X X X X
Jl3 ;:rOT Cl1 tlTfu <:Ifa 'IIIfTI-it ~l1. OT~ <JH J:ilorll
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the Panth exhausted its dynamic character. Consequently,
there is a lack of references to the Panth in Nanak Prakash.
The description of sangat, gurdwaras and satnam is there,
but there is nothing on the Panth. '8

Nanak Prakash includes the sakhi of Suvarnpur, a
utopia invented by the Baja ]anamsakhi. But Santokh Singh
makes four major changes. Firstly, it cuts the details of
utopian description of the city. Secondly, the Handali
disregard for the Muslims has been excluded. Thirdly,
Guru Nanak does not compel king Kanval Nain to accept
the suzerainty of Sudhar Sain, another king. And lastly,
Guru Nanak gives his sanction to the king. The fact that
Kanval Nain was Guru Nanak's friend in previous birth
has been left out.2D The8e changes are significant as they
provide us an inkling of the political ideas or the period as
expressed in Nanak Prakash. Nanak Praka'sh extenuates
the details of utopian description of the city of Suvarnpur.
The land and the mountain of gold in Suvarnpur has been
excised.30 Santokh Singh also does not dilWUSS how the
utopia works.31 This is probably to make it less visionary
in order to suit the Sikh rule. The description of the city
in Nanak Prakash is more realistic.al According to Santokh

28. Nanak Prakash, p. 1172 :

trl';:r'" ~fu'" ~f~ ou~~ Flf3l'iill' I
Rf~o'H fm-filf<f ~1:f ~ilIT II 38 "

fH'ffi<:r flO1B Tof<f (JIT'1'f<J'" cita<J I
W FTCIIB" i1OI3 faR31afu I

also see pages b79-80 and 882,
29. Ibid. pp.604-14. Cf. janamsakhi Parampara. pp. 2~~5-BO.

30. Cf. Kirpal Singh, janamsakbi Parampara, p. 276, with Nanak Prakaab,
pp.604-14.

31. Loc. cit.
32. Nanak Prakash, pp. 605-06 :

;:,,1'" f-eF.J ftIFT ~ ~l1SO ~;j'" I

~ l:fTfuaT ~<I Ho H~ I

cr.m ~ 01;;;~ f~o'ii II

0'0' ciar ;:rcj 001 N II 20 II

------------,-------
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Singh. the Sikh rule is a satyug in kaliyug. It was the rule
of justice that brought the rule of vice to an end.-- It was
the rule of happiness and prosperity. Santokh Singh
converts Ravi Das's idea of Begampura into a literal
expression," suggesting that the Sikh rule 'without sorrow'
is an ideal country of religion.

The Baja janamsakhi has contempt for the Muslims. In
the kingdom of Kanval Nain there is no place for Muslims.
But Santokh Singh is silent on Muslim absence. Nanak
Parkash has a reconciliatory stance towards the Muslims."
Santokh Singh feels the n4iiled of communal harmony. Both
the communities should meditate on satnam and should

~tl1ltfCTernR HO e'~'O I

W\103~8tit~ I

~~ cru~ ~ lie' I
x X X
Ol~ iao cm<r H5'C! I

ilftt~ ;:rtij' tl'q atI'! I

'3f;t <JTCcI' cr1 'J'~ ))fl'Ser' I

,,~ J! '0<11 ~ c;rej'u mer' II 28 "

f;:ro Hf<t Qal fH~l qo1 I

cra1i1 fau..-s lJlfc'l '!01 I

f;:om· HQiI m<t '!ao FJHT'OT I

~ il,l:l'O ufu6 fQft:l 'O''OT II 29 II

33. Ibid, p. 1172.953 :

" Rf3t!<II erfscrt~ H5'ClT I

1{alC er10 38 1{i!. ~B'CP. I
X X )(

HUt \JIU R Bf.:r" Uc!'e1 I

t!CIH o'tf'a~ QTif ~w~ II 6 II

34. Ibid, p. 850 :

~f.1 ~ SaJHl!o Ul:l ~ollio

i!P1S cr1 wfu ~ lifo R~~ I

Cf. Adi Granth, p, 345 :
35. Kirpal Singh, janamsakhi Parampara, p. 217.
36. FOI dilcussion on the point see chapter "Evidence on Social

History",
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not indulge in partisan activities. They should realise that
God is present in everyone.37

In spite of Nanak Prakash's reconciliatory approach.
- the Muslims are shown to have an inferior status. The

Muslims are shown to be worshipping the 113ft foot of the
Guru and the Hindus the right one.38 Similarly, the Muslims
are stated to be observing the Hindu ritual associated with
the solar eclipse out of fear.39 Thus the position of the
Hindu community, in fact. showB its relativE3 strength in
the power hierarchy during the Sikh rule. The Sikh rule
requires the cooperation of all the communitil3s in admini
stration. The Sikh rulers do not require the Hindus and
the Muslims to adopt the Sikh faith. Guru Nanak says
that there are neither Muslims nor Hindus. All are the
creation of one God.«o

37. Nanak Prakash, pp. 1050-51 :

R'8'l;Tfl-l fj=Il-IO'l ttOI3aT II 60 II

UU l:i'B & ~5 0 qa'l€ I

fuor ljB'fu Rfii fa~ fo<:rcrlt! I

38. Ibid, pp. 894 :

tIO('; QU5 010 ii iT a lit I

ll,tif;], ~Oq qof<f lIOc:TI! II 114 "

Bf,J~ tIOo q'l-/5 8<J qTa l I

\!tifu'" m~ ~I~ faRT5 T I

39. Ibid, p. 821 :

f~R I)f'ti ~ ?crq fu ).l1<'i? r

R 91 3..'R fo~ ~ 'OT('i? I

qfu fuF.lOT('; €fn 1,[('; BT('iT I

reo q'H(,; & orT5 H~TOT II 17 II

40. Ibid, p. 1040 :

~or ljt!Tfu O'{!ij RftJ Ifr.:it I

fu(l· M'& fun fl-l5<'i ~CJT<J1 II 17 II

l{RCOl-ITr; 0 m~ ii€t, I

&'O<'i<J'o Rf'3 & fuq ;j~ I

t/~1:i.liiaTB H~ ~o~ ;'reI I

<:Jt:T tifu wfo tr" JW II 18 II
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In Nanak Prakash there is no awareness of communal
feeling between the Hindus and the Sikhs. At a number of
places, Guru Nanak is interchangeably depicted as a Hindu
and a Sikh.u At the same time the poet is aware of their
separate entities. Sikhism is unique faith and is different
from Hinduism and Islam.4I It is also remarked that the
Hindus received places of pilgrimage. Smriti and charity,
whereas nam went to the Sikhs.41 The fact is signifi
cant as it indicates an absence of friction between Hindus
and Sikhs during the Sikh rule.

In the BaJa janamsakhi Guru Nanak advised Kanval
Nain that if he was under the suzerainty of Sudhar Sain he
would prosper.'" Kanval Nain obeyed Guru Nanak and
accepted the overlordship of Sudhar Sain. But in Nanak
Prakash Guru Nanal:: does not compel Kanval Nain to
accept Sudhar Sain as his overlord." Santokh Singh was
associated with Burla estate near Jagadhari at the time of
the writing of Nanak Prakash. The kingdom of Maharaja
Ranjit Singh was the largest. The threat of Ranjit Singh's

41. Ibid, p. 315 :

ora ma ~' u10 lIola- H'501fu
;:rill~ H<Ji sfs sTell

42, See footnote 41.
43. Nanak Prakash, p. 622 :

3tcJ"EI ffifi.ta- 'l!"o Rfgo~ f;j~ IIl:lOTR II 68 II

otH~l ~1;:il~ If ~ Ttl C103TeJ I

44. Kirpal Singh. janamsakhi Prampara, p. 279:
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45. Nanak Prakash, p. 622 :
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power still seemed to be in the air so far as the Sardars
of cis-Sutlej estates are concerned. It recognises the
independent character of the states Interestingly. the sakhi
of Sudhar Sain is brief.·' The fact also su9!lests that Sikhs
were not aware of the indirect over10rdship of the British.
After the treaty of Amritsar in 1809 cis-Sutlej states came
under the suzerainty of the British. However. Nanak Prakash
does not bear any evidence of the British presence.

By the Sikh rule. Santokh Singh seems to mean the
Lahore Durbar and the cis-Sutlej states. Santokh Singh
not only refers to the threa.t of Ranjit Singh's power to the
Sardars of cis-Sutlej states but also sUggE~sts that their
success lies in their unity. If the Sikhs are in accord they
would succeed in occupying a large domain.•7 But as there
is tension among them it is feared that their feud would
ruin them.·· The suggestion and fear have the same
source.

Samokh Singh discusses the social ordlsr of his time.
According to him, society consists of four social entities:
the king, the merchants, the Bra.hmin and the Sikhs.49 The
people do not enter the social order at all. It is important
to see the order of entities. It is also significant that it does
not express the social reality of the period but his own
idea of social reality. Though the poet himself belonged
to chhimba caste (of calico printer and tailor) yet

46. Ibid, pp. 582-83.

47. Ibid, p. 996 :

qcf<t l.I'CJMf j(g fiJ I'i~ I

~ iJ'iJ ~F.lCO urc~ II 40 "
48. Ibid, p. 996 :

J!fTllR uf;t i'i oraf<j gc,B'} I

fml ~fi:r 'Ire <i Ii tIt!~ I

49. Ibid, 1245.

~uf3 J:l'Fu Wl( fi:rij' n{~ I
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his ideas represent the ruling class. He idealizes the Sikh
rule and legitimizes it as a just rule. According to him,
the Sikh rule is without sorrow. It is satyug in kaliyug.
In the context, Nanak Prakash's discussion of slavery and
beggary is pointer to social norms. According to him, the
welfare of a slave lies in his unconditional submission to the
master. It is essential to maintain social harmony.

Nana): Prakash supports the idea of kingship. It is
r~marked that there is a chaos in the abs~nce of a king.
The state of affairs remains so with a wea~ king. King
ship was considered a divine attibute. The status of a
king was hig1:ler than that of a common man but inferior
to abh~gat. Kir~gs:pipwas considered to be achieved by
meditation. The inferiority of a king lay in meditation for
an end. The character and religiousity are pre-condi
tions' of acquiring a political power. King's higher status
and his spiritual guarantee Diade it morally binding on
him not to indulge in wordly pleasures. They led to
ruin.

Though it is the duty of a king to look after his subject's
welfare yet the institution of kingship was generally
considered to be oppressive. Interestingly, king is
bracketed with thief in Nanak Prakash. It is also re
marked th~t people hide their wealth for fear of king and
thief. Exploitative authority was delegated ~to every
administrative deparment. The patwari handled revenue
affairs at his own sweet will. Nanak Prakash remarks that
a patwari used his authority without any conscience. This
kind of power structure excludes the idea of individual
justice. Nanak Prakasb indicates an unconscious idea of
collective justice but the poet has no idea of individual
justice.

Santokh Singh views the Sikh rule as the establish
ment of satyug in kaliyug. It implies that there is no
possibility of change in the future. The Vedant and the
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Handali doctrine suited the occasion. Both the Handali
theology and the Vedant have a common basis. Not only
the social inequality is taken for granted by Handalis but
their attitude toward the state is ambivalent. Their idea of
equality remains an illusionary utopia. The Vedant has no
faith in social phenomena. It works in favour of status quo,
social and political. Hence, the rise of Handali and Vedantic
idea is conditioned by the contemporary sClciety.



CONCLUSION

Santokh Singh was a major Sikh poet of the early
nineteenth century. His work is the continuation of the
literary tradition of the times. He wrote a commentary on
japuji and on Atam Puran. His works include a rendering
of Balmiki Ramayana into bhakha verse. In his first creative
work Nanak Prakash. he adopted janamsakhi mode to
expound the life of Guru Nanak. It is based on janamsakhi
materials. Among them, the BaJa janamsakhi and the
Gyan Ratnavali are generously depended upon. The
work bears the impact of scholastic poetry as well. The
influence of Vedantic and Handali ideas are on the rise.
The continuity of the literary tradition in early nineteenth
century Punjab has a parallelism in the continuity of the
Mughal administrative institutions under the Sikh rule.

Nanak Prakash is an attempt in the janamsakhi genre.
Like other forms of Sikh literature, janamsakhi genre has a
cognitive character. It recreates the myth of Guru Nanak
according to Sikh doctrines in order to strengthen the
community and its religious institutions. It constitutes an
ideological debate with the unorthodox and heterodox
sects. But the historical potentialities of the genre lie in
its approach to the present as well as its attitude to the
state. A genre has its limitations and scope. Santokh Singh
draws material from all the janamsakhis. Other works
used are Mahima Prakash by Sarup Das Bhalla, Sikhan Di
BbagatmaJ, Varan by Bhai Gurdas. At places, he prefer.
the composition of Guru Nanak. Santokh Singh has also
made use of the Hindu and Muslim mythology. But he
does not recast the material drawn from a number of
divergent sources. The conglomeration of heterogeneous
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material of Hanak Prakash negates the doctrinal basis of
the genre. He fails to realise that every source is the
product of sectarian interest. Every fact contains an
interpretation. Santokh Singh fails to understand the
cognitive characteristic of the genre.

Santokh Singh's interest in factual elements decepti
vely makes Hanak Prakash an account of Guru Nanak's
life. Santokh Singh is· not much concerned with the image
of Guru Nanak. In some of the cantos, Guru Nanak is
almost ignored. On the other hand, the character of
Bhai Bala is further magnified. He declinE~s the offer of
guruship. Santokh Singh's grasp of the Sikh doctrines is
not adequate. Unlike other orthodox janamsakhis
Hanak Prakash is ambivalent on the nature of Guru Nanak's
guruship. Guru Nanak's relations with his successors is
not clear. The work minimises the importance of the
orthodox line of succession. He not only discusses the
Udasi idea of gnosis but also propounds instantaneous
spiritual ascendency. Bhai Bala declines the offer of
guruship. He interprets the idea of the linE~ of succession
in the sawayyas of Bhatts and Varan by Bhaj Gurdas to be
one of incarnation. His understanding of the bani is
inadequate and personal.

Santokh Singh lacks narrative skill and creative imagi
nation. There is not a single narrative of any artistic
excellence in Hanak Prakash. He spoils the narrative
achievement of other janamsakhis. Symbolism and
artistic twist are of no use to him. The sakhi of Malik
Bhago's feast in Hanak Prakash becomes a. factual event
when he joins it with Guru Nanak's imprisonment. Some
narrative themes are not adequately developed. The
poet's presence in a few sakhis also indicates his disregard
for the nature of sakhi narrative. It is further ruined by
the use of inappropriate metres. In fact, the janamsakhi
genre collapses in Nanak Parkash.

There is a rise of Vedantic ideas in N.mak Prakash.
Santokh Singh not only draws Vedantic ideas from the
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Gyan Ratnavali and the Sikhan Di Bhagatmal but also discu
sses these ideas independently in detail even at the cost
of janamsakhl form. Nanak Prakash contains a canto each
on Vedantic and Yogic ideas. Guru Nanak was omnil:;cient
and knew everything. H9 did not disclose his latent
supernatural power. He is sagun manifestation and the
shabad his nirgun essence. The Vedantic ideas are pro
pounded in the form of Guru Nanak's instruction to
BhaiLehna before his installation to guruship. According
to Santokh Singh, Vedant is bestower of fruit and
happines~:.

Like Vedantic ideas, Santokh Singh expands the
Handali tI icks to magnify the character of Bhai Bala for the
undermining of Guru Nanak's image. Bhai Bala is wise,
trustwortlly and virtuous. He is equal to Guru Nanak and
Guru Ang·ad. Bhai Bala's status elevates when he declines
the offer of guruship after Guru Nanak.The rising
influence of Handali ideas is apparent in the dominance of
Jats. Bha:i Buddha is a knower of essence and is said to
have remained in the life time of six gurus. Nanak Prakasb
discusses Handali ideas of instantaneous redemption and
spiritual hierarchy. The Sikh religion, too, is visualised
in the Handali idiom of in~tantaneous redemption.

The rise of Vedantic and Handali ideas in Nanak
Prakash, \'0 some extent, is the result of the poet's lack of
doctrinal understanding of the Sikh faith. But the
socio-political conditions of the period are decisive.
The janamsakhi genre was replaced by gurbilas
because ·:>f the political urgency of the early
eighteeth century. The purpose of acquiring politi
cal power manifests in the form of militantly heroic spirit
even at tho9 cost of doctrine. But with the establishment of
the Sikh power, the political purpose of the Sikh religion
remained no more. Nanak Prakasb clearly suggests that
the Sikh l~ommunitywas polarized into ruling class and
common Sikhs. The unitary character of the Sikh Panth
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exhausted its dynamism. In Nanak Prakash, there is no
reference to the P.anth. Gur Pratap Suraj ha:s references
to sangat and mangat at the same time sUi;:rgesting the
dichotomy in the Sikh community. The Sikh rule failed to
bring about the socio-religious equality which was the ideal
of the Sikh faith. Hence, Santokh Singh is not the champion
of the Sikh cause. He has no idea of the political significance
of religion. He narrows the interest of the entire Sikh faith
to the interest of ruling class minority. The rising
influence of Vedant and Handali ideas expresses the needs
of the ruling class. The Sikh ruler provided state patron
age to the heterogenous sects in order to make them
harmonious. The state patronage was in the form of
revenue free hnd-grants. The Udasis appropriated the
m ximum share of dharmarth grant The efforts of the
Sikh ruler seems to have borne fruit. This is quite evident
from the literary works of the first half of ninetE!enth century
bearing Vedantic influence. The evidence on the expansion
of the Sikh community in Nanak PraKash impliE:ls that Udasis
and Handalis claimed themselves to be part and parcel of
the Sikh faith. There is another aspect of Vedantic and
Handali ideas in Nanak Prakash. The philosophy of Vedant
and Handali theology has a common element. Both are
suitable for maintaining status quo. It was thE! need of the
ruling class of the times.

The hierarchy of religious communities in Nanak
Prakash also means their social and political hiE!rarchy. The
Muslims have inferior status. A number of sakhis regarding
Guru Nanak's meeting with the Muslim faqirs are excluded.
The Muslims are shown to be observing Hindu rituals out of
fear. The status of the Hindus was higher than that of the
Muslims. Na12ak Prakash contains evidence on the bringing
of both the communities into harmony. It has at pacificatory
stance toward the Muslims. Rai Bular appn:lciates Guru
Nanak's spiritual pursuits. Santokh Singh dra.ws material
from Muslim mythology The Hindu constituency is
being wooed in Nanak Prakash. A large number of sakhis
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~f~ ...draw~' (r~ 'Hind.~ "mytl1ol09Y. The ciiscussion of
1P-tl 'Hi~du', ~qciety s~bsu~esthe Sikhs. Th.e need of the
§\~l:\-,rulin9 cl~ss ':is to seek tl:~eir.cooperation in adininistra
tion: .Na12ak Piakash does not require the Hindus and the
M~sliins to. aclQpt the Sikh, faith. Guru Nanak says that there
~'i~neither Muslims nor Hindus All are the creation of
~:>ne. ,Ood, The Sikh faith is matchless and unique in
1P.dicating the superior authority of the Sikh ruling class.

'. .~J" c<

Theprima,ry.concern of a work of literature lies in its
bWfi times: Sarrtokh Singh idealises the Sikh rule; He
-' ., ,

legitimizes it as '8. just rule. In Nanak Prakash the salehi
otSu~arnpur. a utopian bity, is made less visionary in order
tolo~k realin the image of the Sikh rule. According to
hirn. the Sikh rule is without sorrow. It is satyug in
kalyug. His iocial vision does not concern the common
maIl. n6feven Sikhs. He represents the ruling class.

Santokh Singh's Nanak Prakash provides evidence on
the society of the early nineteenth century Punjab. But his
picture of the contemporary society is partial. A major
part of the social evidence of the work is 'related to the
Titual? and ceremony of the Sikhs. The m~rriageceremony
figures' prominently in the. work. The evidence on politics,
economy and administration is meagre. In fact, he seems
to be less concerned about the dynamism of social life.
Heuqcierlines the social status of the Hindu and the Muslim
comrn,unities only to suggest that their welfare lies in their
S~D;lission to the Sikh ruling class. Nanak Prakash
~scus.ses the institution of slavery and beggary as a
mark of social status. The richness of a man is known from
the crowd of beggars at his threshold. The norm for the
slaves is their unconditional submission to their masters.
Tht?ir welfare lies in submission. Social harmony and peace
is essential and is achieved by a strong king. In the absence
of a king. there is chaos. The duty of a kmg is to take care
of 'his subject's welfare. Santokh Singh wishes that the
Sikh rule may remain for a long period. He visualisei the



Chart of Sources of Nanak Prakash

(Sakhis of Nanak Prakash and their earlier sources)

Purvardh

Canto

1. Invocation
2. Bringing the janampatri
3. The Birth of Baba Nanak
4. The Name of Nanak
5. Childhood Activities of Nanak
6. Insttuction to Gopal, the Teacher

7. Childhood Activities of Nanak

8. Instruction to Mullah
9. Investiture with the Sacred Thread

EarJier Version

I
I
IIBaJa']anamsakhi

I
I (Developed from
I Miharban ]analtJ.Isakhi and Gyan
! Ratnavali version)

I Miharban ]anam
i sakhi

10. Grazing the Cattle
11. Rai Bular Shows Reverence IBaja ]anamsakhi

12. Cultivation and the Tree's Shadow

a) Sowing the Field 1BaJa ]anamsakhi

b) The Tree's Stationary Shadow

13. The Physician Convince"d

14. Ascetics
15. Kalu and Rai Bular

I Mibatban ]anam
i sakhi

I Mibarban ]anam
I sakhi

I Baja ]anamsakhi
1
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16. To Sultanpur
17. Employment in Commissariat
18. To Render Accounts
19. Betrothal
20. To RendetAccounts
21. Proceeding of the. M;arriage Party
22.Marriage " " '~.: ' ''. .;,.,. \
23. To Talwandi
21'- .'13ao~ t~pulte.npur
25. Sulakhani
26. The Birth of Sri Chand

a) To Nanaki's Residence
b)Nawal;> Asks for Accounts

" c) -The· Birth of Sri Chand

27. Bhagirath and Mct,Asukh. '

28. Imme,rsion}Il the River Vein
29.. Leavin.g the Employment of

. Commjssariat

30. Mula Chona
a) Mula Chona

b) Neither Hindu nor Mussalman

31. The Nawab
'32. The Mosque (Discourse with oazi)
33. ~I-llJa Chona ,
34. Mardanp ,
35. Bringing the Rabab
36,. Departure from Sultanpur

37. The Audience's Doubt Eradicated
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I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

··1 :c .:'. ..
I BaJa ]anamsakhi
I
I
I
I
I

, I
\
I

I Puratan ]~nam

, sakhi

BaJa ]anamsakhi

IBaJa ]anamsakhi

·1 Puratan ]anam
i sakhi

I
J,
f .BaJa janamsakhi

I
I

I (Genuineness of_IBaJa" ]anamsakhi
. I discussed)
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38. Lal0, the Carpenter
39. Emnabad
40. Return to Talwandi
41. Return to Talwandi
42. Talwandi
43. Instruction to Rai Bular

44. Mansukh

45. To Talwandi,

46. Karu Des

47. Sangladip

48. Instruction to Raja Shivnabh

a) Raja Becomes Unconsious

b) Bhagti Yog and Hath Yog

49. Instruction in the Country Ruled
by Women

50. Bharthriand· Kauda

a) Bharthri
b) Kauda

51. Salas Rai, the Jeweller

52. A Monster Fish, Kal and Narad

a)A Monster Fish, Kal and Narad

'b) A,'Physician Treats a Rich and
a Poor Patient
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I
I
!

1 l3iila janamsakhi
I
I
j

I Puratan ]anam
i sakhi

I (Developed from
1 Puratan Janam-
l sakhi and Baja
,I ']anamsakhi)

J Bala Janamsakhi

Puratan ]anam
,i sakhi

1 Puratan ]anam
J sakhi

J Gyan Ratnavali

'Puratan ]e:nam
i sakhi

IBfJ.la. Ja.llamsakhi

I Bala ]anamsakhi

Bala ]anamsakhl

(Unknown)
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53. Sudhar Sain and ]handa Badi

a) Sudhar Sain
b) ]banda Badi

54. Raja Madar Bain and Demons

a) Raja Madar Bain
b) Raja Devlut

55. ]ungle.MeI1 and Demons

a) Raja D.evlut (continued)
b) ]u.ngle Men

c) Baba Nanak Saves Mardana
from Thmlon

56. Raja Kaval Nain
57. On Way to Mecca

58. The Moving Mecca

a) A Shivalinga at Mecca

b) The MoviQ9 Mecca

59. Back to Sultanpur

a) To Medina

b) Hajis of Bhakkar

c) Water for Uju (Wazu')

d) Return to .Sultanpur

60. Discourse wUh Siddhs
61. Discourse with Siddhs
62. Discourse with Siddhs

63. Discourse with Siddhs
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iBaja janamsaJcbi

Baja janarnsakhi

J Baja janamsalebi
I

I (Changed salehi
I of Baja janam
i sakhi source)

I
I Bala ]anamsalehi

Baja janamsakhi

I Gyan RatnavaJi

Baja janamsakbi

Adi Sakhian

I
f Bela janamsalehi
I
JIBaja janamsakhi

I
I Siddh Gast (lm·
: paot of B,1a and
I Puratan ]anam
i salehi also)
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64. Departure from Siddhs

65. Kak Bhasund

a) Kak Bhasund

b) Dattatre

66. Prehlad

a) Alalachin. the Bird

b) Prehlad

67. Prehlad (contd.)
68. Prehlad (contd.)
69. Prehlad (contd.)
70. Sri Barah
71. Dhruv
72. Dhruv (contd.)

73. Meeting with Akal Purakh

Uttarardh

1. Discourse with Rakhishar

2. Khands

a) Mount UJka

b) JJavrat Khand
c) Hiran Khand
d) Kimpurkh Khand
e) Hirvarkb Khand
f) Kuru Khand
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Baja janamsakhi

I (Hindu mytholo
i gicallegend)

BaJa janamsakhi

I (Hindu mytholo
i gical legend)

Baja janamsakhi

Baja janamsakhi

(Not known)

Baja janamsakhi

Baja janamsakhi

I
IIGyan RatnavaJi

I
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. 3. Return to Bharat Kband

a) KeirnaJ Khand
b) Rarnbhak Kha nd
c) Bhadra Khand
d) Bbarat Khand

e) Trader's Infant Resurrected

4. Meeting with Duni Chand & Nanaki;
Guru Nanak Reaches Talwandi

5. Meeting with Parents

6. Instruction to Kalu and His Death

7. Kurukshetra

a) The Proud Pandit
b) Rani and Her Son

8. The Ganga

9. Visit to Pilgrimage Centres

10. Kaliyug .

a) ]agannath Temple
b) The Wolf Does not Eat a Dead

Body
c) Kaliyug
.' .

11. The Country of Manafik

12. A Village and Ham Des

a) A Monster Redeemed
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Gyan Ratnavali

BaJa janamsakhi

I Puratan janamIsakhi

Gyan Ratnavali

Gyan Ratnavali

I Miharban janam
I sakhi

Gyan RatnavaJi

I
IGyan Ratnavali
I
I

B-40 janamsakhl

(Unknown)
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b) The Ocean Carries away the
Villages

c) Haru Des

13. Bhutant and Otper Countries

a) A Poor Carpenter
b) Bhutant Des
c) A Country without Fire and

Grain

14. Kashmir, Vali Qandhari and Kabul
a) Kashmir

b) Brahmdatta

c) VaH Qandhari

d) Kabul

15. The Boy, the Merchant and the
Deceitful People

a) The Boy

b) The Merchant

c) Inhabited Wilderness

d) The Deceitful People

16. The Emperor Karun

17. Habas Des and Sri Ram Chandra
a) Habas Des
b) Sri Ram Chandra
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B-40 ]anamsakhi

Gyan Ratnavali

B-40 ]anamsakhi

B-40 ]anamsakhi

Puratan ]anam
sakhi

Puratan ]anam
, sakhi
i (Hafizabad)

B-40 ]anamsakhi

Puratan ]anam
sakhi

(Not Known)

B-40 }anamsakhi

Puratan ]anam
sakhi

Mahima Prakash
(verse)

Gyan RatnavaJi
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18. Ceylon
19. Dip

20. Meeting with Siddhs

a) Distribution of a Til

b) Gorakhmata

c) Mardana Brings the Ganga
d) The Sweet Ritha
e) Resurrection of a Child

21. Delhi and Mardana
a) Elephant Resurrected
b) Mardana

22. A Brahmin Village

a) Kasabpur
b) A Deceitful Brahmin
c) The Inhospitable Village

Unmolested and the Hospitable
Village Dispersed

23. A Rich Man

24. Pandavas

25. An Emperor.and a Leper
a) ]anmejai
b)A Leper

26. Discourse with Saints and Visit to
Emnabad
a) Discourse with Saints

b) Visit to Emnabad
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, 1·i Gyan Ratnava 1

Gyan Ratnavali

I Puratan ]anam
I sakhi

I (Not known)
t (probably based
I on oral tradi
I tion)

I Puratan ]anam-
•I sakhi

Puratan ]anam
sakhi

Gyan Ratnavali

(Gyan Ratnavali
I version enlar
i ged).

I Puratan ]anam
i sakhi

(Unknown)

Baja ]anllIIlSakhi
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27. A Battle Waged by Babur

a. A Marriage in Pathan Family
b. A Brahmin

28. Babur

29. Mula Chona
a. Saidpur

b. Ajitta Randhawa

c. Sulakhani and Her Parents

30. The Founding of Kartarpur

a The Pround Karori Humbled

b. A Ritualist Brahmin

31. Mula and ]alal

a. Mula

b. ]alal

32. Ja]al

93. Sheikh Braham

34. Baghdad

35. The Death of Mardana and Shah.
zada visits His Father's Samadhi

a. The Death of Mardana
b. Shahzada, Mardana's Son
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Gyan Ratnavali
I Puratan janam-
I •

I sakhl

I Puratan janam
i sakhi

Puratan janam
sakbi

Bala janamsakhi

(Developed on
I Bala ]anamsakhi
I

I mode)

Adi Sakhian

I Puratan janam-
I .I sakhl

Adi Sakhian

Bala ]anamsakhi

Bala janamsakhi

Puratan ]anam
sakhi

Gyan Ratnavali

Bala janamsakhi
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36. Sikhs Redeemed

31. Multan andShamsh
a. Shamsh Tabrez

b. Mansur

38. Balgundai and Mula
a. Shah Suhagan
b. Balgundai
c. Mula
d. Guru Gobind Singh

39. Discourse with Siddhs

40. Malo Sheikh
a. A Carpenter Offers His Son

to Baba Nanak

b. Discourse with Siddhs
c. Malo Sheikh

41. Shah Adarman

42. Sikhs Redeemed by Instruction
a. A Boy

b. Mula Kid
c. Pritha and Kheda
d. Prithimal Sehgal, Ubai Rama,

Didi

43. Instruction to Sikhs

a. Malo and Mango
b. Kalu Khatri
c. Bhagta, Ohri and Japu
d. Sihan and Gajjan
.~ Firna Khaira and ]odh
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BaJa janamsakhi

Gyan Ratnavali

(Muslim legend)

Gyan RatnavaJi
BaJa janamsakhi
Adi Sakhian
(Unknown)

Varan
(Bhai Gurdas)

(Unknown)

\ BaJa janamsakhi

BaJa janamsakhi

I Puratan janam
I sakhi

I
! Sikban Di Bbag-
! aimaJ
I

r
I
I Sikhan Di Bhag-IatmaJ

I
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44. The Testing of Devotion of
Sikhs

a. A Poor Carpenter

b. A Poor Sikh
c. The Reward of Meeting a

Sadhu

45. Instruction to Sikhs

a. Saida, Gheo and Varun

b. A Sikh Sells Her Daughter
c. DushaJa to a Faqir
d. The Hospitality of a Bird

46. The Deanl of Bhai Bala

47. Meeting with Angad

48. Sri Angad
a. Shephard
b. Takhat Mal

49. Austerities

a. The Bread from a Kikker
Tree

b. Angad Cools off

50. The Testing of Sikhs

a. Cultivation
b. The Likeness of a Warrior
c. Return to Matte Di Sarai

d. Beating with a Stick

e. Command to Eat Dead Body

51. Instruction to Sri Lehna
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(Unknown),
I B-40 janamsakhi
I,
I Puratan ]anam
I sakhi

I
!(Unknown)
t

Baja jansmsakhi

Adi Sakhian

B-40 janamsakhi
Adi Sakhian

Gyan Ratnavali

Adi Sakhian

J
, Adi Sakhian
•
I
I Puratan janam
t sakhi

Baja janamsakhi

(Vedantic ideas
discussed)
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52. The installation of Guru Angad

a. To Remove the Dead Rat I
b. To Remove a Garvi from Mud ! BaJa janamsakhi
c. Angad and Baba Buddha I

53. Instruction to Sikhs (Unknown)

54. The Death of Guru Nanak B-40 janamsakhi

55. The Death of Guru Nanak I Miharban jana-
I msakhi

56. The Death of Guru Nanak
) B-40 janamsakhi

57. Guru Nanak Goes to Sach Khand
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GLOSSARY

diseases of mind

aham brabam asmi I am God

ahamkara

Akalpurkh

alankar

amarati

analbuq

antahkarana

arati

aril

atam

atsman

Atamram

banai

bani

baran

basmati

Begumpura

egoism

the Immortal One

literally ornament. a figure of speech

a kind of sweet

I am God

the inner organ. the seat of inner thought
and feeling.

a ceremony performed in adoration of
gods by waving burning lamps.

a poetic metre

self

soul

All Pervading Immanent God

made

speech; the utterances of the Guru's and
bhagats recorded in the Adi Grantb.

colour; one of the four caste divisions;
dress; and class. See, chakar baran
below.

rice of superior quality.

literally a griefless town; imaginery
state of supreme bliss.
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bhagat

bhakha

bhakti (sahitya)

bhang

bhekh

bbuta

biadhi

bideh

brahI1ljnani

brahmbboj

Brahmin

buddhi

bunga

bundi

chakar baran

chakravarti

chhappe

cbhimba

cbitta

cbopai

da]

darshan
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an exponent of bhagati; a worshipper; a
devotee; a holy man.

language; vernacular.

devotional literature.

an intoxicant,cannabis sativa.

dress; sect.

element.
physical disease.

a bodiless state.

knowE'r of God.

feast.

a priestly caste.

intellect.

rest house, structure attached to a Sikh
Temple for the pilgrims.

a kind of sweet.

a class of serv'ants or employees.

literally 'wheel-moving' or ruler over all
the territories which his chariot wheels
traversed; a title employed for 1.J.niversal
monarch.

a poetic metre.

a caste of calico printer and tailor.

mind, consciousness. individual self.

a poetic metre.

split peas of gram, manh, mungi etc.
cooked or uncooked.

view, vision; audience with a person of
royal ~r spiritual stature; visit to a holy
shrine or object.
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desh

dhania"

abarma'

dharmarth

dharamsala

dip

dohra

durbar

faqir

gaddi

gati

ghee

gosht

gur

Gurbani

gurdwara

gurmantra

gurmukh

Gurmukhi

r;uru

guru gaddi

HandaJi
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country; territory.

coriander.

appropriate IDbraland religious obliga
tions. attached to any particular status.Jn

, ,Hindu society. ., .

by way of religious duty; land reveflj.Je
.alienated in favour of a religious per-
'sonage or institution by a ruler. .... '.

an inn for pilgri~s and travellers; inSlkh
usage a place of worship.

island, continent, region of the earth.

a metre.

royal court.

Muslim ascetic.

throne, seat.
emancipation.

clarified butter.

discourse.

Inspissated juice of the sugar-cane.

utterances of theGu~us.

Sikh temple.

spiritual initiation.

Guru-oriented.

a script.

spiritual preceptor, mentor.

spiritual throne of the Sikhs.

a heteordox sect founded by Baba Handa!.
They have no spiritual text of their own
and believe that spiritual status and
redemption can be ,achieved insta:qtan-
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jfj'has

jagir

jagrit

jaJebi

jat

jehad

jiva

jivan mulla

jnan

jnani

kabit

.eachauri

kachhi bani

kaff

kaliyug

karah

karah prasbad

karam-yogi

lardar
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eously with mere touch of the guru.
The Bala ]alJamsakbi is their creation.

a legendry account of the past events;
presently, synonymous with history.

an assignment of land in lieu of salary.

the state of being awake.

a kind of sweet.

an agricultural caste.

holy war.

soul, spirit, individual self, empirical
self.

One who achieves God during one's

life time.

gnosis.

a person, who has gamed gnosis.

a metre.

a kind of pastry filled with broken
pUlse.

apocryphal composition.
phlegm.

the fourth and last of the cosmic ages.

a kind of sweet made of flour, sugar and
gbee.

holy communion.

an ascetic who believes in salvation
through action.

a revenue collector of a ta'alluqa or a
pargana.
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karma

kariar rupa

katha

katlJa-itihas

karan

kharayat

khir

kosha

laddu

lande

langar

linga

loka

mahandidal

mana

manglacbaran
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destiny, in accordance with the deeds
performed in the past.

Creator.

narrative.

conventional account in a literary
manner.

organ, physical and psychic.

charity.

rice boiled with milk and sugar.

a kind of sweet.

sheaths. There are five kosas : annamay;
pranamay; manomay; vijnanamay; and
anandamay. The: first is built up and
sustained by the food eaten. The second
is 'ethric-formed sheath'. The third is
'mind-formed sheath'. The fourth is
'knowledge-formed sheath'. And the
last is 'bliss-formed sheath'.

a sweet consisting of flour of chana
or mung, ghee and sugar made up
into balls.

literally 'tail-less'; various commercial
handwritings in India.

community kitchen.

characteristic.

world.

an edible pulse of phaseolus radiatus.

heart.

invocation.

---------------
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mantri

maya

modi

moh

mridang

muchang

nafir

naika bhed

nam

naraj

Nath

nay ras

neli neli

niqah

Niranjan

nirgun

Nirmala

pak?-ura

pandit

paramgati

parmesvar

pflthshala

patta

patwari

pitt

pura
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.. adviser. to a king.

cosmic illusion; ;

a storekeeper.

worldly love.

a musical instrument.·

a musical instrument

a pipe.

types of heroines...

the divine name; the expression ofthe
nature and being of 90d in terms com;"..
prehensible to human understanding.

_.J

a metre..

a yogi sect.

nine flavours.

not this, not this.
"I

marriage accordinS1to Islamic law.

pure One; Immaculate ..

without attribute.

an ascetic order of Sikhism.

an eatable made of gram flour, fried
in oil.

an erudite person; a, mode of address
used for Brahmins.

redemption.

Supreme God.

indigeneous school.

a deed.

village accountant.

bile.

a batter cake cooked, in ghee and sugaf.
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puri

purvardh

qazi

ritha

riti

Sach Khand
sagune

sail

sakhi

sakshin

samadhi

samip

sangat
saput

sarup

satguna

satnam

satsang

satyug
.. saugi

sawayya

sayuj

seva

sevian

lSt

a cake fried in ghee.

the first half of a work.

an official admini~tering civil and criminal
justice according to Islamic law.

the seeds of a tree sapindus detengens
used for washing clothes and hair.

principle; scholastic poetry in Hindi.

the realm of Truth.
with attributes.

travel for pleasure.

testimony; narrative unit of a janamsakhi

witness.

the super-conscious state.

one of the four categories of the redee
med of the HClndalis.

a gatheling.

dutiful son

one of the four categories of the redeem
ed of the Handalis.

the attributes of goodness.

the True Name.

congregation.

the age of righteousness.

raisin.

a metre.

one of the four and the highest categories
of the redeemed of the Handalis.

service.

vermicelli.
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sewak

shabad

shalok

sharadh

sharik

shivalinga

shronit

sithanian

slok

smriti

soratha

sthul

Sufi

susupti
tambura

tana

tatveta

thanadar

udas

Udasi

udasibhekh

upang

upadhi
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a servant.

word; in Sikh usage a hymn of the
Adi Granth.

couplet or stanza.

a funeral rite in honour of the departed.

collaterals.

Phallus combined with female organ.

blood.

obscene songs sung by women at
weddings.
one of the four categories of the reemed
of the Handalis.

The sacred books of Hindus.

a metre.

coarse.
a Muslim mystic.

deep sleep.
a musical instrument.
body.
knower of essence.

the commandant of a garrison or a fort.
detachment; the state of being an
Udasi.

an order of ascetics founded by Sri
Chand, one of Guru Nanak's 80ns;
travel.

a sect of Udasis, the dress of an Udasi.

a musical instrument.

spiritual malaise.
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uttarardh

vam

vai

vaidyak

Vedant

vikar

vritti
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the second half.

an account-book of native merchants; a
register of geneologies kept by the
pan(j.a,s.. '.

, '
wino.

Indian medical science.

the end of the Vedas; popularaly it sign
ifies the Advaita philiosophy.

disorder; deterioration, deviation.

modes, functions.
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CONCLUSION 131

Sikh principalities and Lahore Durbar as a unitary Sikh
rule.

Though his primary concern is to uphold the cause of
Sikh ruling class yet his work is addressed to common man.
He was a katha performer. He had to keep in mind the
intellectual level of his audience. The work is also replete
with the facts of everyday life. Nanak Prakash is dominated
by anthropological descriptions. It is not only a reflex of
the intellectual state of the society but also his lack of
vision.
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